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ABSTRACT
ESSAYS ON PEER EFFECTS AND NETWORK ECONOMETRICS
Alejandro Sánchez Becerra
Xu Cheng
This dissertation proposes new estimators of program treatment effects in the presence of
spillovers, a situation where one person’s treatment can affect another’s outcome.
The first chapter focuses on a setting where treatment decisions depend on observables
and there are spillovers from friends in a social network known to the researcher. I show
that primitive conditions on the treatment, a dyadic model of network formation, and a
flexible random coefficient model on the outcome, can motivate high-level unconfoundedness
and rank conditions to identify average treatment effects and spillovers effects. I show
that a novel finite-dimensional statistic (the network propensity score) can summarize the
relevant observables under key conditions. I propose feasible estimators of the average
effects that are consistent and asymptotically normal in settings with multiple networks.
Finally, I study the effects of an intervention on political participation in Uganda where I find
evidence of spillovers on non-participants. I also evaluate an information intervention about
microfinance adoption in India where I find large treatment effects but limited spillovers
effects.
The second chapter (coauthored with Francis J. DiTraglia, Camilo Garcı́a-Jimeno and
Rossa O’Keeffe-O’Donovan) shows how to use a randomized saturation experimental design to identify and estimate causal effects in the presence of spillovers and one-sided noncompliance–subjects can only be offered treatment, not compelled to take it up. We consider
the case in which spillovers occur only within known groups, and take-up decisions do not
depend on peers’ offers. In this setting we point identify local average treatment effects,
both direct and indirect, in a flexible random coefficients model. We go on to propose a
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feasible estimator that is consistent and asymptotically normal as the number and size of
groups increases. We apply our estimator to data from a large-scale job placement services
experiment, and find negative indirect treatment effects on the likelihood of employment
for those willing to take up the program. These negative spillovers are offset by positive
direct treatment effects from own take-up.
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CHAPTER 1 : Spillovers, Homophily, and Selection into Treatment: The Network
Propensity Score
1.1. Introduction
Propensity score matching is a procedure for comparing the average outcomes of matchedpairs of individuals. It is used to estimate program treatment effects, typically from observational data on a cross-section of individuals whose outcome depends on their treatment
status.1 At its core, propensity score matching relies on a high level unconfoundedness (or
selection-on-observables) condition, assuming that the key determinants of treatment takeup are observed, and a support condition, ensuring a match between comparable treated
and control individuals.
Nevertheless, in many practical settings it is plausible that one person’s treatment can affect the outcome of a friend in their social network. In these cases –known as spillovers–
conventional unconfoundedness and support conditions are insufficient to identify program
treatment effects. For example, job placement programs can displace non-participants from
the labor market (Crépon et al., 2013b), cash transfers can affect informal insurance networks (Meghir et al., 2020), and professional events can encourage the adoption of business
practices (Fafchamps and Quinn, 2018). In the presence of spillovers, researchers can model
the outcome as a function of both an individual’s treatment status and a sufficient statistic
of their friends’ treatment decisions. To address identification, a recent literature proposes
analogs of the unconfoundedness and support conditions (Forastiere et al., 2020; Liu et al.,
2019; Sofrygin and van der Laan, 2017), intended for settings where the social network is
observed by the researcher. In spite of its technical convenience, unconfoundedness with
respect to a constructed statistic is harder to justify intuitively than unconfoundedness of
the treatment, and recent work offers limited guidance on its validity for specific situations.
This paper establishes a set of primitive conditions on the treatment, the network for1

This assumption is called the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA).
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mation process, and a flexible random coefficients model of the outcome, that rationalizes
unconfoundedness and support conditions to identify the average partial effects (APE). The
APE’s in my model are summarized by a vector of program treatment effects that includes
an explicit measure of spillovers. To build my argument, I exploit exchangeability: the
key regressors are constructed from a common vector of treatment indicators, weighted by
another set of friendship indicators drawn from an exchangeable network process. I then
establish two key findings. First, the researcher can satisfy the unconfoundedness condition
by choosing individual determinants of treatment take-up and friendship choices. Second,
there exists a three-dimensional individual statistic –that I call the network propensity score
(NPS)– which can be used as a matching variable. Crucially, the validity of the support
condition depends on heterogeneous take-up probabilities within a friend circle. From a
theoretical perspective, the NPS can be expressed as an integrand of the take-up process,
friend preferences over traits, and the measure of traits in the population. I use this characterization to establish when the NPS contains complementary information to the propensity
score.
This paper builds on the intuitive idea that the determinants of network formation serve as
valid controls for identifying program treatment effects. This approach has been leveraged
by recent papers that assume exogenous treatment and homogeneous effects (Johnsson and
Moon, 2019; Goldsmith-Pinkham and Imbens, 2013). My paper formalizes this idea in a
setting with selection on observables and heterogeneous effects by proposing a model that
nests the standard potential outcomes used in program evaluation (Fisher et al., 1960; Rubin, 1980). This generalization is important for two reasons. First, nesting the standard
model allows for a setting with selection only and without spillovers, where propensity score
methods should thrive. Second, it shows that the network determinants approach imposes
testable restrictions on the matrix Qxx , defined as the (conditional) second moments of
the endogenous regressors given covariates. I further show that when the researcher has
incomplete set of network determinants, then Qxx can be expressed as a mixture of known
matrices, and propose additional restrictions on the unobserved heterogeneity that guar2

antee unconfoundedness. I extend this idea to construct a covariate balancing test, as a
robustness check.
I model program treatment effects by introducing random coefficients in the outcome model
which can be correlated with the treatment decisions. The model’s average partial effects
capture three distinct estimands of interest: Direct effects capture the impact of the program
in isolation, spillover effects capture the impact’s of other’s treatment, and interaction effects
capture the differential effect of spillovers on those that are already treated. I propose a
two-step identification strategy based on inverse weighting in the style of Graham and Pinto
(2018) and Wooldridge (2004b). In the first step, I estimate the network propensity score
parameters and use them to construct an individual-specific matrix Qxx . In the second
stage, I estimate the average partial effects by inversely weighting each observation and
then averaging the resulting estimands across individuals. I then propose an estimator that
is consistent and asymptotically normal in a setting where the number of networks grows
along the asymptotic sequence. I compute the standard errors by rewriting the first and
second stages as a single GMM system and computing standard sandwich formulas.
I apply my methodology to two empirical examples. First, I consider an intervention designed to increase political participation in Uganda (Eubank et al., 2019; Ferrali et al.,
2020). Citizens voluntarily participated in quarterly information sessions about ways to
engage with local district officials. I find evidence of spillovers because individuals with
a higher number of friends participating in the sessions were more likely to be politically
active, after controlling for covariates. The estimates of the spillover effects under my approach are statistically significant and about twice the size of comparable ordinary least
squares (OLS) regressions with additive covariates. The network propensity score matching methodology is better equipped to handle heterogeneous spillover effects that can be
correlated with the endogeneous regressors.
In the second example, I analyze the effects of an intervention to increase microfinance
adoption (Banerjee et al., 2013). This example has been analyzed extensively by the econo-
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metrics literature (Candelaria, 2020; Chandrasekhar and Jackson, 2014) and has lead to
many follow-up projects (Banerjee et al., 2017; Breza and Chandrasekhar, 2019; Chandrasekhar et al., 2018). The microfinance organization used a non-random selection rule
based on occupation of household members (shopkeepers, teachers), who received in-depth
information about the loans offered by the company. In practice, households with higher
wealth and privileged castes were both more likely to receive treatment themselves and to be
friends with others that received treatment as well. My network propensity score matching
approach estimates large treatment effects but limited spillover effects. Nevertheless, these
results do not necessarily rule out spillover effects through friends-of-friends in a diffusion
model (Banerjee et al., 2013; Akbarpour et al., 2018). In this case, the researcher observes
loan adoption decisions, but not whether they are informed at each moment in time. This
might generate a possible attenuation bias in the spillovers from direct friend connections,
because it underestimates the diffusion of information through the network.
Finally this paper considers applications of the network propensity score approach to stratified experiments. I analyze experiments that exogenously assign treatment probabilities
across multiple networks (Duflo and Saez, 2003b; Crépon et al., 2013b; Baird et al., 2019;
Vasquez-Bare, 2019) and experiments with treatment assignment variation within networks
(Eckles et al., 2017; Ugander et al., 2011). I find that the network propensity score has
a simple form in both cases under perfect compliance. I also consider settings with noncompliance and spillovers (DiTraglia et al., 2021; Vasquez-Bare, 2019; Imai et al., 2020). I
discuss the applicability of the network propensity score to identify average spillover effects
under non-compliance in sparse networks.
There have been three recent approaches in the literature that extend propensity score
methods for use with network data. The first approach uses relationship data and friend
covariates to relax the selection on observables assumption. Jackson et al. (2020) assume
that program participation is the result of a strategic game with friends (spillovers in treatment), but assume that there are no spillovers on outcomes. The second approach assumes
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selection on observables (without spillovers) but focuses on pairwise outcomes. Arpino et al.
(2015), for example, compute the propensity score of adopting tariff agreements and use it
to evaluate their effect on bilateral trade between countries. The third approach, gaining
traction in biostatistics, incorporates spillovers by assuming anonymous interactions (Manski, 2013b), which implies heterogeneous outcomes that depend on own treatment and the
total number of treated friends. This approach is sometimes called multi-treatment matching because it assumes that individuals with different numbers of treated friends experience
different intensities that satisfy unconfoundedness (Forastiere et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019;
Sofrygin and van der Laan, 2017). This literature focuses on predicting a propensity score
for each intensity level, which is equivalent to modeling the distribution of treated friends.
No restrictions are imposed on the network process but that generality comes at the cost
of a very large vector of propensity scores that needs to be estimated.
My approach is closest to multi-treatment matching, in the sense that I assume anonymous
interactions and focus on the distribution of treated friends. However, my paper shows
that augmenting the model with a network formation process introduces overidentifying
restrictions that reduce the dimensionality of the required propensity score. Moreover,
the dyadic network model that I assume –where individuals become friends based on the
similarity of their pairwise characteristics– is actually quite general. In two influential papers
Aldous (1981) and Hoover (1979) showed that any network process whose distribution is
ex-ante independent of the ordering of agents can be represented as a dyadic network with
independent covariates and independent shocks. Furthermore, there is a growing theoretical
literature that provides microfoundations of the dyadic model as a limiting network of
a dynamic strategic game (Mele, 2017). The dyadic representation is extremely useful
to analyze spillovers because it allows us to focus on individual confounders rather than
complicated functions of the covariates of others. The network propensity score emerges
quite naturally as a sufficient statistic that describes the distribution of treated friends after
conditioning on personal information.

5

The key empirical challenge is whether the covariates of the Aldous-Hoover representation
are actually observed or whether some of them may be latent. A recent literature (Graham, 2017; Gao, 2020; Johnsson and Moon, 2019) proposes empirical dyadic models with a
single source of unobserved heterogeneity called the popularity index because it generates
variation in the number of friends. Goldsmith-Pinkham and Imbens (2013) uses a bayesian
model of network formation, spillover effects, and exogenous treatment with a similar popularity index. My model allows for plug-in estimates of the degree heterogeneity in the form
of Johnsson and Moon (2019) when there are multiple large networks. Testing whether
the popularity index is the only source of unobserved heterogeneity is an area of ongoing
research. Pelican and Graham (2019) test the validity of the empirical dyadic network
model with popularity indexes, against models with so-called strategic interactions (Chandrasekhar and Jackson, 2014; Leung, 2019a). Another recent literature (Auerbach, 2019;
Zeleneev, 2020) focuses on a “graphon” metric to analyze more general forms of unobserved
heterogeneity that allows for latent communities. Auerbach (2019), however, argues that
this form of heterogeneity cannot be separately identified from spillovers in dense networks.
Recent research typically assumes sequences of networks with increasing degree for consistent estimating models with this form of heterogeneity. However, the residual variance of
the fraction of treated friends is inversely proportional to the degree, which means that identification in dense networks is at best weak without any further regularization. Handling
these types of settings remains an open question.
There is a broader literature on linear models of social interactions. Manski (1993) studies
a linear model with group level averages of key variables as regressors. Manski’s model
is similar to mine in the sense that he also includes summary measures of friend treatment. However, he also includes an average of the outcome variable as a regressor and
calls its associated coefficient the endogenous peer effect. There has been significant interest
in estimating this coefficient (Bramoullé et al., 2009; Lee, 2007) although there has been
discussion of the challenges to identify it in practice (Angrist, 2014). The models that I
consider do not estimate the endogenous peer effects. There are many reasons to focus on
6

the coefficient on friend treatment instead of the endogenous peer effect. On one hand,
the coverage of the program can be adjusted by the policymaker, whereas changing the
composition of peers or the network itself is not always feasible, except in tightly controlled
environments. On the other hand, the average partial effects that I identify can be viewed as
observational analogs of the estimands recovered by random saturation experiments (Duflo
and Saez, 2003b; Baird et al., 2019; Crépon et al., 2013b; Vasquez-Bare, 2019), in which the
researcher exogenously shifts the proportion of people treated by design. Overall, understanding the trade-offs in expanding the coverage of a program are essential to the policy
maker’s cost-benefit calculations.
Section 1.2 introduces the model and the identification results. Section 1.3 proposes feasible
estimator and presents the asymptotic results. Section 1.4 discusses the empirical examples.
Section 1.5 presents a discussion about extensions. Section 1.6 concludes.

1.2. Model
I assume that there are g = {1, . . . , G} disjoint groups that contain i = {1, . . . , Ng } individuals each. We can interpret g as the identifier for a school, village or city. Treatment
status is denoted by a binary variable Dig that equals one if individual {ig} is treated and
zero if she is not. A social network is denoted by a Ng × Ng adjacency matrix Ag with
binary entries. Each entry Aijg equals one if individuals {ig} and {jg} are friends and
zero otherwise, using the convention that Aiig = 0. To make the model tractable, I follow
a recent literature that relies on summary measures of friends’ treatment status (Manski,
2013b; Aronow and Samii, 2017; Leung, 2019a). To this end, I define two additional meaPNg
sures: the total number of {ig}0 s friends Lig ≡ j=1
Aijg and the total number of {ig}0 s
PNg
Aijg Djg . The variables Lig and Tig are meant to capture peer
treated friends by Tig ≡ j=1
influence in {ig}0 s immediate friend circle.
I analyze a model where a scalar outcome Yig is determined by
Yig = αig + Dig βig + ϕ(Tig , Lig )0 γig + Dig × ϕ(Tig , Lig )0 δig .
7

(1.1)

Here, ϕ : Z2+ → Rk is a known function, which maps (Tig , Lig ) to a set of individual
0 , δ 0 )0 ∈
covariates. I define a vector of real-valued random coefficients τig ≡ (αig , βig , γig
ig

R2+2k that can be correlated with (Dig , Tig , Lig ). I am interested in identifying the average
partial effects for a target population, defined as

τ ≡ (α, β, γ, δ) = E[τig | F].

(1.2)

The average partial effects vector τ integrates the coefficients in (1.1). The conditioning F
is important to emphasize that the average is computed for a specific subpopulation (men
or women, old or young, etc.). When the conditioning set is empty, i.e F = ∅, the average
is computed for the entire population.
The potential outcomes model (Fisher et al., 1960; Rubin, 1980) that is routinely used
in program evaluation is a special case of (1.1). In that case we set γig = δig = 0 and
define individual-specific outcomes by treatment status as Yig (0) ≡ αig and Yig (1) ≡ αig +
βig . The average treatment effect is defined as β = E[βig | F] = E[Yig (1) − Yig (0) | F].
Heterogeneity of βig is important to capture varying responses to treatment. Researchers
are often interested in testing β = 0, the null hypothesis that the treatment has no effect
on average. If β > 0 then the treatment has a positive effect on the population of interest,
and a negative effect if β < 0.
The more interesting case is when γig and δig are not zero. For simplicity assume that
ϕ(t, l) = t/l and l > 0, which implies that the model in (1.1) is a linear function of own
treatment, the fraction of treated friends, and an interaction. We can define the potential
outcomes as Yig (0, t, l) ≡ αig + γig × (t/l) and Yig (1, t, l) ≡ αig + βig + (γig + δig ) × (t/l). The
direct average treatment effect is equal to E[Yig (1, t, l) − Yig (0, t, l) | F] = β + δ × (t/l). In
contrast to the Fisher-Rubin model, the magnitude of the treatment effect depends on how
many friends are treated. For example, if δ > 0 then having more treated friends widens the
gap between the treated and control. In addition to the ATE we can compute the spillover
effect for control individuals E[Yig (0, t, l) − Yig (0, 0, l) | F] = γ × t/l. If γ > 0 then control
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individuals have better outcomes when some of their friends are treated even if they are not
participating in the treatment directly. Modeling heterogeneity of (γig , δig ) is important to
capture the fact that not everyone is equally susceptible to peer influence.
The choice of ϕ determines the shape of the potential outcomes function in terms of friend
treatment status. Many empirical examples choose a linear specification with homogeneous
coefficients where ϕ(t, l) = t or ϕ(t/l) = t/l following Manski (1993), although more general
forms are also possible. It is worth noting that the choice of ϕ is not essential to the identification argument. Non-separable models are an alternative that can capture heterogeneous,
non-linear relationships between an outcome an endogenous variable (Imbens and Newey,
2009; Blundell and Powell, 2003; Florens et al., 2008). In this case the equivalent of τ is
a function known as the average dose response or average structural function. In Section
Appendix show that this function is identified by using analogous arguments to the random
coefficients.
The more substantial restriction in (1.1) is that individuals are only affected by the average treatment status of their immediate friends rather than those of second order connections. This assumption is known in the literature as anonymous interactions (Leung, 2019a;
Vasquez-Bare, 2019; DiTraglia et al., 2021; Baird et al., 2019; Aronow and Samii, 2017).
This condition is typically violated in so-called endogenous peer effects models that include
PNg
an additional term ρ j=1
Aig Yjg on the right-hand side of (1.1). Bramoullé et al. (2009)
show that in a setting with homogeneous coefficients, i.e. (βig , γig , δig ) = (β, γ, δ), as well as
exogenous treatment and network, there is a reduced-form representation that depends on
the entire treatment vector and the whole adjacency matrix. Some work has been done on
accounting for endogenous network formation (Johnsson and Moon, 2019) but the general
case with higher order connections, heterogeneous coefficients, endogenous treatment and
network formation is still an ongoing area of research (see Bramoullé et al. (2020) for a
recent review).
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1.2.1. Identification of τ : Main insights
Let Xig be the vector of regressors (1.1) which is defined as

Xig ≡ (1, Dig , ϕ(Tig , Lig ), Dig × ϕ(Tig , Lig )).

The random variable Xig has dimension 2 + 2k. This allows us to write down the model in
0 τ .
(1.1) concisely as Yig = Xig
ig

The main barrier to identifying the average partial effect is that τig and Xig might be
correlated. To address this problem, I propose using individual covariates Vig that capture

unconfoundedness condition τig

|=

the main determinants of treatment and network formation. I assume that Vig satisfies the
Xig | Vig and that F is Vig − measurable. For example,

F could include gender and Vig could include a finer set of variables such as gender, age
and wealth. I establish primitive assumptions on the network and treatment processes that
justify these conditions in the next section. Under unconfoundedness,
E[Yig | Xig = x, Vig = v] = x0 E[τig | Vig = v] ≡ x0 τ (v)

(1.3)

Here, τ (v) is a localized average of τig in terms of observables. Unconfoundedness allows us
to separate the endogenous regressors from the random coefficients. Crucially, x and τ (v)
form a system of equations that can be used to solve for τ (v).
For example, consider a restricted case where {ig} does not have any friends and hence
there are no spillovers. For convenience, we can express the regressors as Xig = (1, Dig , 0, 0),
setting the variables that involve peer treatment to zero. The system has two equations
E[Yig | Xig = (1, 0, 0, 0), Vig = v] = E[αig | Vig = v]

if Dig = 1

E[Yig | Xig = (1, 1, 0, 0), Vig = v] = E[αig | Vig = v] + E[βig | Vig = v]

if Dig = 0
(1.4)

We can solve for E[βig | Vig = v] by subtracting the first line from the second line of
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(1.4). Intuitively, for each treated individual we have to find another person with similar
characteristics in the control group, that proxies as a counter-factual. This matching process
requires an support/overlap condition 0 < P(Dig = 1 | Vig = v) < 1, that ensures that the
researcher can find such a match with high probability. The probability P(Dig = 1 | Vig = v)
is commonly known as the propensity score. If it is equal to either zero or one, then one
of the outcomes in Equation (1.4) is not identified and we cannot solve E[βig | Vig = v].
If the overlap condition does hold over the support of Vig then we can obtain the average
treatment effect as β ≡ E[βig | F] = E[E[βig | Vig ] | F] by applying the law of iterated
expectations.
We now turn to the case where {ig} has one or more friends. To solve the system of
equations involving τ (v) we can pre-multiply (1.4) by Xig and apply the law of iterated
0 | V = v]τ (v).
expectations once more. This means that E[Xig Yig | Vig = v] = E[Xig Xig
ig

We can solve for τ (v) as
−1

0
τ (v) = E[Xig Xig
| Vig = v]
{z
}
|
≡Qxx (v)

E[Xig Yig | Vig = v]
|
{z
}
≡Qxy (v)

Here, the weighting matrix Qxx (v) needs to be invertible over the support of Vig . The
estimand for τ (v) resembles the form of a varying coefficients regression that conditions
on Vig . Invertibility depends on both the choice of basis functions ϕ and the distribution
of (Dig , Lig , Tig ) given Vig . It ensures that the econometrician observes individuals with
the same value of Vig but different treatment status and different values of (Tig , Lig ). If
the weighting matrix is invertible uniformly in the support of Vig , then we can identify
τ = E[τ (Vig ) | F] = E[Qxx (Vig )−1 Qxy (Vig ) | F]. Graham and Pinto (2018) and Wooldridge
(2004b) show that in a generic random coefficients model with regressors Xig we can write
an expression for τ that does not depend on Qxy (Vig ), by applying the law of iterated

0 τ , (ii) X
Theorem 1 (Average Partial Effects). Suppose that (i) Yig = Xig
ig
ig

|=

expectations.
τig | Vig ,

0 | V = v] is invertible almost surely over
(iii) F is Vig −measurable and Qxx (v) = E[Xig Xig
ig
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the support of Vig | F . Then τ defined in (1.2) is equal to E[Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig | F].
Theorem 1 shows that the average partial effect can be identified by an inverse weighting
strategy that only depends on Qxx (Vig ). In contrast to a generic random coefficients model,
in the spillovers model Xig is a function of own and friend treatment indicators, which
constrains the form of Qxx (v). Let ⊗ denote the Kronecker product. The weighting matrix
takes the form


)0









1
ϕ(Tig , Lig


  1 Dig 
Qxx (v) = E 
 | Vig = v 
⊗
0
ϕ(Tig , Lig ) ϕ(Tig , Lig )ϕ(Tig , Lig )
Dig Dig

The overlap condition is still necessary for invertibility. If P(Dig = 1 | Vig = v) is either
zero or one, then some of the columns are colinear. However, the overlap condition is not
sufficient because of the other entries that involve ϕ. The remaining entries of Qxx (v) can
be interpreted as a generalized propensity score in the style of Hirano and Imbens (2004) to
match the first and second conditional moments of Xig . I show that imposing the network
model introduces over-identifying restrictions that drastically reduce the number of entries
that need to be computed, and provide guidance on the choice of Vig .
1.2.2. Endogenous Treatment and Network
I assume that the researcher has auxiliary covariates that explain {ig}0 s participation in
the treatment and choice of friends. Let Cig ∈ Rdc be a vector of individual characteristics
that are sampled at random from a super-population and let Ψ∗g ∈ RdΨ be a vector of group
characteristics. I next describe assumptions on the core structure that provide guidance on
the choice of Vig .
Assumption (Random Sampling).
(i)
(ii)

N

g
(Across Groups) {τig , Dig , Cig }i=1
, Ψ∗g are i.i.d. across groups.

(Within Groups) {τig , Dig , Cig } are i.i.d. within group given Ψ∗g .
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The first part of Random Sampling –stating that groups are i.i.d– is plausible when the
groups are spatially, economically or socially separated. The second part states that the
covariates within a group are conditionally independent within groups, which is a common
assumption in the literature on network formation (Johnsson and Moon, 2019; Graham,

Assumption (Selection on Observables).

τig

|=

2017; Auerbach, 2019). This can also be interpreted as an exchangeability condition.
Dig | Cig , Ψ∗g .

The Selection on Observables assumption states that the treatment status is independent
of the treatment effects, after controlling for baseline characteristics. It puts the burden on
researchers to identify relevant confounding variables (such as gender, income or age) that
are motivated by either theory or practice. For example, the confounders can emerge from
well-defined institutional rules that constrain the assignment of slots to treatment or the
stratifying variables in experiments with perfect compliance. Selection on Observables is
the same assumption discussed by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983), which justifies propensity
score analysis.
Assumption (Dyadic Network).

Suppose that there exists an unobserved vector of pair-

N

g
specific shocks {Uijg }i,j=1
∈ RNg for g = 1, . . . , G and an unknown link function L : Rkc ×

Rkc × RkΨ × R → {0, 1} such that
(i)
(ii)

(Pairwise Links) Aijg = L(Cig , Cjg , Ψ∗g , Uijg ).
N

g
(Shocks) Uijg are i.i.d. and mutually independent of {τig , Dig , Cig }i=1
given Ψ∗g .

The Dyadic Network assumption states that friendships between pairs of individuals {ig}
and {jg} depend on their observed characteristics (Cig , Cjg ), a group component Ψ∗g and a
pair-specific shock Uijg . For example, let kc − c∗ k be the Euclidean distance between two
sets of covariates (c, c∗ ). In a random geometric graph, L(c, c, Ψ∗ , u) = 1{kc − c∗ k ≤ u},
which implies that individuals are more likely to be friends if their characteristics are similar.
In economics, dyadic networks have been used to analyze risk sharing agreements, political
alliances and business partnerships (Graham, 2017; Fafchamps and Gubert, 2007; Attanasio
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et al., 2012; Lai and Reiter, 2000; Fafchamps and Quinn, 2018). The function L can be
interpreted as a decision rule that encodes preferences over friends, as a random meeting
process that brings two people together (Mele, 2017), or a combination of both.
Dyadic networks can also be motivated as reduced form objects by appealing to exchangeability. In two influential papers, Aldous (1981) and Hoover (1979) showed that any network
whose distribution is invariant to the ordering of the sample (exchangeability) can be represented as a dyadic network, where some of the components of Cig are possibly unobserved.
From a practical point of view, the Dyadic Network assumption states that the relevant
determinants are indeed observed by the researcher. Therefore it can be interpreted as a
network analog of the Selection on Observables assumption.
1.2.3. The Network Propensity Score
Define the propensity score and the friend propensity score, respectively as
pdig ≡ P(Dig = 1 | Cig , Ψ∗g ),
pf ig ≡ P(Djg = 1 | Cig , Ψ∗g , Aijg = 1).

The scalar pdig is the probability of treatment given individual characteristics, whereas pf ig
is the probability that a potential friend is treated. The Random Sampling assumption
ensures that every friend is ex-ante identical and hence the probability does not depend on
the subscript {jg}. I call the three dimensional vector Pig = (pdig , pf ig , Lig ) the network
propensity score.
Before presenting the general results I focus on a special case where τ has a closed form
expression. The following result in Theorem 2 is a special case of Theorem 1, by setting
Vig = (Cig , Ψ∗g , Lig ) and imposing a particular set of basis functions.
Theorem 2 (Closed form τ ).

If ϕ(t, l) = t/l, F = 1{Lig > 0}, Qxx (Vig ) is almost surely

full rank and Random Sampling, Selection on Observables and Dyadic Network hold, then
the average partial effects equal
14

(i)

α=E

h

1−

Tig −Lig pf ig
1−pf ig



(1−Dig )Yig
1−pdig

(ii)

β=E

h
1−

Tig −Lig pf ig
1−pf ig



Dig Yig
pdig

(iii)

γ=E

h

Tig −Lig pf ig
pf ig (1−pf ig )



(1−Dig )Yig
1−pdig

(iv)

δ=E

h

Tig −Lig pf ig
pf ig (1−pf ig )



Dig Yig
pdig

−

−




i
|F ,

(1−Dig )Yig
1−pdig



i
|F ,

i
|F ,

(1−Dig )Yig
1−pdig



i
|F .

Theorem 2 shows that the average partial effects can be identified from (pdig , pf ig ) and
(Tig , Lig , Dig , Yig ) for the subsample of individuals with at least one friend. The network
propensity score is not observed directly but it can be identified from the data.
The treatment effect β, in particular, looks very similar to its counterpart β AT E in the
absence of spillovers. Robins et al. (1994) and many others have shown that

β AT E = E




Dig Yig
(1 − Dig )Yig
−
|F .
pdig
1 − pdig

By plugging in the outcome from (1.1), and applying the law of iterated expectations, it
is possible to show that β AT E = β + E[pf ig × δig | F]. In the special case where the
friend propensity score is independent of the spillover effect on the treated (δig ), then this
expression simplifies to β + E[Djg | F] × δ. That means that the treatment effect that is
recovered from propensity score matching can be interpreted for the average effect when
E[Djg | F] friends are treated. This quantity is not directly policy relevant because does
not reflect the average outcomes when the program is implemented at a smaller or larger
scale.
The example in Lemma 1 also highlights some of the relevant rank conditions for identification that hold for more general settings. As in standard propensity score matching
the overlap condition 0 < pdig < 1 needs to hold, otherwise the denominator is not well
defined. There is a similar overlap condition for potential friends, where 0 < pf ig < 1. This
means that {ig}0 s friend cannot all be part of the treatment or control with probability
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approaching one. Otherwise, there is no residual variation to identify the spillover effects.
Lastly, the distribution of (Tig , Lig ) needs to have thin tails (not too many friends), otherwise expectation may not be well defined. This suggests a potential weak identification
problem in dense network limits where Lig → ∞. This is not a problem for networks with
a bounded number of friends.
The first step to prove the general result is to show that Vig = (Cig , Ψ∗g ) satisfies the key
unconfoundedness condition of Theorem 1 and can hence be used as matching variable to
compute the average causal effect τ .

pling, Selection on Observables and Dyadic Network hold, then (Xig , Lig )

|=

Theorem 3 (Direct Confounders). Suppose that Yig is generated by (1.1). If Random Samτig | Cig , Ψ∗g .

Intuitively, Random Sampling and Dyadic Network imply that (Cig , Ψ∗g ) controls for others’ treatment whereas Selection on Observables ensures that it controls for own selection.
From a practical standpoint, Theorem 3 suggests that the researcher should include all the
covariates that she considers relevant for treatment participation and network formation in
Vig . The variables (Cig , Ψ∗g ) control for {ig}0 s friend preferences, and hence all the residual
variation in Xig is exogenous.
The second step is to prove that the network propensity score is a sufficient statistic for the
distribution of the endogenous regressors.
Lemma 1 (Conditional Distribution). If Random Sampling and Dyadic Network, then
(i)
(ii)

Dig | Tig , Lig , Cig , Ψ∗g ∼ Bernoulli(pdig ),
Tig | Lig , Cig , Ψ∗g ∼ Binomial(pf ig , Lig ) and

Lemma 1 shows that the distribution of (Dig , Tig ) given (Cig , Ψ∗g ) can be parametrized in
terms of Pig . Part (i) is an extension of the canonical result of Rosenbaum and Rubin
(1983), whereas par (ii) is a new result. This factorization holds regardless of the primitive
function (L) and shock distribution of network formation. The proof builds on the insight
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that Tig is a sum of conditionally independent Bernoulli variables after conditioning on the
key variables of network formation. Under model (1.1), Xig is a deterministic function of
(Dig , Tig , Lig ) which means that Pig also parametrizes the distribution of Xig | Cig , Ψg , Lig .
Lemma 1 also shows that Pig is identified from the conditional means of (Dig , Tig ).
The third and final step, is to show that the network propensity score can be used as a
matching variable for causal comparisons.

holds, then Xig

|=

balancing score, in the sense that Xig

|=

Theorem 4 (Balancing). If Random Sampling and Dyadic Network hold, then Pig is a
(Cig , Ψ∗g ) | Pig . If Selection on Observables also

τig | Pig .

Theorem 4 shows that Pig is a suitable generalization of the propensity score to setting with
spillovers and network formation by showing that inherits two key properties. First, it is a
balancing score which means that two individuals with the same value of Pig are guaranteed
to have the same distribution of covariates (Cig , Ψ∗g ). This property is important for causal
analyses because it ensures that any matching procedure based on Pig will compare similar
individuals. Second, it shows that Pig satisfies the unconfoundedness property required to
identify the average partial effect τ in Theorem 1. The selection on observables ties the
observed characteristics (Cig , Ψ∗g ) to the random coefficients and is therefore crucial to prove
the final step.
From an economic point of view, the network propensity score can be interpreted as a
function of agents’ underlying preferences. To this end, it is convenient to represent {ig}0 s
treatment indicator as Dig = H(Cig , Ψ∗g , η) where H is a measurable function and ηig |
Cig , Ψ∗g ∼ F (η | c, Ψ∗ ) is an unobserved participation shock. Since we can always define the
participation shock as η = Dig − P(Dig = 1 | Cig = c, Ψ∗g = Ψ∗ ), this form does not entail
any loss of generality. The function H can also take the form of a threshold utility models
or institutional assignment rules based on observables. The first component of the network
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propensity score is the propensity score conditional on (Cig , Ψ∗g ), which is defined as
P(Dig = 1 | Cig = c, Ψ∗g = Ψ∗ ) =

Z

H(c, Ψ∗ , η) dF (η | c, Ψ∗ )

(1.5)

The propensity score depends on the preference function H and the distribution of selection
shocks. The integral averages out the individual heterogeneity η, holding the characteristics
(c, Ψ∗ ) fixed.
The friend propensity score can be written in a similar way. Let F (η ∗ , c∗ , u | Ψ∗ ) be the
distribution of traits of a potential friend in each group (η ∗ , c∗ ) and the friendship shock
(u) given Ψ∗g . By Bayes’ rule
P(Djg = 1 | Cig = c, Ψ∗g = Ψ∗ , Aijg = 1)
Z
dF (η ∗ , c∗ , u | Ψ∗ )
.
= L(c, c∗ , Ψ∗ , u) H(c∗ , Ψ∗ , η ∗ ) R
L(c, c∗ , Ψ∗ , u) dF (c∗ , u∗ | Ψ∗ )

(1.6)

The friend propensity combines {ig}0 s friendship preferences/meeting likelihood and {jg}0 s
preferences for participation in the program. In the extreme case that L =

1{c = c∗ },

agents only befriend others with exactly the same characteristics and the friend propensity
score is equal to the propensity score. At the other extreme, when L = 1{u > 0} the
R
network is exogenous then (1.6) reduces to H(c∗ , Ψ∗ , η)dF (η ∗ , c∗ | Ψ∗ ), which is a grouplevel constant. Conversely, when the treatment is exogenous, that is when H(c∗ , Ψ∗ , η ∗ ) = η
and η is independent of the other characteristics, then the propensity score and the friend
propensity score are constant. For intermediate cases the friend propensity score will not
contain in the same information as the propensity score.
1.2.4. Mixture Representation of Qxx
To compute the network propensity score, (Cig , Ψ∗g ) is either fully observed or can be consistently estimated. Unobserved heterogeneity can be addressed in a variety of ways. For
instance, by estimating group-specific network propensity score to capture variation in Ψ∗g ,
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by exploiting restrictions on the network structure (Johnsson and Moon, 2019) or constraints
on compliance behavior in randomized experiments (DiTraglia et al., 2021). However, it is
possible that all the relevant heterogeneity cannot be captured by the data available to the
researcher. In this section I analyze the form of the weighting matrix when Vig does not
contain all the relevant determinants of selection and network formation.
To state the formal result we need some preliminary notation. Define the functions ϕ
e1 (pf , l) =
E[ϕ(Tig , Lig ) | pf ig = pf , Lig = l] and ϕ
e2 (pf , l) = E[ϕ(Tig , Lig )ϕ(Tig , Lig )0 | pf ig = pf , Lig =
l] which are the conditional first and second moments given the friend propensity score
and the total number of friends. Since Lemma 1 shows that (pf ig , Lig ) parametrizes the
distribution of (Tig , Lig ) given (Cig , Ψ∗g ), these are equivalent to conditioning on (Cig , Ψ∗g )
directly by the decomposition axiom (Constantinou et al., 2017). Lemma 1 also implies
that ϕ
e1 and ϕ
e2 are known functions that only change depending on the basis ϕ. In our
running example, where ϕ(t, l) = t/l these function take a very simple form. In this case
ϕ
e1 (pf , l) and ϕ
e2 (pf , l) =

pf (1−pf )
l

+ p2f .

Lemma 2 shows that the matrix Qxx can be expressed as a mixture of known functions of
the network propensity score.
Lemma 2 (Mixture Representation). Suppose that Random Sampling and Dyadic Network
hold, and that Vig is measurable with respect to (Cig , Ψ∗g , Lig ), then

1

Z
Qxx (v) =




ϕ
e1 (pf , l, pf , l)

ϕ
e1 (pf

, l)0







  1 pd 
⊗
 dF (pd , pf , l | Vig = v).
ϕ
e2 (pf , l)
pd pd

(1.7)

In the special case where Vig = (Cig , Ψ∗g ) the distribution F is degenerate and we can
drop the integral sign. Therefore, observing the key variables for selection and network
formation imposes over-identifying restrictions on the weighting matrix. The integral is
non-degenerate when some of these key variables are unobserved by the researcher. This
assumption is testable by comparing the entries of Qxx . For example, in a parametric model
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F can be modeled as a latent distribution that nests the degenerate case and (pdig , pf ig ) as
link function such as probit or logit.
If F is non-degenerate, then Vig is not guaranteed to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1
from the Random Sampling, Selection on Observables and Dyadic Network assumptions
alone. We need an additional exclusion restriction.

Pig | Vig , where Pig = (pdig , pf ig , Lig ), then Xig

|=

τig

|=

Lemma 3. If Random Sampling, Selection on Observables, Dyadic Network hold, and
τig | Vig .

Lemma 3 provides a high-level condition that says that the variation in the network propensity is exogenous after conditioning on Vig , that ensures the validity of Vig . Since the network
propensity score is itself a function of (Cig , Ψ∗g ) this means that are exogenous shifter in
individual behavior (Cig ) or variation across groups (Ψ∗g ). In the discussion I present some
examples of experiments where this condition holds by construction.
1.2.5. Covariate Balancing (“Placebo”) Test
The balancing property in Theorem 4 is testable. Parametric propensity score analyses
typically conduct so-called covariate balancing tests. I propose an analogous “placebo”
test, where the pretreatment covariates serve as an outcome variable. Let Veig ∈ R be a
variable in the covariate set Vig = (Cig , Ψg ). My test relies on the simple idea that Veig can
be decomposed as

Veig = Veig +0 × Dig + 0 × ϕ(Tig , Lig ) + 0 × Dig × ϕ(Tig , Lig )
|{z}
α
eig

that Xig

|=

Let τeig = (Veig , 0, 0, 0) is the vector of coefficients of the placebo outcome. It is easy to verify
τeig | Vig since τeig is a measuarable function of Vig . Therefore by Theorem 1,

E[Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Veig ] = (E[Veig ], 0, 0, 0). Therefore, when Qxx (v) is properly specified the
researcher can test the null hypothesis that the slope coefficients are zero. This test only
uses information about the treatment, the network and the covariates but not the outcome.
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In practice the test could be rejected in a parametric settings if the functional form is
not flexible enough. However, it could also be rejected because a violation of the overidentifying restrictions imposed by the Random Sampling and Dyadic Network assumptions.
The researcher may want to check whether there are omitted variables that might influence
network formation or treatment.

1.3. Estimation
I outline a two-step procedure to estimate the causal effects for linear models as a sample
analog of the estimand of τ . In the first stage, I fit a parametric model for Qxx using data
from the endogenous regressors Xig and the control variable Vig . In the second stage, I
substitute the estimated weighting matrix Qxx to compute τ by inverse weighting.
Notation: Let Zig denote a vector of individual variables, where Zig ≡ (Xig , Yig , Vig )
includes the endogenous regresors, the outcome and the observed control variables. I let
P
PG PNg
g=1
ig f (Zig ) be the sum
i=1 f (Zig ), where f (·) is an arbitrary function. I also let
P
n̄ = G1 G
g=1 Ng denote the average group size. By construction, n̄G is equal to the total
sample size. For convenience, let vec(·) denote the vectorize operator, which stacks the
columns of a matrix into a single vector. I also use kxk to denote the Euclidean norm of
qP
K
2
the vector x, defined as kxk =
k=1 xk .
In the first stage, I consider a parametric class of functions to model the weighting matrix,
{Qxx (v, θ) : θ ∈ Θ ⊆ Rdθ }, that nest the true model. This means that there is a θ 0 ∈
0 | V
Θ such that Qxx (v, θ 0 ) = E[Xig Xig
ig = v]. The matrix Qxx has to be symmetric

and positive semi-definite. If Random Sampling, Selection on Observables and Dyadic
Network hold, and Vig = (Cig , Ψ∗g ) the choice of parametric family can be disciplined by
imposing over-identifying restrictions of the network formation model, so that Qxx (v, θ)
can be expressed as a function of the network propensity score. Alternatively we can use
the mixture model representation of Lemma 2 to inform the choice of Qxx for other choices
of Vig . The control variable Vig is valid as long as the conditions of Lemma 3 hold.
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I define the vectorized residuals,
0
r(Zig , θ) ≡ vec(Xig Xig
− Qxx (Vig , θ)).

The residuals capture how well the control variables fit Xig . The sample criterion function
computes the average of square residuals as

b
R(θ)
≡

1 X
kr(Zig , θ)k2 .
n̄G

(1.8)

ig

b
The sample criterion R(θ)
is an approximation to R(θ) = E[kr(Zig , θ)k2 ]. The least squares
criterion is appropriate for three reasons. First, the population criterion R(θ) is minimized
0 given V
at θ 0 because the conditional mean of Xig Xig
ig is the optimal prediction. This

b
provides a rationale for minimizing R(θ).
Second, joint-likelihood approaches are either
impractical or infeasible without strong assumptions. The variables Tig and Lig that enter
Xig are constructed based on the treatment status of friends, which introduces a mechanical
dependence. For example, when {ig} and {jg} have all their friends in common, Tig and
Tjg are functions of the same information. It is therefore difficult to write down a likelihood
without specifying the full network formation model. Third quasi-likelihood approaches,
such as those in Tchetgen et al. (2017) and Sofrygin and van der Laan (2017) are valid
under certain assumptions, but are more sensitive to the specification of the model. My
approach is more robust than quasi-likelihood methods because it targets the conditional
mean directly, which is the main object required for identification.
We can construct a feasible estimator by minimizing the sample criterion,

b = arg min R(θ).
b
θ
θ∈Θ

(1.9)

b can be plugged-in to compute a feasible weighting matrix
The estimated parameter θ
b I propose the following sample analog of the inverse-weighting estimand of
Qxx (Vig , θ).
τ.
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τb ≡

1 X
b −1 Xig Yig
Qxx (Vig , θ)
n̄G
ig

The vector τb is a feasible estimator of the average partial effects defined in (1.1). The
estimator is subject to two sources of uncertainty. First, the sample average is an approximation to E[Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig ]. Second, the inverse weighting method is subject to
b Under standard regularity conditions that I
first-stage uncertainty in the estimation of θ.
b and τb are consistent but the standard errors need to be adjusted.
list in the Appendix, θ
This is analogous to the first stage uncertainty in propensity score methods, that can be
corrected analytically or by bootstrap procedures (Abadie and Imbens, 2016).
To adjust the standard errors it is useful to view the first and second stages as a single
system of equations. As before, let z ≡ (x, y, v). I write down the first-order conditions in
terms of the jacobian of the square residuals ψq (z, θ) =

∂
kr(v, θ)k2
∂θ 0

and the second stage

influence function ψIW (z, θ) = Qxx (v, θ). I stack the first and second stage equations in a
0 ]0 . The estimated parameters solve
single influence function ψ ≡ [ψq , ψIW

1 X
b =0
ψ(Zig , τb , θ)
n̄G

(1.10)

ig

To this end, I define the within-group average ψ g (Z g , θ) ≡

1
Ngt

PNg

i=1 ψ(Zig , θ),

where Z g ≡

N

gt
{Zig }i=1
is a matrix of individual covariates for each group. This allows me to decompose
 
Ng
1 P
b = 1 PG
b , θ)
ψ g (Z g , θ). The fraction
(1.10) into group averages as n̄G
ig ψ(Zig , τ
g=1
G
n̄

(Ng /n̄) denotes the relative size of each group.
For inference, I compute heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors, clustered a the group
b be an estimate of the second moments of the influence function (1.10) and let
level. Let Ω
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b be a sample analog of the expected jacobian, defined as
H
G

X N 
∂
g
b
b ≡ 1
H
ψ (Z g , τb , θ)
n̄
G
∂(θ, β)0 g

(1.11)

g=1
G

X  N 2
g
b
b 0
b≡ 1
b , θ)
Ω
ψ g (Z g , τb , θ)ψ
g (Z g , τ
n̄
G

(1.12)

g=1

b≡
Then the covariance of the estimators is computed by the sandwich form Σ

1 b −1 b c0 −1
ΩH
GH

b Since
and the standard errors can be recovered from the square root of the diagonal of Σ.
the estimator τb ∈ Rdτ only enters the second stage linearly,

G 

X
Ng 
b = 1
H

n̄
G
g=1

∂
b
ψ (Z g , τb , θ)
∂θ 0 q,g
∂
b
ψ
(Z g , τb , θ)
∂θ 0 IW,g



00dτ 
Idτ



Here, ψ q,g and ψ IW,g decompose the within-group average influence functions into the first
b and its inverse are lower triangular, which means
and second stages, respectively. Both H
b (which captures
that the limiting covariance matrix of τ depends on the upper-left block of Ω
the first-stage uncertainty).
1.3.1. Large Sample Theory
For the remainder of this section I propose inference procedures for a setting with many
groups G → ∞ and allow for the possibility that Ng is either fixed or growing with G. This is
intended to approximate the situation faced by empirical researchers who randomly collect
data from distinct geographic units, with few individuals (classrooms) or many individuals
(villages, cities), which matches the data that I use in the empirical example. Formally, I
assume that there is a sequence of probability distributions that is indexed by t, with Gt
groups of unequal size Ngt , and let Nt ≡ E[Ngt ] denote the expected group size. There is
a triangular array of covariates for individual {ig} for the point t in the sequence, which I
denote by Zigt = (Xigt , Yigt , Vigt ). The variables (Ligt , Tigt ) are the number of treated friends
bt , τb t ).
and number of friends, respectively. Similarly, for each t, I compute estimators (θ
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The estimator τb t , in particular is compared to the population quantity τ 0t = E[τigt | Ft ].
Centering the estimator around the mean of the triangular array is important to derive
the right rate of convergence. For simplicity, I define ρgt as the relative group size. Let
0 < ρ < ρ < 1 be an arbitrary constant that I use throughout the derivation.
Assumption (Bounded Group Ratios).

ρgt ≡ (Ngt /Nt ) ∈ [ρ, ρ] ⊂ (0, 1) almost surely.

Bounded Group Ratios implies that all groups are approximately the same size, within a
range. It implies that the ratio of the largest to the smallest group is bounded by ρ/ρ.
This assumption is automatically satisfied when Ngt is bounded. However, if Nt → ∞
as t → ∞, then the assumption implies that the smallest group size is growing, because
inf g Ngt ≥ ρNt → ∞ as Nt → ∞. Bester and Hansen (2016) propose a weaker assumption
for large unbalanced panels, where the bounds hold in the limit experiment rather than for
each point along the sequence, which leads to qualitatively similar conclusions.
My asymptotic results allow for some or all of the regressors in Vigt to be estimated. For example, Johnsson and Moon (2019) show the estimator Lig /(Ng −1) converges uniformly to a
p
measure of unobserved degree heterogeneity in dense networks, at rate (log Nt )/Nt in supnorm. In related work in DiTraglia et al. (2021) we find that in randomized experiments with
non-compliance, the key dimensions of heterogeneity in spillover models is unobserved but
p
can be consistently estimated in large groups, with a (log Gt )/Nt uniform rate of convergence. Finally, researchers may also want to estimate group-level averages of the covariates
0 as the true, but unobserved value of the rethat are consistent in large groups. I define Vigt
0 k=
gressors. My asymptotic results simply require that maxg=1,...,Gt maxi=1,...,Ngt kVigt −Vigt
√
Op (λt ) and that Gt λt = o(1). In the two examples above, this means that the expected

size of each group needs to be large relative to the number of groups. This is plausible in
situations where data is collected on large villages or other geographical units. If the key
0 . Otherwise the condition holds
confounders are observed without error then Vigt = Vigt

trivially and Nt does not need to grow with G at any particular rate.
I list additional Regularity Conditions in the Appendix, where I impose conditions on the
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moments of (Xigt , Yigt ) and smoothness conditions on the function Qxx (·, θ). In particular,
I provide conditions that ensure that the weighting matrix is almost surely invertible, by
imposing a lower bound on the eigenvalues of the matrix. When Vigt = (Cigt , Ψ∗gt ) and
Random Sampling, Selection on Observables and Dyadic Network hold, this is equivalent
to saying that Ligt is bounded, and that the remaining components of the network propensity
score are bounded in a compact subset of the unit interval, i.e. pd (Cigt , Ψ∗gt ), pf (Cigt , Ψ∗gt ) ∈
[ρ, ρ] ⊂ (0, 1). That avoids boundary cases, where there is not enough residual variation
in the regressors after conditioning on the controls. Finally, I define two more objects,
b and Ω0t ≡ E[(Ngt /Nt )2 ψ (Zgt , τb , θ)ψ
b
b 0 ] that are
b , θ)
H0t ≡ E[(Ngt /Nt )ψ g (Zgt , τb , θ)]
g
g (Zgt , τ
−1
−1
used to compute the covariance matrix Σt ≡ H0t
Ω0t H0t
.

Theorem 5 (Limiting Distribution Estimators). Suppose that Vigt satisfied the conditions
−1
−1
. If Bounded Group Ratios
Ω0t H0t
of Theorem 1 and define the covariance matrix Σt ≡ H0t

bt →p θ 0t , τb t →p τ 0t and (ii)
and Regularity Conditions hold, then as t → ∞, (i) θ

p


b − θ 0t
 d
 → N (0, I)
τb t − τ 0t

−1/2  θ t

Gt Σ t



Theorem 5 shows that the estimators are consistent and converge to a normal distribution.
The estimator is centered around the value of (θ 0t , β 0t ) that solves the population criterion,
at each point of the sequence. This allows for estimators that are consistent, even if the
networks itself does not converge to any particular structure. Theorem 5 can be viewed as
an approximation to the finite sample behavior. Researchers can construct test statistics
b t to confidence intervals.
by substituting Σt with a sample analog Σ
My results are agnostic about the dependence structure across groups, but it may be pos√
√
sible to improve the Gt to Gt Nt under stronger conditions. For example, Kojevnikov
et al. (2020) develop a central limit theorem for network dependence and provide specific
regularity conditions for a single Dyadic Network. This requires the network to be sparse
Ligt small relative to Ngt so that individuals far apart in the network are approximately
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independent. In practice, this does not change the estimation procedure but rather the way
in which we construct confidence intervals. Kojevnikov et al. (2020) propose a NetworkHAC estimator and Kojevnikov (2019) proposes a bootstrap procedure. Leung (2019b)
proposes similar limiting theory for spillover effects when the treatment is exogenously assigned, and Chandrasekhar and Jackson (2014) propose alternative limit theorems under
network dependence.

1.4. Empirical Examples
1.4.1. Political Participation in Uganda
I evaluate the role of an intervention on political participation in Uganda (Eubank et al.,
2019; Ferrali et al., 2020). U-Bridge is a novel political communications technology that
allows citizens to contact district officials via text-messages. In a pilot program, individuals
in 16 villages were invited to participate in quarterly meetings, at a central location, where
they received information about national service delivery standards and ways to communicate with local officials. The Governance, Accountability, Participation, and Performance
(GAPP) program collected survey data on 82% of adults in the 16 villages as well as social
network data. Ferrali et al. (2020) evaluated the adoption patterns of U-Bridge a couple years later. Eubank et al. (2019) study the role of social network structure on voting
patterns. For my analysis, I evaluate the impact of attendance to UBridge meetings on political participation using the network propensity score matching methodology. Spillovers
are likely to occur in this context because non-participants can receive information about
ways to engage in politics from their friends, which can increase their own political activity.
The data collected by the researchers contains four types of social networks: Family ties,
friendships, lenders and problem solvers. In my analysis, {ig} is an identifier for an adult
in the pilot villages. The indicator Aijg equals one if {ig} and {jg} have a connection along
any of the four dimensions and zero otherwise. Under this definition, individuals have 10
connections on average. The indicator Dig equals one if {ig} attended the Ubridge meetings,
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which is around 8.6% of the sample. The outcome is a continuous variable Yig that denotes a
political participation index constructed by Ferrali et al. (2020). Table 3 presents summary
statistics comparing the treatment and control group. The average adult in the sample is
around 40 years old. Men are more likely to attend the session than women. Individuals
that a leader position and/or completed their secondary education are more likely to attend
as well.
I estimate the following linear model with random coefficients.

Yig = αig + βig Dig + γig

Tig
Lig




+ δig

Tig
Lig


(1.13)

Heterogeneity of βig means that agents engage in varying levels of political activity after
attending the meeting. In this case, we expect βig to be close to zero because individuals
that are already politically engaged are the ones opting to go to the meetings. Conversely,
γig is the effect of peers on non-participant adults. If γig > 0, then individuals with a larger
fraction of treated friends are more politically active. The coefficient γig + δig captures the
spillovers for participants. In this case we expect δig < 0 because the marginal effect of
attending friends is lower because they are already receiving the information first hand.
There is a potential identification in this example because individuals select connections
with similar preferences We expect (γig , δig ) to be correlated with (Tig /Lig ). To address
this problem I leverage additional covariates collected by the researcher to tease out the
causal effects. The network propensity score matching methodology is the appropriate tool
to identify the average partial effect τ because it allows to incorporate additional covariates
while allowing for heterogeneous causal effects τig = (αig , βig , γig , δig ).
1.4.2. Feasible Network Propensity Score and Causal Effects
The propensity score in this case describes the probability of attending an Ubridge meeting
given covariates Cig = (Cig1 , . . . , CigK ). These include an indicator for holding a leadership
position in the village, gender, an indicator for secondary education, a self-reported relative
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income measure, distance to the meeting place, number of friends and age. Ferrali et al.
(2020) also incorporated a public goods question where participants were asked to donate
part of their remuneration to the village that were match researchers. The donation amount
is meant to capture pro-sociability attitudes.
I assume that the group-level variation Ψ∗g has an observed and an unobserved component.
For the observed component, I include a vector of group-level averages of the key variables
in Cig , which I denote by Ψg . I assume that Ψ∗g has a bivariate structure with mean
(Ψ0g θ dΨ , Ψ0g θ dΨ )0 , where (θ dΨ , θ f Ψ ) is a vector of parameters to be estimated. The error
term of Ψ∗g follows a normally distributed random-effects structure with covariance matrix
2 , σ , σ , σ 2 ), that is assumed to be independent of the observed covariates and
Σ ≡ (σ11
12 12 22

the random coefficients τig . The coefficient σ12 captures the correlation between the two
unobserved components of Ψ∗g . Formally,






∗
Ψgd 

Ψ∗g = 
 ∼ N (µg , Σ),
Ψ∗gf



0
Ψg θdΨ 

µg = 
,
Ψ0g θf Ψ



2
 σ1

Σ=

σ12


σ12 
.
σ22

I assume that the own propensity score takes the form of a logit link function with an
associated vector of parameters θ d = (θd0 , θd1 , . . . , θdK ) as follows
pd (Cig , Ψ∗g ; θ d )

=

exp(θd0 +

PK

1 + exp(θd0 +

∗
k=1 Cigk θdk + Ψgd )
PK
∗
k=1 Cigk θdk + Ψgd )

I similarly construct the friend propensity score using a logit link function. I use the
same observables variables as the friend friend propensity score with different coefficients
θ f = (θf 0 , θf 1 , . . . , θdf ) as follows

pf (Cig , Ψ∗g ; θ f ) =

exp(θf 0 +

PK

1 + exp(θf 0 +
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k=1 Cigk θf k

PK

+ Ψ∗gf )

k=1 Cigk θf k

+ Ψ∗gf )

Direct Effect (β)
Spillover Effect (γ)
Interaction (δ)
N
Villages

Network Propensity
Coefficients Std. Error
0.270
(0.165)
0.348***
(0.116)
-0.199
(0.862)
2831
16

OLS with covariates
Coefficients Std. Error
-0.010
(0.060)
0.156**
(0.068)
0.563***
(0.165)
2831
16

Table 1: (Average Partial Effects Political Participation in Uganda) * Significant at 10%. **
Significant at 5%. *** Significant at 1%. The second and third columns show the coefficients and standard
errors of the inverse-weighted estimator, respectively. The fourth and fifth columns are the coefficients of
am additive ordinary least squares (OLS) regression that regresses Yig on a constant, Dig , (Tig /Lig ), Dig ×
(Tig /Lig ) and the observed controls used in the inverse-weighting procedure.

The full vector of parameters to be estimated is

θ ≡ (θ dΨ , θ f Ψ , σ12 , σ12 , σ22 , θ d , θ f ).
Let F (Ψ∗g ; θ) is the distribution of unobserved heterogeneity, which corresponds to that of
a normal distribution with parameters (µg , Σ). I construct a weighting matrix that satisfies
the mixture model representation of Lemma 2, where Vig = (Cig , Ψg , Lig ). To simplify
notation I define the auxiliary matrix

1

Λ(Cig , Ψ∗g , Lig ; θ) = 
pf (Cig , Ψ∗g ; θ)

pf (Cig , Ψ∗g ; θ f )
pf (Cig ,Ψ∗g ;θ f )(1−pf (Cig ,Ψ∗g ;θ f ))
Lig

+ pf (Cig , Ψ∗g ; θ f )2





The feasible weighting matrix is equal to

Z
Qxx (Vig ; θ) =


Λ(Cig , Ψ∗g , Lig ; θ) ⊗ 



1
pd (Cig , Ψ∗g ; θ)

pd (Cig , Ψ∗g ; θ)

∗
 dF (Ψg ; θ). (1.14)

pd (Cig , Ψ∗g ; θ)

where I evaluate the integral numerically via quadrature methods and estimate the parameter θ by minimizing the sample criterion function in (1.8).
Table 4 reports the estimated parameters. Columns (2) shows the coefficients of the propensity score. None of the variables in Cig appears to be statistically significant. Column (3)
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(a) Histogram of the number of friends

(b) Histogram of same-caste friends

Figure 1: The figure shows the estimated pdig and pf ig for the network graph of one Ugandan
village. Individuals are represented as nodes, and the links between them represent the
relationships reported in the baseline survey. Treated individuals are represented with
larger nodes. In figure (a) a darker shade of blue indicates a higher estimated probability
of treatment, whereas a darker shade of yellow indicates a low probability. Analogously, in
figure (b) a darker shade of blue indicates a larger probability of friend treatment.
reports the coefficients of the friend propensity score, which are far more interesting. The
evidence suggests that individuals that hold a leadership position and have completed a
higher education or more likely to have a treated friend. Similarly individuals in villages
where individuals perceive themselves as wealthier are more likely to see engagement with
the U-Bridge sessions. Figure 1 plots the propensity score and friend propensity score, integrating out the heterogeneity Ψ∗g . Each score contains complementary information about
the selection patterns. Finally to test the fit of the model I run a covariate test / placebo test
by replacing the outcome variable in (1.13) with each of the controls used in the analysis.
None of the placebo coefficients are statistically significant for 16 out of the 20 variables.
There are slight imbalances on one the relative income indicators, the distance to meeting
and the average sociability.
Table 1 reports estimates of the average partial effects. Column (2) shows the coefficients
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under the network propensity approach. The direct effect β is positive but not statistically
significant at the 10% level. The spillover effect δ increases the participation index by 0.348
points, which is significant at the 1% level. This effect is quantitatively large relative to the
standard deviation of the political participation index, which is around 0.567 points. This
finding appears to suggest that the intervention had a large spillovers on non-participants,
who increased their political activity. The interaction coefficient δ is negative but not
statistically significant at the 1% level. The results are consistent with the idea that the
intervention had limited effects direct treatment effects, but promoted spillover effects on
participants’ social connections. Column (3) shows benchmark coefficients from an OLS
regression with additive covariates. On one hand, the OLS coefficient of β is also not
statistically significant at the 10% level. On the other hand, the OLS coefficient of γ is
statistically significant but roughly half the size of the network propensity estimate. Finally,
the coefficient of δ is positive and statistically significant. The discrepancies in the results
for γ and δ can be explained by interactive spillover effects γig and δig that are not captured
by the additive OLS model.
1.4.3. Microfinance Adoption in India
In this section I re-evaluate a program that encouraged the adoption of microfinance in
rural areas of Southern India, by inviting select households to participate in an information
about the program (Banerjee et al., 2013). Participant households were more likely to take
out a loan. Spillovers are likely to occur in this context due to information transmission
between participants and non-participants, and peer pressure to adopt.
The outcome is a binary variable Yig that is equal to one if household {ig} took out a loan
when researcher followed-up a few months later. I estimate the following linear probability
model with random coefficients.

Yig = αig + βig Dig + γig
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Tig
Lig




+ δig

Tig
Lig


(1.15)

Heterogeneity of βig in the microfinance example means that some households are more likely
to take-out a loan after the information session than others. Conversely, heterogeneity of
γig and δig means that not every household is equally likely to get in debt after receiving
information from their friends. The coefficient δig is the difference in spillovers effects
between participant and non-participant households.
Identification of the average partial effect τ ≡ (α, β, γ, δ) is particularly challenging in this
setting, however, because the treatment was not randomly assigned. The microfinance
organization followed a fixed targeting strategy in each village, that selected shopkeepers,
teachers and related occupations. However, Table 6 shows that treated households were
wealthier; they were more likely to have stone or concrete houses as opposed to tile or
thatch, have private electricity, more bedrooms, and own a latrine. For instance, the treated
were 13.45% more likely to have access to some form of sanitation, with either a private or
public latrine. These differences are statistically significant at the 5% level, using clustered
standard errors by village. There were also significant differences by caste, a hereditary
social category that still defines many social boundaries, with household of so-called “general
caste” more likely to be treated as opposed to minorities.
To measure social network links, Banerjee et al. (2013) collected twelve different definitions
of the network at baseline, including favor exchange, commensality and community activities. I choose a conservative definition of the network, such that Aijg is equal to one if
respondents reported a link along any of the dimensions. Figure 2a plots the resulting degree distribution, which shows that the treated had a higher number of friends. Households
have around ten friends on average, which is around 5% of the average village size. Figure
2b shows that households reported that most of their friends were in the same broad caste
category. A significant portion of the households reported that all of their friends were in
the same category. The histogram shows that the treated had more diversified friendships,
in the sense that they had fewer friends of the same caste.
To estimate the network propensity score I use the same specification as in the example
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(a) Histogram of the number of friends

Non-leader

(b) Histogram of same-caste friends

Figure 2: Figure (a) shows a histogram with the number of friends of each households,
broken down by the treated and control households. Leaders tend to have a higher number
of friends. Figure (b) shows a histogram with the fraction of same caste-friends. The general
survey which contains information on five broad categories “General”, “Minority”, “OBC”,
“Scheduled Caste” and “Scheduled Tribe”. I computed the fraction of treated friends for
each household in the same caste category.
for Uganda. The second and third columns of Table 7 show the coefficients of the own
propensity score and the corresponding standard errors. The structural parameters confirm
the descriptive evidence. The number of rooms in the house, as well as the access to
sanitation and electricity are statistically significant at the 5% level. Individuals of general
caste and more connections, are more likely to be part of the program, even after accounting
for asset measures. The observed group covariates are not statistically significant at the
10% level. Conversely, the fourth and fifth columns show estimated coefficients of the friend
propensity score and their standard errors. Only the sociability index and the general caste
indicator are statistically significant. This suggests that caste plays a crucial role on the
interplay between homophily and selection. Treated individuals of general caste are more
likely to befriend other treated individuals in their same caste category. The results also
show that the unobserved heterogeneity parameters are not statistically significant at the
10% level.
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Direct Effect (β)
Spillover Effect (γ)
Interaction (δ)
Village Controls
N
Villages

Network Propensity
Coefficients Std. Error
0.096**
(0.046)
0.092
(0.091)
-0.102
(0.292)
Yes
7480
43

OLS with covariates
Coefficients Std. Error
0.077***
(0.029)
0.026
(0.036)
0.000
(0.121)
Yes
7480
43

Table 2: (Average Partial Effects Microfinance in India) * Significant at 10%. ** Significant at
5%. *** Significant at 1%. The table shows the coefficients of the causal effects. The second and third
columns show the coefficients and standard errors of the inverse-weighted estimator, respectively. The fourth
and fifth columns are the coefficients of a ordinary least squares (OLS) regression that regresses Yig on a
constant, Dig , (Tig /Lig ), Dig × (Tig /Lig ) and the observed controls used in the inverse-weighting procedure.
This sample merges the census-level data with a detailed survey for a random subsample of households, to
fill in missing caste data. The sample excludes households without friends, households with more than 30
friends, and those that have missing caste or electricity data, which is 0.77% of the overall sample. The
standard errors are clustered at the village level.

Table 2 computes the treatment effects using my proposed inverse-weighting (IW) procedure
and an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression that includes the covariates as additive
controls. The IW results show that participants in the information session (leaders) are
8.5% more likely to take-out a microfinance loan after controlling baselin characteristics,
and is significant at the 1% level. The value of the direct effect is 1% higher than the effect
estimated by OLS. The OLS regression only controls for additive heterogeneity, but it does
not account for the possibility of heterogeneous slopes/treatment effects. The spillover effect
is not significant in either case. That means that local variation in treated friends does not
affect the outcome, on average.

1.5. Discussion
1.5.1. Effects by subpopulation
In many cases social programs deliberately target individuals based on baseline characteristics, and the policy maker may not be interested in the effects for the overall population.
The identification problem is that individuals are only observed in a single treatment status, which means that the researcher has to find appropriates comparison individuals in the
control group that approximate the behavior of the treated under a different exposure. To
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this end, let us define average partial effect on the treated (APT) and untreated (APU)

τAP T ≡ E[τig | Dig = 1, F]

τAP U ≡ E[τig | Dig = 0, F]

Theorem 6 (Identification Subpopulations). Suppose that (i) (Xig , Dig )

|=

Theorem 6 presents identification results for τAP T and τAP U ,
τig | Vig , (ii)

0 τ , and (iii) F is V −measurable and Q (v) = E[X X 0 | V = v] is invertible
Yig = Xig
ig
ig
xx
ig ig
ig

almost surely over the support of Vig | F, then


1
× E pd (Vig ) × Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig | F
E[Dig ]


1
=
× E (1 − pd (Vig )) × Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig | F
1 − E[Dig ]

τ AP T =
τ AP U

The main intuition is fairly similar to Theorem 1, in the sense that the inverse weighting
ensures equal comparisons across with different strata of Vig whereas the own propensity
pd (Vig ) weights each strata by the relative number of treated individuals. Notice that the
unconditional average partial effects and the (AP T, AP U ) are mutually constrained by the
law of iterated expectations τ = E[Dig ]τ AP T + (1 − E[Dig ])τ AP U .
Table 9 computes the average partial effects by subpopulation for the political participation
example in Uganda. The coefficients (βAP T , δAP T ) and (βAP U , δAP U ) have similar magnitudes, standard errors and significance. There are, however, large differences in the magnitudes and significance levels of the spillovers for the control group (in fact γAP T > γAP U ).
This suggested that individuals with a higher likelihood of participating in the session are
more likely to change the behavior if one of their friends is treated. Analogously, in Table
10, I compute (βAP T , γAP T , δAP T ) and (βAP U , γAP U , δAP U ). The coefficients are similar in
magnitude, with comparable standard errors, which suggests that both groups of individuals
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are fairly similar. In both tables, I compute the standard errors by replacing the definition
of ψIW using a sample analog of the moment conditions in Theorem 6.
1.5.2. Network Propensity Score and Experiments
One of the most effective ways to identify spillovers is to use a random saturation design.
This a two-stage design rising in popularity in the empirical literature (Crépon et al., 2013b;
Giné and Mansuri, 2018b; Bursztyn et al., 2019) and studied in several recent econometrics
papers (Baird et al., 2019; DiTraglia et al., 2021). I establish a tight connection between
the network propensity and identification in experiments. I show the applicability of my
methods to study non-compliance in sparse networks.
In the first stage each group is randomly a saturation, a real number Sg ∈ [0, 1]. In
the second stage individuals within each group are randomly assigned to treatment with
probability Sg . This design is an extension of Bernoulli designs that treat individuals with
a fixed probability, such as Sg = 0.5, and cluster design that assign complete groups to
treatment or control, where Sg ∈ {0, 1}. The more interesting case combines corner an
interior saturations. For example, Crépon et al. (2013b) chooses Sg ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1},
which generates more experimental variation. To simplify my analysis I focus on the case
where the experimenter uses Bernoulli draws to offer treatment in the second stage.
The experimental setting relaxes the assumptions considerably. To discuss the identification of τ in this experimental context it is useful to assume that Cig includes both baseline
individual characteristics (observed and unobserved). Similarly, I assume that Ψ∗g includes
group characteristics (observed or unobserved) heterogeneity and the exogenous saturations
Sg . Under this definition it is easy to see that Selection on Observables is automatically satisfied because the treatment is exogenous. It is also easy to satisfy the Random Sampling
and Dyadic Network assumptions. We can invoke the Aldous (1981) and Hoover (1979)
theorems that state that any exchangeable network can be represented as a dyadic network
with randomly sampled (and possibly unobserved) Cig . The purpose of this exercise is to
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show that in certain experiments there is a simple set of conditioning statistics suffices to
identify the treatment effects, even if there is rich unobserved heterogeneity determining
the treatment and network choices.

Example 1 (Perfect Compliance): The random assignment of saturations and offers
means that the propensity score is equal to the group saturation when there is perfect
compliance. That means that individuals participate in the program when they are offered
and are part of the control when they are not offered. In that case
pdig = E[Dig | Cig , Ψ∗g ] = E[Dig | Cig , Ψ∗g , Sg ] = E[Dig | Sg ] =
{z
} |
{z
} | {z }
|
Definition

Redundancy

Second Stage

Sg
|{z}

.

(1.16)

First Stage

Equation (1.16) breaks down the process to show that the propensity is equal to the group
saturation. The first equality defines pd . The second equality uses the fact that Sg is a
group characteristic that contains redundant information. The last two equality uses the
property of the design, that the treatment probability only depends on a saturation which
is independent of other characteristics.
I perform a similar break down for the friend propensity score.
pf ig = E[Djg | Aijg = 1, Cig , Ψ∗g ] = E[Djg | Aijg = 1, Cig , Ψ∗g , Sg ] = E[Djg | Sg ] =
|
{z
} |
{z
} | {z }
Definition

Redundancy

Second Stage

Sg
|{z}

First Stage

Finally, the number of friends Lig is not randomly determined by the experimental design
and can still be a source of homophily bias that the researcher needs to account for. In
networks where everyone is connected (Lig = Ng − 1) this is equivalent to condition on the
size of the group, such as classroom size.

Sg | Lig and hence we can apply Lemma 3 to show that Xig

|=

Formally τig

|=

The saturation Sg is independent of the random coefficients τig and the baseline information.
τig | Lig .

That means that matching individuals with similar numbers of friends suffices to identify
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the average partial effects τ using Theorem 1.

Example 2: (One-sided compliance) In practice researchers randomly extend offers
but subjects may not be compelled to accept them. Under one-sided compliance treatment
eig Zig where C
eig is a binary indicator for whether {ig} is a
status is defined by Dig = C
eig = 1 may perceive larger returns from
“complier” and Zig is their offer. Compliers with C
eig = 0 do not consider
the program and always participate if offered, where never-takers C
the program worthwhile. In their empirical example from (Crépon et al., 2013b), Dig is a job
placement program. The peer effects are potential displacement effect for non-participants
that were disadvantaged in a tight labor market. To fit this example within my framework
eig is a component of the individual covariates Cig .
I assume that C
Non-compliance introduces additional complications because the treatment is no longer
randomly assigned. To analyze this problem it is useful to first compute an infeasible
propensity score that conditions on the latent complier indicator. If C̃ig were known
eig Zig | Aijg = 1, Cig , Ψ∗g ] = C
eig Sg
pdig = E[C

The propensity score for never-takers is always zero, whereas the propensity score for compliers depends on the saturation. The friend propensity equals
ejg Zjg | Aijg = 1, Cig , Ψ∗ ] = E[C
ejg | Aijg = 1, Cig , Ψ∗ ] × Sg .
pf ig = E[C
g
g

The first equality applies the definition of the friend propensity and substitutes the expression for Djg under one-sided compliance. Theorem 3 implies that the key dimensions
eig , E[C
ejg | Aijg = 1, Cig , Ψ∗ ], Lig ) since
of endogeneity are captured by the vector Vig = (C
g
Sg is exogenous. The second component of Vig can be interpreted as the probability that
a potential complier is treated. This agrees with related work in DiTraglia et al. (2021),
where we show which causal effects are identified and show that (Sg ) for the spillover ef-
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fects because of first-stage heterogeneity. We propose a procedure that subsets Zig = 1
to recover complier status from Dig and consistently estimates the probability of a friend
complier using Tig /Sig to construct a valid IV. The procedure relies on complete networks
where Lig = Ng − 1 and Ng → ∞ in the asymptotic experiment.
Identification of the causal effects in networks where Lig is bounded remains an open question. Vazquez-Bare (2020) and Imai et al. (2020) develop identification results for complete
networks where Lig = Ng − 1 such as syblings, partners or classrooms without friendship information. However, there are no equivalent results for the case where Lig 6= Ng − 1 which
captures the majority of observed networks. For these situations, estimating the friend
propensity score from observed covariates by predicting the conditional mean of Tig /Sg can
be a practical second-best alternative to account for network endogeneity. Non-compliance
in randomized saturations designs introduces over-identifying restrictions on the matrix
Qxx that fit within the framework discussed in this paper. Similar analyses can be used for
two-sided compliance.
Example 3: (Graph-clustering) Random saturation (RS) designs are infeasible in the
type of single-connected networks that are prevalent in online social media platforms like
Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin. (Ugander et al., 2011) and (Eckles et al., 2017) propose
a variant that uses within-network variation. Consider a three stage design. In the first
stage, the researcher runs a graph-clustering algorithm to split the sample into distinct
communities κ ∈ {1, . . . , K}. In the second stage each community is assigned a saturation
Sκ ∈ [0, 1]. In the third stage each individual in κ is assigned to treatment with probability
Sκ . A graph-clustering experiment is identical to a random saturation design when the
algorithm partitions the network into disjoint groups, but will produce very different results
otherwise.
To analyze this design within my framework I assume that each individual belongs to
a community κig ∈ {1, . . . , K} and that the vector of saturations is a group level random
variable {S1 , . . . , SK } are included in Ψ∗g . The own propensity score is equal to the saturation
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in {ig}0 s community
pdig = E[Dig | Cig , Ψ∗g ] = E[Dig | κig , Cig , Ψ∗g ] = E[Dig | κig ] = Sκig
Unsurprisingly, the propensity score is equal to saturation assigned to {ig}0 s community.
The friend propensity score is more complicated. In a graph-clustering experiment we can
define multiple network measures as
pf ig = E[Djg | Aijg = 1, Cig , Ψ∗g ] = E[[Djg | Aijg = 1, Cig , Ψ∗g , κjg ] | Aijg = 1, Cig , Ψ∗g ]
= E[Sκjg | Aijg = 1, Cig , Ψ∗g ]
=

κ
X

E[1{κjg = κ} | Aijg = 1, Cig , Ψ∗g ] × Sκ

κ=1

The inner expectation is the probability that {ig}0 s potential friend belong to community
κ. In this case, since the saturations are exogenously assigned, we can apply Lemma 3
once more to show that the key dimension of endogeneity is the probability of friendships
between communities and the number of friends Lig . This is a consequence of imperfect
partitioning which makes inference depending on the clustering algorithm used.

1.6. Conclusion
Many programs offered by governments and non-profit organizations are not randomly
assigned; individuals typically select into treatment based on a set of eligibility criteria.
Furthermore, social networks typically exhibit homophily: individuals tend to befriend
others with similar characteristics. The interaction of selection and friendship homophily
is not well understood, and hence the strategies to identify spillovers from observed social
networks in this context are underdeveloped. This is particularly important for policy evaluators because estimating spillovers is crucial for cost-benefit calculations and understanding
potential side-effects on non-participants.
This paper proposes a novel strategy for identifying average treatment effects and average
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spillover effects in settings with endogenous network formation and selection on observables.
In particular I show that controlling for the key determinants of friendship decisions in a
dyadic network model can account for possible confounders in the estimation of spillovers.
I introduce a lower dimensional statistic, the network propensity score, which summarizes
the key confounders and illustrates the crucial interplay between homophily and selection.
I provide a tractable estimator of the average direct and spillover effects.
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Political Participation
Leader
Prosociabililty Index
Female
Secondary Education
Relative income: Low
Relative income: Avg
Relative income: High
Relative income: Very High
Distance to meeting
Number of Friends
Age
N
Villages

Treated
0.370
0.288
0.198
0.275
0.458
0.296
0.108
0.375
0.025
1.702
11.775
40.504
250
16

Control
-0.035
0.132
0.196
0.606
0.207
0.278
0.103
0.324
0.022
1.788
9.413
37.090
2591
16

Difference
0.406***
0.156***
0.001
-0.331***
0.251***
0.018
0.005
0.051
0.002
- 0.086
2.362***
3.415***

Std. Error
(0.043)
(0.027)
(0.011)
(0.044)
(0.046)
(0.043)
(0.015)
(0.034)
(0.010)
(0.163)
(0.326)
(0.101)

Table 3: (Summary statistics political participation in Uganda) Differences between leader households selected by the microfinance organization and non-leader households. All the variables are measured
at baseline. This sample merges the census-level data with a detailed survey for a random subsample of
households, to fill in missing caste data. The sample excludes households without friends, households with
more than 30 friends, and those that have missing caste or electricity data, which is 0.77% of the overall
sample. The standard errors are clustered by village.
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1.7. Appendix
1.7.1. Non-Separable Models
In this section I relax the random coefficients assumption in (1.1) by assuming that Yig =
m(Xig , τig ) as in Leung (2019a), where Xig = (Dig , Tig , Lig ), m is an unknown function
and τig is a vector of unobserved heterogeneity of arbitrary dimension. The researcher is
interested in identifying the average structural function, defined as
Z
M (x) =

m(x, ε)dF (ε)

The function M (x) identified the average effect if everyone was subject to the same exposure.

outcome. If the assumptions of the theorem hold, then Xig
E[Yig | Xig = x, Cig =

c, Ψ∗g

∗

τig | (Cig , Ψ∗g ) and

Z

m(x, ε)dF (ε | x, c, Ψ∗ , l)

Z

m(x, ε)dF (ε | c, Ψ∗ , l)

= Ψ , Lig = l] =
=

|=

The proof of Theorem 3 does not make any explicit use of the functional form of the

This first stage is analogous to matching individuals with similar characteristics and similar
levels of exposure. The conditional mean is only identified over the conditional support
of (Cig , Ψ∗g ) given Xig . When the conditional support of (Cig , Ψ∗g ) given Xig equals the
unconditional support we say that the system has full support. This condition is similar to
a rank condition. In that case the average structural function can be identified by integrating
the conditional mean using standard arguments as in Imbens and Newey (2009).
E[E[Yig | Xig = x, Cig = c, Ψ∗g = Ψ∗ , Lig = l]]
Z Z
=
m(x, ε)dF (ε | c, Ψ∗ , l)dF (c, Ψ∗ , l) = M (x)
Consequently, the average structural function is identified. Imbens and Newey (2009) show
how to extend this idea to identify quantile effects in addition to average outcomes. We can
also use the same set of arguments to prove identification of the average structural function
for the network propensity score using the result of Theorem 4.
1.7.2. Spurious Peer Effects
Consider the following example where an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression recovers
spurious peer effects. Suppose that Yig = αig , with E[εig ] = 0 and that Random Sampling,
Selection on Observables and Dyadic Network are satisfied. Let Vig ≡ (Cig , Ψ∗g , Lig ) denote
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the confounders and Xig = (1, D̄−ig ), where D̄−ig is the fraction of treated friends, defined
as Tig /Lig . In this case there are no treatment effects, direct or indirect, but the outcome
are correlated with the confounders. The researcher runs the following regression over the
subset of individuals with at least one friend, F = 1{Lig > 0},
Yig = β0 + β1 D̄−ig + ε∗ig .
The true value of the intercept is β0 = 0 and the slope is β1 = 0. The population OLS
coefficient is defined as
β1OLS =

Cov(D̄−ig , Yig ) | F
V ar(D̄−ig | F)

Plugging in Yig = αig and using the law of total covariance,
(b)

(a)

Theorem 4 ensures that D̄−ig

|=

β1OLS

(c)

}|
{
}|
{ z
z
z
}|
{
E[Cov(D̄−ig , αig | Vig , F) | F] + Cov(E[D̄−ig | Vig ], E[αig | Vig , F] | F)
.
=
V ar(D̄−ig | F)

(1.17)

αig | Vig , which means that (a) is equal to zero. The term

(b) equals pf ig , the friend propensity. To simplify notation define α(Vig ) = E[αig | Vig , F] =
E[αig | Vig ]. Consequently,
β1OLS =

Cov (pf (Vig ), α(Vig ) | F)
V ar(D̄−ig | F)

(1.18)

The OLS coefficient is biased when α(Vig ) are correlated with pf ig . For example, suppose
that Vig is a poverty index and that pf ig is positively correlated with Vig . That means that
vulnerable individuals are more likely to have a higher fraction of friends who are targeted
by the program. Similarly, suppose that Yig is a measure of food insecurity and that α(Vig ) is
increasing in Vig . Then β1OLS > 0 because Vig drives both the homophily/selection patterns
and the baseline outcomes. Alternatively, when the network and treatment assignment are
exogenous, pf ig is a constant and the OLS estimator is unbiased because the covariance in
the numerator of (1.18) equals zero.
1.7.3. Regularity Conditions
In this section I present conditions that are required to derive the asymptotic distribution of
the estimator. In order to do so I assume that there is a sequence of distributions indexed by
t. I denote the realization of variables of agent {ig} at point t in the sequence by including
the subscript {igt}. I assume that one or more of the regressors need to be estimated.
0 ,V
0
0
0
Let Vigt = (V1igt
2igt ) be the observed regressor and let Vigt = (V1igt , V2igt ). The first

vector of regressors is observed without error, but the second estimator is estimated at
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0 k = O(λ ). As in the main text, I assume that
rate maxg=1,...,Gt maxi=1,...,Ngt kV2igt − V2igt
t

Zigt = (Xigt , Yigt , Vigt ) is a vector of data.
I next outline the key regularity conditions for convergence. First, for the estimator to be
consistent the weighting matrix needs to by almost surely full rank in a neighborhood of
θ around the true parameter. A positive semi-definite matrix Qxx is full rank if and only
if its smallest eigenvalue is positive. Consequently, I quantify the almost sure requirement
by imposing a lower bound on the eigenvalues of the estimated matrix. Let λmin (v1 , v2 , θ)
denote the smallest eigenvalue of Qxx ((v1 , v2 ), θ) and let B(θ 0t , δ) be a ball or radius δ > 0
around θ 0t and suppose that V2igt belongs to a compact set V2 with probability approaching
0 , θ , δ) ≡ inf
0
one. Let λ(V1igt
0t
θ∈B(θ 0t ,δ) inf v2 ∈V2 λmin (V1igt , v2 , θ) be a lower bound on the

eigenvalues of Qxx . I assume infimum holds over all values of v2 to ensure that the matrix
is full rank, even if the regressors are noisily estimated.
Second, the weighting matrix also needs to be sufficiently smooth in order to reduce the
impact of measurement error from estimating V2igt and θ. I define its Sobolev-norm as
Q∂xx (v1 , v2 , θ) ≡

sup
0≤α1 +α2 ≤3, α1 ,α2 ≤2

∂ α1 +α2 Qxx (v1 , v2 , θ)
∂v2α1 θ α2

(1.19)

Equation (1.19) indicates the derivatives of the weighting matrix up to order three need
0 , we
to be bounded. In settings without a generated regressor problem, i.e. V2igt = V2igt

typically only require smoothness conditions over θ. In this case, however, bounding the
derivatives with respect to v2 as well, allows us to control the generated regressor error. In
particular, I require that certain moments of the Sobolev norm need to be bounded.
In addition, the following regularity conditions have to be satisfied.
Assumption (Regularity Conditions).

(i) There exists a θ0t ∈ int (Θ) such that ∀δ >

0, inf kθ−θ0t k>δ Rt (θ) > Rt (θ 0t ), (ii) Qxx (Vigt ; θ) is three-times continuously differentiable
0 , v , θ))4 ] < ∞, (iii) E[kX k4 ], E[kY k2 ] <
almost surely and E[supθ∈Θ supv2 ∈V2 (Q∂xx (V1igt
2
igt
h igt
i
∂
0 , θ , δ) > λ > 0 almost surely for ν > 0. (v) H ≡ E
∞, (iv) λ(V1igt
ψ(Z
,
θ
)
is
0
0t
0t
igt
0t
∂(θ,β)


0
full rank, (vi) Ω ≡ E ρgt ψ g (Z gt , θ 0t )ψ g (Z gt , θ 0t ) is positive-definite, (vii) maxig kV2igt −
√
0 k = O (τ ), and (viii) τ
V2igt
p t
t Gt = o(1) and (Gt , Nt ) → ∞ as t → ∞.

Condition (i) is an identification condition that says that the true weighting matrix is the
unique minimizer of the residuals. This is satisfied as long as the parametric family nests
the conditional mean and the true criterion has a unique minimum. Condition (ii) imposes
bounds on the moments of the Sobolev norm that hold uniformly over (θ, v2 ). Condition (iii)
are bounds on the moments of the endogenous variable Xigt and Yigt . Condition (iv) is a full
rank condition for the average causal effect. Condition (v) is a rank condition on the system
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of equation that is similar to non-colinearity. Condition (vi) says the group-level covariance
matrix is non-degenerate and finite. Condition (vii) states the rate of convergence of the
generated regressors. Condition (viii) states that the rate needs to be more accurate than
the rate of growth of the groups Gt .
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1.8. Proofs

sition property in Lemma 16,

0
Xig Xig

|=

Proof of Theorem 1 (Average Partial Effects). By (ii) Xig

|=

1.8.1. Main Proofs
τig | Vig . By the decompo-

0 τ , which means
τig | Vig and by (i) Yig = Xig
ig

that
0
Qxy (v) ≡ E[Xig Yig | Vig = v] = E[Xig Xig
τig | Vig = v]
0
= E[Xig Xig
| Vig = v]E[τig | Vig = v]

= Qxx (v)τ (v).
If Qxx (v) is almost surely full rank then τ (v) = Qxx (v)−1 Qxy (v) almost surely. Since F is
coarser than Vig , E[τig | Vig , F] = E[τig | Vig ] and
Z

−1

Qxx (v)

Z
Qxy (v) dF (v | F) =

τ (v) dF (v | F) = τ

Finally, by the law of iterated expectations
E[Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig | F] = E[E[Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig | Vig , F] | F]
= E[Qxx (Vig )−1 Qxy (Vig ) | F]
= τ.

Proof of Theorem 2 (Closed form τ ). I make use of the mixture representation of Qxx derived in Lemma 2, assuming Random Sampling, Selection on Observables and Dyadic Network. If Vig = (Cig , Ψ∗g , Lig ), then the conditional distribution of the network propensity
score is degenerate and hence
Qxx (v) =

1

ϕ
e1 (pf , l)

ϕ
e1 (pf , l, pf , l) ϕ
e2 (pf , l)

!
⊗

1

pd

pd pd

!
.

When ϕ(t, l) = t/l, then ϕ
e1 (pf , l) = pf and ϕ
e1 (pf , l) = pf (1 − pf )/l + p2f by using the
moments in Lemma 1. The inverse of kronecker product of matrices is equal to the inverse
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of the kronecker products, which means that
Qxx (v)−1 =

=

1

pf

pf

pf (1−pf )
l

1
pd (1 − pd )

!−1

1

⊗

+ p2f


l
pf (1 − pf )

pd

!−1

pd pd
 pf (1−pf )

+ p2f

l

−pf

−pf

!

1

⊗

pd

−pd

−pd

1

!

0 = (1, T /L ) ⊗ (1, D ).
We can write the regressors in kronecker product form as Xig
ig
ig
ig

Hence Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig multiplies two kronecker products. I use the property that for
conformable matrices (M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 ), (M1 ⊗ M2 )(M3 ⊗ M4 ) = (M1 M2 ) ⊗ (M3 M4 ). After
some algebraic manipulations we can show that
pf Lig −Tig !
1−pf
−pf Lig +Tig
pf (1−pf )

1+

Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig =

!
.

Xig | Vig . Assuming the inverse of Qxx (Vig ) is well

|=

By Theorem 3, Vig satisfies τig

⊗

(1−Dig )Yig
1−pd
Dig Yig
(1−Dig )Yig
−
pd
1−pd

defined then we can apply Theorem 1 to show that τ = E[Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig | F]. We can
obtain the individual coefficients (α, β, γ, δ) by expanding the kronecker product inside the
expectation.

Proof of Theorem 3 (Direct Confounders) . I represent {ig}0 s treatment indicator as Dig =
H(Cig , Ψ∗g , η) where H is a measurable function and ηig | Cig , Ψ∗g ∼ F (η | c, Ψ∗ ) is an
unobserved participation shock. Since we can always define the participation shock as
η = Dig − P(Dig = 1 | Cig = c, Ψ∗g = Ψ∗ ), this form does not entail any loss of generality.

ζig

|=

Let ζig ≡ (τig , ηig , Cig ). By Random Sampling and Dyadic Network,
N

N

{Uijg }j6=gi , {ζjg }j6=gi | Ψ∗g

(1.20)

=⇒

τig

|=

ζig

|=

By (1.20), as well as the weak union and decomposition properties in Lemma 16,
N

N

{Uijg }j6=gi , {ζjg }j6=gi | ηig , Cig , Ψ∗g
N

N

{Uijg }j6=gi , {ηjg , Cjg }j6=gi | ηig , Cjg , Ψ∗g

The second line subsets the relevant variables on either side of the independence relation. The participation decisions are functions of personal covariates and selection shocks.
Similarly, the friendship vector {ig} only depends on the list of preference shocks (U )
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P
PNg
Ng
0 = (1, D ) ⊗ 1, ϕ
A
and
and covariates (C). Since Xig
A
D
,
ijg
ijg
jg
ig
j=1,j6=i
j=1,j6=i
PNg
Lig =
j=1,j6=i Aijg , that means that (Lig , Xig ) are both measurable with respect to
N

N

g
. Then by the decomposition property,
{Uijg }j6=gi , {ζjg }j=1

(Xig , Lig ) | ηig , Cig , Ψ∗g .

|=

τig

(1.21)

the selection unobservables, τig

|=

By Selection on Observables, the outcome heterogeneity is conditionally independent of
ηig | Cig , Ψ∗g . By the contraction and decomposition

τig

(Xig , Lig , ηig ) | Cig , Ψ∗g

=⇒

τig

|=

|=

properties,
(Xig , Lig ) | Cig , Ψ∗g

(1.22)

eig ≡ (Cig , Ψ∗ ) and Aig = {Aijg }Ng
Proof of Lemma 1 (Conditional Distribution). Let C
g
j=1,j6=i .
If Random Sampling and Dyadic Network holds, then we can apply Lemma 6 (Egocentric
Likelihood) to show that

eig ) = P(Dig | C
eig )
P(Dg , Aig | C

Ng
Y

eig )
P(Djg , Aijg | C

(1.23)

j6=i

By Bayes’ rule, P(Djg , Aijg | C̃ig ) = P(Djg | Aijg , C̃ig )P(Aijg | C̃ig ) and substituting into
(1.23)
eig )
P(Dg , Aig | C
eig )
= P(Dig | C

Ng
Y

P(Aijg

eig )
|C

Ng
Y

P(Djg | Aijg

eig )
= 1, C

j:Aijg =1

j6=i

Ng
Y

eig )
P(Djg | Aijg = 0, C

j:Aijg =0

|=

N
eig . Let Lig ≡ P Aijg be the total friends,
This proves that Dig
{Djg , Aijg }j6=gi | C
j6=i
P
P
Tig ≡ j6=i Djg Aijg the total number of treated friends and Mig ≡ j6=i Djg (1 − Aijg ) be

the total number of treated non-friends. Consequently, by the decomposition property in
eig
(Lig , Tig , Mig ) | C

=⇒

Dig

|=

Dig

|=

Lemma 16,
eig
(Lig , Tig ) | C

Furthermore, the likelihood can be factorized in terms of four sets of Bernoulli random
variables, with a distinct event probability and (1, Ng , Lig , Ng − Lig ) trials, respectively.
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Let pf (C̃ig ) and pm (z) denote the participation probability of friends and non-friends. Then
eig ) = p` (C
eig )Aijg (1 − p` (C
eig ))1−Aijg
P(Aijg | C
eig ) = pf (C
eig )Djg (1 − pf (C
eig ))1−Djg
P(Djg | Aijg = 1, C

(1.24)

eig ) = pm (C
eig )Djg (1 − pm (C
eig ))1−Djg
P(Djg | Aijg = 0, C
The product of the probabilities is
Ng
Y

eig ) = p` (C
eig )Lig (1 − p` (C
eig ))Ng −Lig
P(Aijg | C

j6=i
Ng

Y

eig ) = pf (C
eig )Tig (1 − pf (C
eig ))Lig −Tig
P(Djg | Aijg = 1, C

(1.25)

j:Aijg =1
Ng
Y

eig ))Ng −Lig −Mig
eig ) = pm (C
eig )Mig (1 − pm (C
P(Djg | Aijg = 0, C

j:Aijg =0

Let B(d,l,t,m) be the set of permutations of treatment and link formation decisions that
produce Big = (d, l, t, m), where Big ≡ (Dig , Lig , Tig , Mig ). Then PBig |Ceig (d, l, t, m) is equal
P
to (Dg ,Aijg )∈B( d,l,t,m) P(Dg , Aijg ). The resulting distribution has the form
eig ∼ Binom(p` (C
eig ), Ng )
Lig | C
eig ∼ Binom(pf (C
eig ), Lig )
Tig | Lig , C
eig ∼ Bernoulli(pd (C
eig ))
Dig | Tig , Lig , C
eig ∼ Binom(pm (C
eig , Ng − Lig ))
Mig | Dig , Tig , Lig , C
To complete the statement of the lemma, we only report the distribution of (Dig , Tig ) |
eig , Lig , which does not depend on Mig . The resulting distribution does not involve pm (C
eig ).
C

apply Lemma 1 to show that Dig

|=

Proof Theorem 4 (Balancing). If Random Sampling and Dyadic Network hold, then we can
(Tig , Lig ) | Cig and

Dig | Tig , Lig , Cig , Ψ∗g ∼ Bernoulli(pdig )
Tig | Lig , Cig , Ψ∗g ∼ Binomial(pf ig , Lig )
The distribution of (Dig , Tig , Lig ) is parametrized by Pig ≡ (pdig , pf ig , Lig ), which means that
(Dig , Tig , Lig ) | Cig , Ψ∗g , Pig ∼ (Dig , Tig , Lig ) | Pig . Consequently, the network propensity
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(Dig , Tig , Lig )

|=

score and the group size summarizes all the pretreatment information and
Cig , Ψ∗g | Pig .

By construction Xig is a measurable function of (Dig , Lig , Tig ). By applying the decompoXig

|=

sition property in Lemma 16,
Cig , Ψ∗g | Pig .

(1.26)

This shows that Pig is a balancing score.

(Xig , Lig ) | Cig , Ψ∗g which implies τig

| Cig , Ψ∗g , Lig . By combining

|=

3 states that τig

|=

If Random Sampling, Selection on Observables and Dyadic Network hold, then Theorem
Xig | Cig , Ψ∗g , Pig . Conse-

quently, by (1.26) and the contraction property, (τig , Cig , Ψ∗g )

Xig | Pig . We can simplify

|= |=

the redundancy and weak union properties, it follows that τig

τig

|=

the final expression by the decomposition property,
Xig | Pig .

Proof of Lemma 2 (Mixture Representation). By construction we can write the covariates
0 = (1, ϕ(T , L )) ⊗ (1, D ). Therefore we can write X X 0 as
as Xig
ig
ig
ig
ig ig

0
Xig Xig

=

1

!

ϕ(Tig , Lig )0

ϕ(Tig , Lig ) ϕ(Tig , Lig )ϕ(Tig , Lig )0

⊗

1

Dig

!

Dig Dig

Define the functions
ϕ
e1 (pf , l) = E[ϕ(Tig , Lig ) | pf ig = pf , Lig = l]
ϕ
e2 (pf , l) = E[ϕ(Tig , Lig )ϕ(Tig , Lig )0 | pf ig = pf , Lig = l].
Under Lemma 1, Dig is conditionally independent of (Tig , Lig ) given (Cig , Ψ∗g , Lig ), and
the distributions are parametrized by the components of the network propensity score.
0 as
Therefore we can decompose the conditional moments of Xig Xig

0
E[Xig Xig
| Cig = c, Ψ∗g = Ψ, Lig = l] =

1

ϕ
e1 (pf , l)0

ϕ
e1 (pf , l) ϕ
e2 (pf , l)0

!
⊗

1

pd

!

pd pd

Since Vig is measurable with respect to (Cig , Ψ∗g , Lig ) we can apply the law of iterated
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expectations to obtain
Z
Qxx (v) =

!
ϕ
e1 (pf , l)

1

ϕ
e1 (pf , l, pf , l) ϕ
e2 (pf , l)

⊗

1

pd

pd pd

!
dF (pd , pf , l | Vig = v).

(1.27)

eig ≡ (Cig , Ψ∗ ) and X ∗ ≡ (Xig , Lig ). If Random Sampling,
Proof of Lemma 3 (). Let C
g
ig
|=

Selection on Observables and Dyadic Network hold, then we can apply Theorem 4 to show
eig ), pf (C
eig ), Lig .
eig | pd (C
that (Xig , Lig )
C

eig ), pf (C
eig ), Lig . Applying the contraction axiom,
eig , pd (C
τig | C
(Xig , Lig )

|=

(Xig , Lig )

|=

|=

Under Random Sampling, Selection on Observables and Selection on Observables we can
eig . By the weak union property,
apply Theorem 3 to show that (Xig , Lig )
τig | C

eig ) | pd (C
eig ), pf (C
eig ), Lig
(τig , C

(Xig , Lig )

|=

eig , Lig )−measurable, we can apply the weak union property, as
Since Vig is (C
eig ) | pd (C
eig ), pf (C
eig ), Lig , Vig
(τig , C

Finally, by the decomposition property, Xig

|=

eig ), pf (C
eig ), Lig )
(Xig , pd (C
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|=

|=

|=

eig ), pf (C
eig ), Lig , Vig . Since by assumption of the theorem
‘ By decomposition Xig
τig | pd (C
eig ), pf (C
eig ), Lig
pd (C
τig | Vig , we can apply the contraction axiom again to show that

τig | Vig .

τig | Vig .

1.8.2. Proof Asymptotics
Proof of Theorem 5 (Limiting Distribution Estimators) . Define the square residual function as R(z, v2 , θ) ≡ r((x, y, (v1 , v2 )), θ)2 , so that the estimated and population criterion
functions can be written as
X
b t (θ) ≡ 1
R
R(Zigt , V2igt , θ),
Gt n̄
ig

0
Rt (θ) ≡ E[R(Zigt , V2igt
, θ)].

Our first task is to prove uniform convergence of the criterion function by verifying the
0 k = O (λ ). By
conditions of Lemma 11. First, by Assumption (vii) maxig kV2igt − V2igt
p
t
√
assumption (viii), Gt λt = o(1) which means that the maximum discrepancy is τt = o(1),

as required.
Second we verify the uniform bounds on the moments. Assumptions (ii) and (iii) in Regu0 , θ) has bounded moments. Conversely, let RV
larity Conditions imply that Rt (Zigt , V2igt
igt

and Sigt be uniform bounds on the derivatives

∂R
∂v2

and the score ψq ≡

∂R
∂θ

as defined in

(1.36) and (1.37). These bounds hold uniformly over τ because the average effect parameter
does not enter R. The bound on the expectation of the Sobolev-norm in Regularity Conditions part (ii) and Lemma (9) imply that E[RVigt ] < ∞ and E[Sigt ] < ∞. Consequently,
R satisfies the requirements of Lemma 11, and hence
b t (θ) − Rt (θ)k →p 0
sup kR

(1.28)

θ∈Θ

bt is consistent. By Regularity Conditions part (i) for any
Our next task is to show that θ
δ > 0 there exists a ν > 0 such that

P

bt − θ 0t > δ
θ



bt ) − Rt (θ 0t ) ≥ ν)
≤ P(Rt (θ
bt ) − R
bt ) + R
bt ) − Rt (θ 0t ) ≥ ν)
b t (θ
b t (θ
= P(Rt (θ

bt )
Adding/subtracting Rt (θ

bt ) − R
bt ) + R
b t (θ
b t (θ 0t ) − R(θ 0t ) ≥ ν)
≤ P(Rt (θ


b
≤ P 2 sup Rt (θ) − Rt (θ) ≥ ν

bt ) ≤ R
b t (θ
bt (θ 0t )
Since R
Uniform Bound

θ∈Θ

→p 0

By (1.52)

bt →p θ 0t .
Consequently θ
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We now turn to the task of proving asymptotic normality. In a slight abuse of notation, I
use ψ(z, v2 , τ , θ) to denote the influence function ψ((x, y, (v1 , v2 )), τ , θ)
op (τ ) =

1 X
bt )
ψ(Zigt , V2igt , τb t , θ
Gt Nt
ig

By a first-order expansion
0=

1 X
0
ψ(Zigt , V2igt
, τ 0t , θ 0t )
Gt N
ig

X
1 X ∂
et )∆igt + 1
e2igt , τe , θ
ψ(Z
,
V
+
igt
∂v2
Gt N
N Gt
ig

ig

!

∂
et )
e
e, θ
∂τ 0 ψ(Zigt , V2igt , τ
∂
et )
ψ(Zigt , Ve2igt , τe , θ
∂θ 0

τb t − τ 0t
bt − θ 0t
θ

!

(1.29)
√ 
Our next task is to show that the second term is Op λt Gt . To this end it is useful
to decompose that influence function into two sets of equations ψ = [ψq , ψIW ]0 , for the
weighting matrix and the average effects, respectively. Let B(θ 0t , ν) denote a ball of radius
ν around the true parameter. By assumption (iv) the smallest eigenvalue of Qxx is bounded
bt and θ
et are both consistent, the estimator is
by a fixed constant for θ ∈ B(θ 0t , ν). Since θ
contained in the ball with probability approaching one as (Gt , Nt ) → ∞.
V and ψ ∂
Define Sigt
IW,ig as uniform upper bounds for the partial derivatives of s and ψIW as
0 k be the maximum
defined in (1.38) and (1.40). Furthermore, let ∆max ≡ maxig kV2igt −V2igt

discrepancy between the generated and true regressors. By the triangle inequality.
1 X ∂
et )∆igt
e
e, θ
∂v2 ψ(Zigt , V2igt , τ
Gt n̄t
ig

1 X ∂
et ) · ∆max
e
e, θ
∂v2 ψ(Zigt , V2igt , τ
Gt n̄t
ig

et )
1 X  ∂s(Zigt ,Ve2igt ,eτ ,θet )
∂ψIW (Zigt ,Ve2igt ,e
τ ,θ
+
· ∆max
Component Bounds
≤
∂v2
∂v2
Gt n̄t
ig


X
1
V
∂
et ∈ B(θ 0t , ν) w.p.a.1
 · ∆max + op (1)
≤
Sigt
+ ψIW,ig
Since θ
Gt n̄t
≤

ig

(1.30)
The discrepancy ∆max is Op (λt ) by Assumption (vii). Conversely, the bounds on the
expectation of the Sobolev-norm in Regularity Conditions part (ii)
in
 and the moments

1 P
V
∂
V
∂
(iii) can be used to show that E[Sigt ], E[ψIW,ig ] < ∞ and Gt n̄t ig Sigt + ψIW,ig = Op (1),
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by Lemmas 9 and 10, respectively. By combining the two findings we conclude that the
right-hand side of (1.30) is Op (λt ).
The partial derivative with respect to τ in (1.29) has a simple form
∂
et ) =
ψ(Zigt , Ve2igt , τe , θ
∂τ 0

0
−I

!
≡ H0,τ

The first set of rows is zero because the equations to compute to the weighting matrix and
the second rows is the identity because τ enters linearly in ψIW . In this case the derivative
is constant and crucially, does not depend on the estimated parameters.
Since the components that contain θ and τ are additively separable, the partial derivative
with respect to θ in (1.29) does not depend on τ . We write this concisely as
∂
et ) = ∂ ψ(Zigt , Ve2igt , θ
et ) =
e
e, θ
0 ψ(Zigt , V2igt , τ
∂θ
∂θ 0

∂
ψ (Zigt , Ve2igt , θ̃)
∂θ 0 q
∂
ψ (Zigt , Ve2igt , θ̃)
∂θ 0 IW

!
(1.31)

Our next task is to impose integrable bounds on (1.31) in order to apply the uniform
consistency result in 11. On one hand, our bounds on the expectations in assumptions (ii)
and (iii) allow us to apply the first part of Lemma 9. The lemma shows that
∂ 2 ψq
∂v2 ∂θ 0

∂ψq ∂ 2 ψq
∂θ , ∂θ∂θ 0 ,

are uniformly bounded over (V2 , θ) ∈ V2 × Θ by integrable random variables. On

the other hand, assumption (ii), (iii) and (iv) allow us to apply the second part of the
lemma, which implies

∂ 2 ψIW
∂θ∂θ 0

2

IW
, ∂∂vψ2 ∂θ
0 are uniformly bounded over (V2 , θ) ∈ V2 × B(θ 0t , ν) by

an integrable random variable. Consequently, we can apply Lemma 11 to show that

sup
θ∈B(θ 0t ,ν)

 ∂

1 X ∂
0
e
e
→p 0
0 ψ(Zigt , V2igt , θ t ) − E
0 ψ(Zigt , V2igt , θ)
∂θ
∂θ
Gt n̄t

(1.32)

ig

bt is consistent kθ
et −θ 0t k ≤ kθ
bt −θ 0t k = op (1). Therefore, by the uniform consistency
Since θ
result in (1.32),
 ∂

1 X ∂
p
0
e
e
0 ψ(Zigt , V2igt , θ t ) → E
0 ψ(Zigt , V2igt , θ 0t ) ≡ H0,θ
∂θ
∂θ
Gt n̄t
ig

By assumption (iv), H0 = [H0,τ , H0,θ ] is full rank. Therefore, solving for the parameter in
√
(1.29) and multiplying by Gt ,
p
Gt

τb t − τ 0t
bt − θ 0t
θ

!







X
p
p
1
0
= − (H0 + op (1))−1  Gt 
ψ(Zigt , V2igt
, θ 0t ) + Op λt Gt 
N Gt
ig
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Let E∗ and E denote the sampling (equal-weighted-group) measure and the population
measure respectively. By construction, E∗ [ρgt ψ(Zigt , θ)] = E[ψ(Zigt , θ)], where ρgt ≡ Ngt /Nt
n̄t
p
Nt → 1 as (Gt , Nt ) → ∞. Conversely,
1 PNgt
0
i=1 ψ(Zigt , V2igt , θ 0t ), where Z g ≡
Ngt

is the relative size of each group. By Lemma 10,
define the within-group average ψ g (Z g , θ 0t ) ≡
N

0 ))} gt is a matrix of individual covariates. By some algebraic manipulations
{(Xigt , Yigt , (Vigt
i=1

√



 
Gt
X
X
Gt
Nt  1
0
√
ψ(Zigt , V2igt
, θ 0t ) =
ρgt ψ g (Z g , θ 0t )
n̄t Gt
n̄t
Gt
g=1

ig

Our final task is to apply the central limit theorem. First, we check that the influence
function is mean zero. By distributing the expectation
0
0
E∗ [ρgt ψ g (Z g , τ 0t , θ 0t )] = E∗ [ρgt ψ(Zigt , V2igt
, τ 0t , θ 0t )] = E[ψ(Zigt , V2igt
, τ 0t , θ 0t )]

Recall that ψ = [s, ψIW ]. The mean of s is equal to zero at the true value when the weighting
matrix is properly specified. Similarly, ψIW is equal to zero by Theorem 1.
0

0

Finally, by assumption (v), E∗ [ρ2gt ψ g ψ g ] = E[ρgt ψ g ψ g ] ≡ Ω0t is a positive-definite matrix.
By the Lindenber-Feller central limit theorem, as (Gt , Nt ) → ∞,



Gt
X
 √1
Ω−1
ρgt ψ g (Z g , θ 0t ) →d N (0, I).
0t
Gt g=1
Combining the results we prove that the estimator converges to a normal distribution plus
a bias term,
p
−1/2
Gt Σt

bt − θ 0t
θ
τb t − τ 0t

!

 p 
→d N (0, I) + Op λt Gt .

−1
−1
Ω0t H0t
. Under assumption (viii) the second term is op (1),
where Σt = H0t
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1.8.3. Proofs Extensions and Experiments
Proof of Theorem 6 (Identification Subpopulations). For the APT, our first objective is to
rewrite the inner term of the expectation in terms of the localized effect τ (v), instead of
(Qxx , Xig , Yig ). To this end we compute the conditional expectation given a particular value
of the control variable Vig . In this case pd (Vig ) is a constant given Vig , so we can directly
apply part (i) of Lemma 1,
E[pd (Vig ) × Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig | Vig = v] = pd (Vig ) × Qxx (v)−1 E[Xig Yig | Vig ]
= pd (Vig ) × Qxx (v)−1 Qxy (Vig )

(1.33)

= pd (v) × τ (v)
The second task is to express (1.33) in terms of of the primitives (Dig , τig ). By definition
pd (v) = P(Dig = 1 | Vig = v). Since Vig is a control variable for Dig , it follows that
τ ≡ E[τig | Vig = v] = E[τig | Vig = v, Dig = 1]
Then by the law of iterated expectations pd (v) × τ (v) equals
P(Dig = 1 | Vig = v) × E[τig | Vig = v, Dig = 1] = E[Dig τig | Vig = v]

(1.34)

Therefore (1.34) produces a simplified expression for the conditional expectation in (1.33).
Applying the law of iterated expectations and substituting the expression in (1.34),


E pd (Vig ) × Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig = E[E[Dig τig | Vig ]] = E[Dig τig ]
By Bayes’s rule and the fact that Dig is binary,
E[Dig τig ]
= E[τig | Dig = 1] = τ AP T
P(Dig = 1)

(1.35)

The unconditional effect, the APT and APU effects are mutually constrained by the law of
iterated expectations, which implies that τ = P(Dig = 1)τ AP T + P(Dig = 0)τ AP U . Lemma
1 implies that τ = E[Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig ]. Therefore, we can solve for the APU effect by
substituting the expressions for (τ , τ AP T ) and solving for τ AP U ,
τ AP U =



1
× E (1 − pd (Vig )) × Qxx (Vig )−1 Xig Yig
1 − E[Dig ]
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1.8.4. Supporting Lemmas
Lemma 4 (Properties of Conditional Independence). Let X, Y, Z, W be random vectors

|=

Y |Z and X

|=

|=

Y |Z and W = h(Y ) =⇒ X

W |(Y, Z) =⇒ X

W |Z.

Y |(W, Z).
|=

Y |Z and W = h(Y ) =⇒ X

|=

|=

(v) (Contraction): X

|=

(iii) (Decomposition): X
(iv) (Weak Union): X

X|Z.

Y |Y .
|=

(ii) (Redundancy): X

Y |Z =⇒ Y

|=

(i) (Symmetry): X

|=

defined on a common probability space, and let h be a measurable function. Then:

(Y, W )|Z.

Proof. Constantinou et al. (2017)
U ∗ | Ψ and (iii) U

|=

E ∗ | Ψ, (ii) (E, E ∗ )

|=

ability space. Suppose that (i) E

|=

Lemma 5 (Combining Events). Let E, E ∗ , U, U ∗ , Ψ be random variables on a common prob(U ∗ , E, E ∗ ) |

Ψ. Then
(E ∗ , U ∗ ) | Ψ

|=

(E, U )

Lemma 6 (Egocentric Likelihood). Suppose that Dig is (Cig , Ψ∗g , ηig )−measurable and Aijg
is (Cig , Cjg , Ψ∗g , Uijg )−measurable. If Random Sampling and Dyadic Network hold, then for
Vig ≡ (Cig , Ψ∗g )
P(Dg , Aig | Vig ) = P(Dig | Vig )

Ng
Y

P(Djg , Aijg | Vig )

j6=i

Lemma 7 (Bounds Quotients). Let a, b be non-zero scalars and suppose that kbk ≥ b > 0.
Then
ka−1 − b−2 k ≤

b−2 kb − ak
.
1 − b−1 kb − ak

Lemma 8 (Derivative of Inverse Matrix). Let v ∈ R and suppose that Q(v) is differentiable
and full rank in an open set around v0 . Then

∂
−1
∂v Q (v0 )

0)
−1
= −Q−1 (v0 ) ∂Q(v
∂v Q (v0 ).

Lemma 9 (Uniform Bounds Criterion Derivatives). Let λmin (v1 , v2 , θ) denote the smallest
eigenvalue of Qxx ((v1 , v2 ), θ) and let B(θ 0 , δ) be a ball or radius δ > 0 around θ 0 . Let
0 , θ , δ) ≡ inf
0
λ(V1igt
0t
θ∈B(θ 0t ,δ) inf v2 ∈V2 λmin (V1igt , v2 , θ) be a lower bound on the eigenvalues
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of Qxx for parameters in that set. Furthermore, define
RA
ig ≡ sup sup

∂
∂v2 R(Zig , v2 , θ)

θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

(1.36)

Sig ≡ sup sup ks(Zig , v2 , θ)k

(1.37)

θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2
A
Sig
≡ sup sup

θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

Aθ
Sig
≡ sup sup

θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

∂
ψIW,ig
≡

sup

∂
∂v2 s(Zig , v2 , θ)

(1.38)

∂2
∂v2 ∂θ s(Zig , v2 , θ)

(1.39)

sup

sup

θ∈B(θ 0 ,ν) v2 ∈V2 0≤α1 +α2 ≤2

∂ α1 +α2
ψ (Zig , v2 , τ , θ)
α
∂v2 1 ∂θ α2 IW

(1.40)

then the following statements hold
(i) If E[kXig k4 ] < ∞ and E[supθ∈Θ supv2 ∈V2 (Q∂xx (V1ig , v2 , θ))2 ] is bounded, then E[RA
ig ]
A ] and E[S Aθ ] are bounded.
E[Sig ], E[Sig
ig

(ii) Suppose that in addition E[kYig k2 ] < ∞, E[supθ∈Θ supv2 ∈V2 (Q∂xx (V1ig , v2 , θ))4 ] < ∞
∂
] is also bounded.
and λ > 0 almost surely. Then E[ψIW,ig

Lemma 10 (Stochastically Bounded Averages). Let Xigt be a sequence of random variable
1 P
such that E[kXigt k] < ∞, X̄t = GN
ig Xigt the sample average and Nt = E[Ngt ] be the
expected group size, and (Gt , Nt ) → ∞ as t → ∞. Suppose that the groups are randomly
sampled with equal weight from a superpopulation and that Bounded Group Ratios holds,
n̄t
then E∗ [ N
X̄t ] = E [Xigt ] and X̄t = Op (1) as (G, N∗ ) → ∞, where E∗ is the sampling (equalt

group-weight) measure and E is the population measure. Furthermore, if Random Sampling
holds then X̄t →p Et [Xig ] and

n̄
Nt

→p 1.

Lemma 11 (Uniform Consistency with Generated Regressors). Let f be a measurable
function of (z, v2 , τ , θ) that is continuously differentially with respect to (v2 , τ , θ). Suppose
that
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

0 k→ 0
maxigt kV2igt − V2igt
p
h
i
E sup(τ ,θ,v2 )∈T ×Θ×V2 kf (Zigt , v2 , τ , θ)k < ∞.

h
E sup(τ ,θ,v2 )∈T ×Θ×V2

∂
∂(v2 ,τ ,θ) f (Zigt , v2 , τ , θ)

i

< ∞.

If Random Sampling holds, and (Gt , Nt ) → ∞ as t → ∞, then

sup sup
τ ∈T θ∈Θ

1 X
0
f (Zigt , V2igt , τ , θ) − E[f (Zigt , V2igt
, τ , θ)]. →p 0
Gt n̄t
ig
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1.8.5. Proof Supporting Lemmas

U ∗ | E∗, Ψ

By property (i), (1.41) and contraction, E

=⇒

|=

(E, E ∗ )

=⇒

|=

(ii)

|=

Proof of Lemma 5 (Combining Events). By property (ii), weak union and decomposition
E

U ∗ | E∗, Ψ

(1.41)

(E ∗ , U ∗ ) | Ψ.

U

(U ∗ , E, E ∗ ) | E, Ψ

=⇒

U

(E ∗ , U ∗ ) | E, Ψ

Combining the two results via the contraction property, (E, U )

|=

=⇒

|=

(iii)

|=

Similarly, by property (iii), weak union and decomposition.
(1.42)

(E ∗ , U ∗ ) | Ψ.

Proof of Lemma 6 (Egocentric Likelihood). Let Vig ≡ (Cig , Ψ∗g ). By Bayes’ rule:
P(Dg , Aig | Vig ) =

n
Y

P(Djg , Aijg | {Dkg , Aikg }j−1
k=1 , Vig )

(1.43)

j=1

We can factor the joint probability in any order, so I set i = 1 without loss of generality.
By definition Giig = 0 (no self-loops in the network), so P(Giig = 0 | Vig ) = 1 and we can
denote the probability as P(Dig | Aig , Vig ) = P(Dig | Vig ) without loss of generality.
For j > 1, define the random variables E ≡ (ηjg , Cjg ) and E ∗ ≡ {(ηkg , Ckg )}jk=1 , which
denote the personal covariates of j and a vector of the covariates of agents 1 through
(j−1)

(j − 1), respectively. Similarly, let U ≡ Uijg and U ∗ ≡ {Uikg }k=1 , denote the respective
link formation shocks. Random Sampling.(i) allows us to ignore covariates across groups.
E ∗ | Ψg . Dyadic Network says that the personal covariates

are conditionally independent of the link shocks, which implies that (E, E ∗ )

|=

pendent, which implies E

|=

Random Sampling.(ii) states that the covariates of different agents are conditionally indeU ∗ | Ψg .

means that U

|=

Furthermore, the links are also mutually conditionally independent of each other, which
(U ∗ , E, E ∗ ) | Ψg .

(ηjg , Cjg , Uijg )

|=

Consequently (E, E ∗ , U, U ∗ , Ψg ) meet the conditions of Lemma 5 and
j−1
{ηkg , Ckg }j−1
k=1 , {Uijg }k=2 | Ψg
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(1.44)

The right-hand side of (1.44) contains enough information to compute Dkg = h(Ckg , Ψ∗g , ηkg )
and Aijg = L(Cig , Cjg , Ψ∗g , Uijg ). Therefore, we can use the decomposition property to show
(Uijg , ηjg , Cjg )

|=

that
∗
{Djg , Aijg }j−1
k=1 , Cig | Ψg

(1.45)

(Uijg , ηjg , Cjg )

|=

By combining (1.45), weak union and decomposition,
∗
{Djg , Aikg }j−1
k=1 | Cig , Ψg

(1.46)

Finally Djg is (Cjg , Ψ∗g , ηjg )-measurable and Aijg is (Cig , Cjg , Ψ∗g , Uijg )-measurable. We can
use the redundancy property to incorporate the variables in the conditioning set and then

(Djg , Aikg )

|=

apply the decomposition property to show that
∗
{Dkg , Aikg }j−1
k=1 | Cig , Ψg

By applying this argument recursively, we can show that potential link and participation
decisions are conditionally independent. By (1.43)

P(Dg , Aig | Vig ) = P(Dig | Vig )

Ng
Y

P(Djg , Aijg | Vig )

j6=i

Proof of Lemma 7 (Bounds Quotients). By finding a common denominator, a−1 − b−1 =
b−1 (b − a)a−1 . By the triangle inequality
ka−1 − b−1 k = kb−1 k kb − ak ka−1 k
≤ kb−1 k kb − ak (kb−1 k + ka−1 − b−1 k)
≤ b−1 kb − ak (b−1 + ka−1 − b−1 k).
Solving for ka−1 − b−1 k,
ka−1 − b−1 k ≤

b−2 kb − ak
.
1 − b−1 kb − ak

Proof of Lemma 8 (Derivative of Inverse Matrix). Let M (v) ≡ Q−1 (v) and define F (v) ≡
Q(v)M (v) − I. By construction F (v) ≡ 0 uniformly for v in open set around v0 . Let Fi`
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denote the entry in the ith and the `th column of F , which can be decomposed as
Fi` (v) =

X

Qij Mk` − ai` = 0

k`

where ai` are the entries of the identity matrix I. We can differentiate each component by
the scalar v. By the product rule,
∂Fi` (v) X ∂Qij
∂Mk`
=
Mk` + Qij
=0
∂v
∂v
∂v
k`

Define

∂F
∂v

denote the matrices with entries
∂F (v0 )
=
∂v

Solving the equation,

∂M (v0 )
∂v

∂F
∂v .

∂Q(v0 )
∂v M (v0 )

Define

+ Q(v0 )

∂Q ∂M
∂v , ∂v

analogously. Then

∂M (v0 )
=0
∂v

0)
= −Q(v0 )−1 ∂Q(v
∂v M (v0 ) and substituting the definition of M ,

−1
∂
∂v Q (v0 )

−1
0)
= −Q−1 (v0 ) ∂Q(v
∂v Q (v0 ).

Proof of Lemma 9 (Uniform Bounds Criterion Derivatives). The first task is to express the
derivatives of R(·) and s(·) in terms of Xig and the weighting matrix Qxx (·). It will be
convenient to work with the vectorized version of the weighting matrix, which I denote
0 ). In matrix form the criterion can be
by q(Zig , v2 , θ). Similarly, define xig = vec(Xig Xig

expressed as
R(Zig , v2 , θ) = (x − q)0 (x − q)
∂q
Since the score function is defined as the jacobian of R, then s(Zig , v2 , θ) = −2(x − q)0 ∂θ
0.

We can compute the following derivatives by applying the chain rule. Let (xk , qk ) denote
the k th rows of (x, q), respectively. Then
∂q
= −2(x − q)0 ∂v
2
X
∂q ∂q
∂ 2 qk
∂
(xk − qk ) ∂θ∂θ
0
∂θ s(Zig , v2 , θ) = 2 ∂θ ∂θ 0 − 2

∂
∂v2 R(Zig , v2 , θ)

k
∂
∂v2 s(Zig , v2 , θ)

=2×

∂q0 ∂q
∂v2 ∂θ 0

−2

X

2

∂ qk
(xk − qk ) ∂v
0
2 ∂θ

k
∂
s(Zig , v2 , θ)
∂ 2 A∂θ

=2×



∂ 2 q0 ∂q
∂v22 ∂θ 0

+

∂q0 ∂ 2 q
∂v2 ∂v2 ∂θ 0



−2

i
X h ∂q ∂ 2 q
2
− ∂v2k ∂v2 ∂θk 0 + (xk − qk ) ∂v∂ 2q∂θk 0
k

2

Let Q∂xx (Zig , v2 , θ) denote the Sobolev norm, as defined in (1.19), which is a bound on
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the derivatives of order {0, 1, 2, 3}. Similarly, let kxk denote the Euclidean norm of x. It
P
is useful to use the fact that k kxk k ≤ κkxk, for some universal constant κ that only
P
depends on the dimension. We denote this inequality as k kxk k . kxk.
By the triangle inequality,
∂
∂v2 R(Zig , v2 , θ)
∂
∂θ s(Zig , v2 , θ)

≤ 2(kxig k + kqk)
≤2

∂q
∂θ

∂q
∂θ 0

∂q
∂v2

+2

≤ 2kxig k Q∂xx (Zig , v2 , θ) + 2Q∂xx (Zig , v2 , θ)2

X
(kxk k − kqk k)

∂ 2 qk
∂θ∂θ 0

k

.
∂
∂v2 s(Zig , v2 , θ)

4Q∂xx (Zig , v2 , θ)2

≤2

∂q
∂v2

∂q
∂θ 0

+ 2kxig kQ∂xx (Zig , v2 , θ)
X
∂ 2 qk
+2
(kxk k − kqk k) ∂v
0
2 ∂θ
k

.

4Q∂xx (Zig , v2 , θ)2

+ 2kxig kQ∂xx (Zig , v2 , θ)
(1.47)

At each step we bound the derivatives by the Sobolev-norm and Euclidean norms, respectively. By using a similar procedure we can show that
∂
s(Zig , v2 , θ)
∂ 2 A∂θ

0
0
. 8Q∂xx (V1ig
, v2 , θ)2 + 2kxig kQ∂xx (V1ig
, v2 , θ)

(1.48)

Our next task is to derive a uniform bounds for the expectations of the derivatives. All of the
derivatives in (1.47) and (1.48) are bounded uniformly by combinations of kxig k and Q∂xx (·).
0 , v , θ))2 ] < ∞, which allows us to bound some
By assumption E[supθ∈Θ supv2 ∈V2 (Q∂xx (V1ig
2

of the terms directly. To bound the rest of the terms we use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
 s 

∂
0
0
∂
2
E sup sup Qxx (V1ig , v2 , θ) ≤ E sup sup (Qxx (V1ig , v2 , θ)) < ∞.


θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

 s


∂
0
0
2
2
∂
E sup sup kxig kQxx (V1ig , v2 , θ) ≤ E [kxig k ] × E sup sup (Qxx (V1ig , v2 , θ)) < ∞.


θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

0 ) (the product of X ) which means that E[kx k2 ] . E[kX k4 ],
Recall that xig = vec(Xig Xig
ig
ig
ig

which is finite by assumption.
V , S V θ ) as in the statement of the Lemma. By (1.47) and (1.48)
Define (RVig , Sig , Sig
ig
V
Vθ
0
0
RVig , Sig , Sig
, Sig
. 8 sup sup Q∂xx (V1ig
, v2 , θ)2 + 2 sup sup (1 + kxig k)Q∂xx (V1ig
, v2 , θ).
θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

V ], E[S V θ ]
The expectations of the right-hand side is bounded and therefore E[RVig ], E[Sig ], E[Sig
ig

are finite.
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Now we turn our attention to the derivatives of the influence function
ψIW (Zigt , v2 , β, θ) = Qxx (Zigt , v2 , θ)−1 Xig Yig
By Lemma 8 we can compute the derivatives of the inverse.
∂ψ
∂v2

∂Qxx −1
= −Q−1
xx ∂v2 Qxx Xig Yig

∂ψ
∂θ m

∂Qxx −1
= −Q−1
xx ∂v2 Qxx Xig Yig

Similarly, by applying the product rule and grouping terms
∂2ψ
∂v2 ∂θ
∂2ψ
∂θ m ∂θ j

2

∂Qxx −1 ∂Qxx −1
−1 ∂ Qxx
−1
= [2 Q−1
xx ∂v2 Qxx ∂θ j Qxx + Qxx ∂v2 ∂θ j Qxx ]Xig Yig
2

∂Qxx −1 ∂Qxx −1
−1 ∂ Qxx
−1
= [2 Q−1
xx ∂θ m Qxx ∂θ j Qxx + Qxx ∂θ m ∂θ j Qxx ]Xig Yig

By assumption, the smallest eigenvalue of Qxx is bounded below by λ > θ for θ ∈ B(θ 0 , δ).
−1
For parameter values in this set, kQ−1
by Lemma X and
xx k ≤ λ
∂ψ
∂v2

≤ Q−1
xx

∂Qxx
∂v2

Q−1
xx

kXk kY k ≤ λ−2 Q∂xx kXig Yig k

∂ψ
∂θm

≤ Q−1
xx

∂Qxx
∂θm

Q−1
xx

kXk kY k ≤ λ−2 Q∂xx kXig Yig k

By bounding the respective terms, we can also show that
∂2ψ
∂v2 ∂θm

≤ (2λ−3 (Q∂xx )2 + λ−2 Q∂xx )kXig Yig k

∂2ψ
∂θm ∂θj

= (2λ−3 (Q∂xx )2 + λ−2 Q∂xx )kXig Yig k

By the Cauchy Schwartz inequality, E[kXig Yig k] <

p

E[kXig k2 ]E[kYig k2 ], which is bounded

by assumption.
By applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality a second time,
 s 

∂
0
0
∂
2
E sup sup Qxx (V1ig , v2 , θ)kXig Yig k ≤ E sup sup (Qxx (V1ig , v2 , θ)) EkXig Yig k < ∞


θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

 s 

∂
0
2
0
∂
4
E sup sup Qxx (V1ig , v2 , θ) kXig Yig k ≤ E sup sup (Qxx (V1ig , v2 , θ)) EkXig Yig k < ∞


θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

θ∈Θ v2 ∈V2

∂
The fourth moment of the Sobolev norm is bounded by assumption. Consequently, E[ψIW,ig
]

as defined in (1.40) is bounded.
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Proof of Lemma 10 (Stochastically Bounded Averages). We start by writing X̄t in terms of
within-group averages X̄g .


Ngt
G
G
1 X Ngt
1 X Ngt  1 X
Xigt  ≡
(X̄gt )
X̄t =
G
n̄t
Ngt
G
n̄t
g=1

g=1

i=1

Determining the properties of the average is slightly complicated by the fact that Ngt is a
random variable, which means that X̄gt is an average with a random number of terms.
Let E∗ be a measure where groups are given equal weight regardless of their size, which
satisfies two properties: (i) E∗ [ρgt Xigt ] = E[Xigt ] and (ii) E∗ [Xigt | Ngt = n] = E[Xigt |
Ngt = n], where ρgt ≡ Ngt /Nt and Nt = E∗ [Ngt ]. Property (i) links the equal-weighted
measure to the population measure by including importance weights, whereas property (ii)
states the two measures are identical after conditioning on group size.
Our first task is to show that

N
Nt X̄

is unbiased. By substituting the definition of ρgt ,
G

N
1 X
X̄t =
ρgt X̄gt
Nt
G

(1.49)

g=1

Conditional on group size, X̄gt is an average of a fixed number of terms and hence E[X̄gt |
Ngt = n] = E[Xigt | Ngt = n]. Therefore by the law of iterated expectations and distributing
the expectation over each group

E∗


N
X̄t = E∗ [ρgt X̄gt ] = E∗ [ρgt E∗ [Xigt | Ngt ]] = E∗ [ρgt Xigt ] = E[Xigt ]
Nt

Our next task is to show that X̄ is bounded in probability. By the triangle inequality and
the law of iterated expectations.
E∗ [kX̄k] ≤

G
G
i
h
i
i
1 X h Ngt
1 X h Ngt 
N
E∗ N E∗ kX̄gt k | N ≤
E∗ N E∗ [kXigt k | N] = E Ngt kXigt k
G
G
g=1

g=1

Assumption Bounded Group Ratios states that the Ngt ∈ [ρ, ρ] ⊂ (0, 1) which means that
the sample size average n̄t ∈ [ρ, ρ]. Consequently,
Ngt
Ngt Nt
Nt
=
×
= ρgt ×
≤ ρgt × (1/ρ)
n̄t
Nt
n̄
n̄
Hence E∗ [kX̄t k] ≤ (1/ρ)E∗ [ρgt kXigt k] = 1/ρE[kXigt k], which is bounded. Then by Markov’s
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inequality, for fixed δ > 0,
P(kX̄t k > δ) ≤

E[kX̄t k]
δ

Therefore X̄t = Op (1).
Finally, under Random Sampling the observations in each group are independent. Since the
(1.49) is an average of i.i.d variables with finite moments, then we can apply the strong law
N
p
Nt X̄t → E[Xigt ].
X̄t →p E[Xigt ].

of large numbers in (Billingsley, 1995, p.282), to show that
case,

N
Nt

→p

1. By combining the two results, we find that

As a special

Proof of Lemma 11 (Uniform Consistency with Generated Regressors). I start by proving
0 k.
point-wise convergence of the criterion function. For simplcity define ∆igt ≡ kV2igt − V2igt

By a first-order Taylor expansion
fb(τ , θ) ≡

1 Xh
1 X
0
f (Zigt , V2igt , θ) =
f (Zigt , V2igt
, θ) +
Gt n̄t
Gt n̄t
ig

∂
∂v2 f (Zigt Ṽ2igt , θ)∆igt

i

ig

I apply the triangle inequality to bound the second term. By the triangle inequality
1 X ∂
∂v2 f (Zigt Ṽ2igt , τ , θ)∆igt
Gt n̄t
ig


X
1
∂
 max ∆igt
≤
∂v2 f (Zigt Ṽ2igt , θ)
ig
Gt n̄t
ig


X
1
∂
 max ∆igt
sup
≤
∂v2 f (Zigt , v2 , τ , θ)
ig
Gt n̄t
(τ
,θ,v
)∈T
×Θ×V
2
2
ig


X
1
V 
≡
max ∆igt
figt
ig
Gt n̄t

(1.50)

ig

The discrepancy maxig k∆igt k is op (1) by assumption (i). Conversely, by assumption (iii)
1 P
V ] < ∞ and Lemma 10 imply that
V
E[figt
ig figt = Op (1). Finally, by combining the
Gt n̄t
two finding we conclude that the right-hand side of (1.50) is op (1).
0 , θ) has bounded moments. Similarly, Random
Assumptions (i) implies that f (Zigt , V2igt

Sampling implies that groups are independent. Therefore, we can apply a group level law
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of large numbers to show that as (G, N ) → ∞,
fb(τ , θ) =

1 X
0
0
f (Zigt , V2igt
, τ , θ) + op (1) = E[f (Zigt , V2igt
, τ , θ)] + op (1)
Gt n̄t
ig

Our next task is to show that the criterion function is stochastically equicontinuous, in the
sense defined by Newey (1991). Let (θ, θ∗ ) be two distinct parameter values and define a
uniform bound on the derivative Sigt as in Lemma 9. Then
kfb(τ , θ) − fb(τ ∗ , θ ∗ )k
1 X ∂
0
0
∗ ∗ 0
e e
∂(τ ,θ) f (Zigt , V2igt , τ , θ)[(τ , θ) − (τ , θ ) ]
Gt n̄t
ig


X
1
∂
e e  k(τ , θ)0 − (τ ∗ , θ ∗ )0 k
≤
sup
∂(τ ,θ) f (Zigt , v2 , τ , θ)
Gt n̄t
ig (τ ,θ,v2 )∈T ×Θ×V2


X
1
(τ ,θ)
≤
figt  k(τ , θ)0 − (τ ∗ , θ ∗ )0 k
Gt n̄t
=

(1.51)

ig

(τ ,θ)

By assumption (iv) E[figt

] < ∞ and by Lemma 10,

1
Gt n̄t

(τ ,θ)
ig figt

P

= Op (1). This exactly

fits the definition of stochastic equicontinuity. Since the parameter space is compact, the
function converges point-wise and the sample-criterion is stochastically equicontinuous, then
by Theorem 2.1 in Newey (1991),
0
sup sup kfb(τ , θ) − E[f (Zigt , V2igt
, τ , θ)]k →p 0

τ ∈T θ∈Θ
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(1.52)

Leader
Sociability Index
Female
Has secondary education
Relative income: Somewhat worse
Relative income: About the same
Relative income: Somewhat better
Relative income: Much better
Distance to meeting
Number of friends
Age
Share of leaders in village
Average sociability index
Share of women in village
Share of high-school educated
Share reporting ”Somewhat worse”
Share reporting ”About the same”
Share reporting ”Somewhat better”
Average distance to meeting
Average age
log(σ1 )
σ12
log(σ2 )
Constant
Number of Observations
Number of Villages

Own Propensity Score
Coefficient Std. Error.
0.662
(1.154)
-1.122
(1.428)
-1.383
(1.712)
0.876
(1.503)
0.411
(0.431)
0.15
(0.367)
0.296
(0.325)
0.137
(0.758)
-0.191
(0.430)
0.187
(0.263)
0.17
(0.210)
0.167
(10.215)
-8.028
(11.269)
-2.332
(12.777)
1.428
(4.434)
0.913
(15.164)
16.559
(17.025)
4.024
(17.623)
0.233
(0.701)
-1.192
(2.598)
1.697
(3.071)

-2.168
2,831
16

(16.170)

Friend Propensity Score
Coefficient Std. Error
0.116***
(0.037)
-0.157
(0.128)
-0.185
(0.055)
0.179***
(0.050)
0.013
(0.047)
0.079*
(0.046)
0.022
(0.057)
-0.111
(0.125)
-0.084
(0.042)
-0.03
(0.010)
0.027
(0.020)
-2.406
(2.433)
-8.034
(3.334)
-9.321
(4.281)
0.322
(1.748)
-2.484
(4.092)
9.536***
(2.345)
1.501
(4.555)
-0.07
(0.122)
-1.167
(0.544)
0.178
-3.324
9.934***
2,831
16

(0.190)
(0.323)
(3.328)

Table 4: (Network Propensity Score Parameters Uganda) * Significant at 10%. ** Significant at
5%. *** Significant at 1%. Columns (2) and (4) show the estimated coefficients for propensity score and
friend propensity scores, respectively. Columns (3) and (5) show the corresponding standard errors, that are
clustered by village. The relative income asks how an individual’s perceives her household income relative the
typical household. The baseline category is ”Much worse than the typical household”. I dropped the “Share
reporting: Much Better” variable because there was very little variation (only 2% of the sample marked this
category). The bottom half of the table reports village-level averages and shares of the key variables. I omit
the share for the ”Much better” category because there are two few individuals. The bottom rows displays
the parameters of the covariance matrix of the unobserved heterogeneity parameters. The sample for the
table excludes households without friends and missing data on distance to meeting, gender, age and income.
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βe
Coeff.
Leader
Pro-Sociability Index
Female
Has secondary education
Income: Somewhat worse
Income: About the same
Income: Somewhat better
Income: Much better
Distance to meeting
Number of friends
Age
Share of leaders in village
Average sociability index
Share of women in village
Share of high-school educated
Share of ”Somewhat worse”
Share of ”About the same”
Share of ”Somewhat better”
Average distance to meeting
Average age

0.039
0.627
0.064
0.399
0.456
1.509
7.395
2.877
0.129
0.453
0.235
0.401
Index
1.504
3.032
7.243
0.007
0.031
-0.098
0.23

Std.
Error
(0.217)
(1.961)
(0.111)
(1.454)
(1.463)
(6.494)
(26.897)
(9.529)
(0.462)
(1.687)
(0.749)
(1.507)
(1.080)
(5.791)
(11.044)
(26.817)
(0.080)
(0.245)
(1.251)
(2.839)

Coeff.
0.097
-0.091
0.083
0.079
0.123
0.571
4.249**
0.796
0.048**
0.081
0.036
0.087
0.067**
0.562
0.597
1.966*
0.021
0.063
0.708
0.668

γ
e

δe
Std.
Error
(0.081)
(0.107)
(0.150)
(0.102)
(0.097)
(0.638)
(1.917)
(0.647)
(0.023)
(0.068)
(0.027)
(0.074)
(0.033)
(0.745)
(0.422)
(1.157)
(0.027)
(0.072)
(0.794)
(0.907)

Coeff.
0.097
-1.637
-0.242
-0.946
-1.323
-3.92
-20.639
-7.198
-0.327
-1.108
-0.567
-1.013
-0.736
-3.377
-7.452
-18.381
-0.012
-0.08
0.776
-0.566

Std.
Error
(3.970)
(0.359)
(2.802)
(3.161)
(14.137)
(58.105)
(18.984)
(0.957)
(3.375)
(1.486)
(3.031)
(2.164)
(12.502)
(22.216)
(53.987)
(0.343)
(0.977)
(7.409)
(11.434)
0.000

Table 5: (Covariate Balancing Participation Uganda) * Significant at 10%. ** Significant at 5%. ***
Significant at 1%. This table shows the coefficients of inverse-weighted estimators, where each of the baseline
characteristics is treated as a (placebo) outcome variable. If the weighting matrix is correctly specified
βe = γ
e = δe = 0. The relative income asks how an individual’s perceives her household income relative the
typical household. The baseline category is ”Much worse than the typical household”. I dropped the “Share
reporting: Much Better” variable because there was very little variation (only 2% of the sample marked this
category). The bottom half of the table reports village-level averages and shares of the key variables. I omit
the share for the ”Much better” category because there are two few individuals. The sample for the table
excludes households without friends and missing data on distance to meeting, gender, age and income.
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Roof Type
Thatch
Tile
Stone
Sheet
RCC (Reinforced Concrete)
Other
No. Rooms
Mean
Sd
Electricity
Yes, Private
Yes, Government
No
Latrine
Owned
Common
None
Residence
Owned
Owned but shared
Rented
Leased
Government
Caste
General
Minority
OBC
Scheduled Caste
Scheduled Tribe
Religion
Hinduism
Islam
Christianity
Number of Connections
Mean
Standard Deviation

Non Leaders
(N = 6,551)

Leaders
(N = 929)

Difference
(N = 7,480)

Std. Error
(N = 7,480)

2%
38 %
26 %
21 %
10 %
4%

1%
31 %
30 %
20 %
15 %
3%

-1.12 %
-6.32 %
4.2 %
-0.6 %
4.69 %
-0.85 %

0.43 %
2.42 %
2.19 %
1.52 %
1.2 %
0.78 %

0.77
1.1

1.06
1.39

0.29

0.06

61 %
32 %
7%

72 %
24 %
4%

10.94 %
-8.19 %
-2.75 %

1.98 %
1.9 %
0.68 %

25 %
1%
74 %

39 %
1%
61 %

13.5 %
-0.06 %
-13.45 %

1.7 %
0.25 %
1.78 %

90 %
1%
6%
0%
4%

93 %
1%
3%
0%
3%

2.66 %
0.34 %
-2.65 %
0.08 %
-0.42 %

1.05
0.35
0.76
0.16
0.65

%
%
%
%
%

11 %
3%
51 %
29 %
5%

20 %
3%
51 %
22 %
4%

8.31 %
-0.68 %
0.21 %
-6.69 %
-1.14 %

1.64
0.69
1.65
1.57
0.79

%
%
%
%
%

95 %
5%
0.09 %

95 %
5%
0.11 %

0.09 %
-0.1 %
0.02 %

0.87 %
0.91 %
0.12 %

9.91
6.64

12.5
7.31

2.59

0.25

Table 6: (Summary statistics microfinance in India) Differences between leader households selected
by the microfinance organization and non-leader households. All the variables are measured at baseline.
This sample merges the census-level data with a detailed survey for a random subsample of households, to
fill in missing caste data. The sample excludes households without friends, households with more than 30
friends, and those that have missing caste or electricity data, which is 0.77% of the overall sample. The
standard errors are clustered by village.
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Tile Roof
Stone Roof
Sheet Roof
No. Rooms
Access to Electricity
Access to Latrine
General Caste (base OBC)
Scheduled Caste (base OBC)
Scheduled Tribe (base OBC)
Share of general caste in village
Share of scheduled caste in village
Share of scheduled tribe in village
Share of latrine access in village
Share of electricity access in village
Total Friends / Village Size
log(σ1 )
σ12
log(σ2 )
Constant
Number of Observations
Number of Villages

Own Propensity Score
Coefficient Std. Error.
-0.074
(0.128)
0.09
(0.123)
0.013
(0.134)
0.124***
(0.037)
0.226*
(0.124)
0.321**
(0.143)
0.602***
(0.194)
-0.087
(0.106)
-0.099
(0.234)
-0.19
(0.856)
0.032
(0.354)
0.233
(2.040)
0.597
(0.852)
-1.107
(0.793)
9.371***
(2.155)
-0.447
(2.087)

-2.663
7,480
43

(0.677)

Friend Propensity Score
Coefficient Std. Error
-0.08
(0.060)
0.053
(0.061)
-0.059
(0.061)
0.007
(0.013)
0
(0.041)
0.106**
(0.052)
0.266***
(0.094)
-0.139
(0.076)
0.046
(0.097)
0.253
(0.402)
-0.208
(0.241)
0.609
(1.255)
0.384
(0.567)
-0.613
(0.479)
2.233***
(0.858)
0.255
-2.071
-1.565
7,480
43

(0.339)
(15.712)
(0.391)

Table 7: (Network Propensity Score Microfinance India) * Significant at 10%. ** Significant at
5%. *** Significant at 1%. Columns (2) and (4) show the estimated coefficients for the propensity score and
friend propensity scores, respectively. Columns (3) and (5) show the corresponding standard errors, that are
clustered by village. All the variables are measured at baseline. The bottom rows displays the parameters
of the covariance matrix of the unobserved heterogeneity parameters. This sample merges the census-level
data with a detailed survey for a random subsample of households, to fill in missing caste data. The sample
excludes households without friends, households with more than 30 friends, and those that have missing
caste or electricity data, which is 0.77% of the overall sample.
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βe
Coeff.
Tile Roof
Stone Roof
Sheet Roof
No. Rooms
Access to Electricity
Access to Latrine
General Caste (base OBC)
Scheduled Caste (base OBC)
Scheduled Tribe (base OBC)
Share of general caste in village
Share of scheduled caste in village
Share of scheduled tribe in village
Share of latrine access in village
Share of electricity access in village
Total Friends / Village Size
Number of Observations
Number of Villages

Std.
Error
(0.080)
(0.095)
(0.067)
(0.708)
(0.190)
(0.127)
(0.016)
(0.114)
(0.016)
(0.021)
(0.069)
(0.017)
(0.078)
(0.178)
(0.021)

0.029
0.025
0.033
0.214
0.07
0.057
-0.027
0.069
0.005
0.002
0.013
0.008
0.02
0.051
0.009
7,480
43

Coeff.

γ
e

0.092
0.05
0.085
0.551
0.186
0.078
-0.05
0.161
0
-0.014
0.091
0.01
0.052
0.144
0.016
7,480
43

δe
Std.
Error
(0.098)
(0.085)
(0.122)
(0.466)
(0.168)
(0.086)
(0.128)
(0.198)
(0.025)
(0.050)
(0.099)
(0.010)
(0.056)
(0.133)
(0.014)

Coeff.
0.092
-0.136
-0.147
-1.436
-0.433
-0.334
0.13
-0.551
0.009
0.035
-0.144
-0.036
-0.178
-0.391
-0.05
7,480
43

Std.
Error
(0.504)
(0.381)
(4.082)
(1.062)
(0.646)
(0.075)
(0.710)
(0.090)
(0.148)
(0.421)
(0.102)
(0.438)
(1.060)
(0.118)
0.000

Table 8: (Covariate Balancing Microfinance India) * Significant at 10%. ** Significant at 5%.
*** Significant at 1%. This table shows the coefficients of inverse-weighted estimators, where each of the
baseline characteristics is treated as a (placebo) outcome variable. If the weighting matrix is correctly
specified βe = γ
e = δe = 0. This sample merges the census-level data with a detailed survey for a random
subsample of households, to fill in missing caste data. The sample excludes households without friends,
households with more than 30 friends, and those that have missing caste or electricity data, which is 0.77%
of the overall sample.

Direct Effect (β)
Spillover Effect (γ)
Interaction (δ)
N
Villages

Political Participation
Average Effect Average Effect
on Treated
on Untreated
0.269
0.283
(0.165)
(0.166)
0.410**
0.222
(0.116)
(0.170)
-0.185
-0.303
(0.862)
(1.138)
2831
2831
16
16

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05. *** p < 0.01

Table 9: (Average partial effects by subpopulation Uganda) The left column shows the estimated
coefficients of the average partial effects on the treated E[(βig , γig , δig ) | Dig = 1]. The right column shows
the estimated coefficients of E[(βig , γig , δig ) | Dig = 0].
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Direct Effect (β)
Spillover Effect (γ)
Interaction (δ)
N
Villages

Political Participation
Average Effect Average Effect
on Treated
on Untreated
0.089
0.102**
(0.165)
(0.052)
0.090
0.093
(0.099)
(0.090)
-0.094
-0.108
(0.304)
(0.300)
7480
7480
43
43

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05. *** p < 0.01

Table 10: (Average partial effects by subpopulation India) The left column shows the estimated
coefficients of the average partial effects on the treated E[(βig , γig , δig ) | Dig = 1]. The right column shows
the estimated coefficients of E[(βig , γig , δig ) | Dig = 0].
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CHAPTER 2 : Identifying Causal Effects in Experiments with Spillovers and
Non-compliance
joint with Francis J. DiTraglia1 , Camilo Garcı́a-Jimeno 2 , Rossa O’Keeffe-O’Donovan

3

2.1. Introduction
Random saturation experiments provide a powerful tool for estimating causal effects in
the presence of spillovers—also known as interference—by generating exogenous variation
in both individuals’ own treatment offers and the fraction of their peers who are offered
treatment (Hudgens and Halloran, 2008). These two sources of variation allow researchers
to study both direct causal effects—the effect of Alice’s treatment on her own outcome—
and indirect causal effects—the effect of Bob’s treatment on Alice’s outcome. A complete
understanding of both direct and indirect effects is crucial for program evaluation in settings with spillovers. When considering a national job placement program, for example,
policymakers may worry that the indirect effects of the program could completely offset the
direct effects: in a slack labor market, job placement could merely change who is employed
without affecting the overall employment rate (Crépon et al., 2013a).
In this paper we provide methods that use data from a randomized saturation design to
identify and estimate direct and indirect causal effects in the presence of spillovers and onesided non-compliance. In real-world experiments non-compliance is the norm rather than
the exception. In their study of the French labor market, Crépon et al. (2013a) found that
only 35% of workers offered job placement services took them up. Despite pervasive noncompliance in practice, most of the existing literature on randomized saturation designs
either assumes perfect compliance—all subjects adhere to their experimentally-assigned
treatment allocation–or identifies only intent-to-treat-effects—the effect of being offered
treatment. In contrast, we use the experimental design as a source of instrumental variables
1

Department of Economics, University of Oxford
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
3
Department of Economics, University of Pennsylvania
2
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to estimate local average treatment effects (LATE) when subjects endogenously select into
treatment on the basis of their experimental offers. In a world of homogeneous treatment
effects, a simple instrumental variables (IV) regression using individual treatment offers and
group saturations as instruments would identify both direct and indirect effects. In most
if not all real-world settings, however, treatment effects vary across individuals. In the
presence of heterogeneity, this “naı̈ve” IV approach will not in general recover interpretable
causal effects. To allow for realistic patterns of heterogeneity in a tractable framework,
we study a flexible random coefficients model in which causal effects may depend on an
individual’s treatment take-up as well as that of her peers.
Our approach relies on four key assumptions. First is partial interference: we assume that
each subject belongs to a single, known group and that spillovers occur only within groups.
This is reasonable in many experimental settings where, for example, groups correspond
to villages, and spillovers across them are negligible. Second is anonymous interactions:
we assume that individuals’ potential outcome functions depend on their peers’ treatment
take-up only through the average take-up in their group. Under this assumption only
the number of treated neighbors matters, not their identities (Manski, 2013a). In the
absence of detailed network data, the assumption of anonymous interactions is a natural
starting point and is likely to be reasonable in settings such as the labor market example
described above. Third is one-sided non-compliance: we assume that the only individuals
who can take up treatment are those to whom treatment was offered via the experimental
design. One-sided non-compliance is relatively common in practice, for example when an
“encouragement design” is used to introduce a new program, product or technology that
is otherwise unavailable (e.g. Miguel and Kremer, 2004; Crépon et al., 2013a). We refer to
our fourth key assumption as individualized offer response, or IOR for short. IOR requires
that each subject’s treatment take-up decision depends only on her own treatment offer,
and not on the offers made to her peers. While IOR is a strong assumption, it is testable
and a priori reasonable in many contexts. In Crépon et al. (2013a), for example, local labor
markets are large and potential participants in the job placement program are unlikely to
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know each other in advance. As such, they are unlikely to influence each other’s treatment
take-up decisions, even if they may impose employment externalities on one another. IOR
is also reasonable in online settings where other subjects’ take-up decisions are unobserved
(Bond et al., 2012; Anderson et al., 2014; Eckles et al., 2016) or confidential (Yi et al.,
2015).
Because it rules out any form of strategic take-up, IOR allows us to divide the population
into never-takers and compliers, two of the traditional LATE strata.4 Under the randomized
saturation design and a standard exclusion restriction, we show how to construct valid and
relevant instruments that identify the average causal effects of interest. The key to our
approach is a result showing that conditioning on group size n and the share of compliers
c̄ in a group breaks any dependence between peers’ average take-up and an individual’s
random coefficients. Under the randomized saturation design, the share of Alice’s neighbors
who are offered treatment is exogenous. Under IOR, their average take-up depends only on
how many of them are compliers and whether they are offered treatment. Thus, conditional
on n and c̄, any residual variation in the take-up of Alice’s neighbors comes solely from
the experimental design. Although group size is observed, the share of compliers in a given
group is not. In a large group, however, the rate of take-up among those offered treatment,
call it b
c, closely approximates c̄. Using this insight, we provide feasible estimators of direct
and indirect causal effects that are consistent and asymptotically normal in the limit as
group size grows at an appropriate rate relative to the number of groups. After constructing
the appropriate instruments, our estimators can be implemented as simple IV regressions
without the need for non-parametric estimation. In a series of simulations we demonstrate
that our estimator works well at reasonable sample sizes.
We apply our methods to experimental data from Crépon et al. (2013a), who study a largescale labor market intervention in France. The program offered job-placement services to
young adults, under a randomized saturation design across cities (labor markets). Com4

One-sided non-compliance rules out always-takers and defiers.
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paring employment outcomes of un-offered individuals between cities where no one was
offered the program and cities with a positive number of program offers, this study estimates intent-to-treat effects that suggest labor market displacement (negative spillovers).
Using the estimators we propose here, we go further and recover direct and indirect causal
treatment effects of program take-up for compliers, and spillovers for never-takers. We find
large negative indirect effects for compliers, a more vulnerable sub-population than never
takers based on their observed characteristics at baseline. Take-up of the program by these
individuals, however, shields them from the negative spillovers induced by the increased
take-up of job-placement services by others in their city. The never-taker sub-population,
in contrast, is un-affected by such negative spillover effects.
This paper relates most closely to recent work by Kang and Imbens (2016) and Imai et al.
(2018), who also study randomized saturation experiments with social interactions under
non-compliance. Imai et al. (2018) identify a “complier average direct effect” (CADE), in
essence a Wald estimand calculated for all groups with the same share of offers (saturation).
While it is identified under a weaker condition than IOR, the CADE is in fact a hybrid of
direct and indirect effects unless one is willing to impose IOR. Under IOR, the CADE
quantifies the effect of an individual’s own treatment take-up, given that her group has
been assigned a particular saturation. In contrast, the direct effects that we recover below
quantify the effect of an individual’s own treatment take-up given that a certain share of her
neighbors have taken up treatment. Kang and Imbens (2016) identify effects similar to those
of Imai et al. (2018) using a variant of our IOR assumption that they call “personalized
encouragement.” Both Kang and Imbens (2016) and Imai et al. (2018) identify well-defined
effects while placing limited structure on the potential outcome functions. The cost of this
generality is that the effects they recover have a “reduced form” flavor, and are only defined
relative to the specific saturations used in the experiment. While our random coefficients
model is slightly more restrictive over the potential outcome functions, it allows us to recover
“fully structural” causal effects that are not specific to the design of the experiment.
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Our paper also relates to the applied literature that estimates spillover effects, including
“partial population” studies in which a subset of subjects in the treatment group are left
untreated and their outcomes are compared to those of subjects in a control group (Duflo
and Saez, 2003a; Bobonis and Finan, 2009; Angelucci and De Giorgi, 2009; Barrera-Osorio
et al., 2011; Haushofer and Shapiro, 2016). It also includes cluster-randomized trials where
groups are defined by a spatial radius within which spillovers may arise (Miguel and Kremer,
2004; Bobba and Gignoux, 2014) and more recent papers that use a randomized saturation
design (Banerjee et al., 2012; Sinclair et al., 2012; Giné and Mansuri, 2018a; Bursztyn
et al., 2019). In general, this literature estimates intent-to-treat (ITT) effects. Two notable
exceptions are Crépon et al. (2013a) and Akram et al. (2018) who estimate effects that are
similar in spirit to the CADE of Imai et al. (2018). Our identification approach also relates
to a large literature on random coefficients models, the closest being Wooldridge (2004a)
and Masten and Torgovitsky (2016), as well as methods that identify structural effects using
control functions (Altonji and Matzkin, 2005; Imbens and Newey, 2009).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 details our notation and
assumptions, section 2.3 presents our identification results, and section 2.4 provides consistent and asymptotically normal estimators of the effects identified in section 2.3. In
section 2.5 we implement our estimator on data from a well-known labor market experiment, and discuss our findings. In section 2.6 we present a brief simulation study illustrating
the behavior of our estimator. Section 2.7 concludes. Proofs and additional results appear
in the appendix.

2.2. Notation and Assumptions
We observe N individuals divided between G groups. We assume throughout the paper that
each group has at least two members so there is scope for spillovers. Let g = 1, . . . , G index
groups and i = 1, . . . , Ng index individuals within a given group g. Using this notation,
P
N = g Ng . For each individual (i, g) we observe a binary treatment offer Zig , an indicator
of treatment take-up Dig , and an outcome Yig . For each group g we observe a saturation
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Sg ∈ [0, 1] that determines the fraction of individuals offered treatment in that group. A bold
letter indicates a vector and a g-subscript shows that this vector is restricted to members
of a particular group. For example Z is the N -vector of all treatment offers Zig while Z g is
the Ng -vector obtained by restricting Z to group g. Define D and D g analogously and let
S denote the G-vector of all Sg . At various points in our discussion we will need to refer to
the average value of a variable for everyone in a group besides person (i, g). As shorthand,
we refer to these other individuals as person (i, g)’s neighbors. To indicate such an average,
we use a bar along with an (i, g) subscript. For instance, D̄ig denotes the treatment take-up
rate in group g excluding (i, g), while Z̄ig is the analogous treatment offer rate:

D̄ig ≡

X
1
Djg ,
Ng − 1
j6=i

Z̄ig ≡

X
1
Zjg .
Ng − 1

(2.1)

j6=i

Note that, under this definition, D̄ig and Z̄ig vary across individuals in the same group
depending on their values of Dig or Zig . For example in a group of eleven people, of whom
five take up treatment, D̄ig = 0.5 if Dig = 0 and 0.4 if Dig = 1. We now introduce our basic
assumptions, beginning with the experimental design.
Assumption 1 (Assignment of Saturations). Let S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sJ } where sj ∈ [0, 1] for
all j. Saturations are assigned to groups completely at random from S such that a fixed
P
number mj of groups are assigned to saturation sj , and Jj=1 mj = G. In other words,

P(Sg = sj ) =



 mj /G for j = 1, . . . , J

 0

otherwise

Assumption 1 details the first stage of the randomized saturation design. In this stage,
each group g is assigned a saturation Sg drawn completely at random from a set S. In
the example from Figure 3, fifty groups (balls) are divided equally between five saturations
(urns), namely S = {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. The saturation drawn in this first stage determines
the fraction of individuals in the group that will be offered treatment in the second stage.
Figure 3, for example, depicts a group of eight individuals that has been assigned to the
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0%

25%

50%

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

75%

100%

0

Figure 3: Randomized Saturation Design. In the first stage groups (balls) are randomly
assigned to saturations (urns). In the second stage, individuals within a group are randomly
assigned treatment offers at the saturation selected in the first stage. The figure zooms in
on a group of size eight that has been assigned to a 25% saturation: two individuals are
offered treatment.
25% saturation: two are offered treatment and six are not. For simplicity we assume that
treatment offers in the second stage follow a Bernoulli design, in which Sg determines the
probability of treatment rather than the number of treatment offers.5
Assumption 2 (Bernoulli Offers).

P(Z g = z|Sg = s, Ng = n) =

n
Y

szi (1 − s)1−zi .

i=1

The randomized saturation design creates exogenous variation at the individual and group
levels. Within a group some individuals are offered while others are not. Between groups,
some have a large number of individuals offered treatment—a high saturation—while others
5

With minor modifications, all of our results can be extended to a completely randomized design, in
which the number of treatment offers made to a given group is fixed conditional on Sg .
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do not. Many randomized saturation experiments, like the illustration in Figure 3, feature
a 0% saturation or even a 100% saturation. We refer to 0% and 100% saturations as corner
saturations to distinguish them from all other saturations, which we call interior. There is
no variation in treatment offers between individuals in a group assigned a corner saturation.
For this reason, as we discuss in section 2.3 below, the number of interior saturations in the
design will determine the flexibility with which we can model potential outcome functions.
Assumptions 1–2 concern the design of the experiment. Our remaining assumptions, in
contrast, concern the potential outcome and treatment functions. Without imposing any
restrictions, an individual’s potential outcome function Yig (·) could in principle depend on
the treatment take-up of all individuals in the sample. We denote this unrestricted potential
outcome function by Yig (D). Assumption 3 restricts Yig (·) to depend only on Dig and D̄ig
via a random coefficients model.
Assumption 3 (Random Coefficients Model). Let f (·) be a K-vector of known functions
fk : [0, 1] 7→ R, each of which satisfies supx∈[0,1] |fk (x)| < ∞. We assume that


Yig (D) = Yig (D g ) = Yig (Dig , D̄ig ) = f (D̄ig )0 (1 − Dig )θ ig + Dig ψ ig

where θ ig and ψ ig are K-dimensional random vectors that may be dependent on (Dig , D̄ig ).

The first equality in Assumption 3 is the so-called partial interference assumption, used
widely in the literature on spillover effects. This assumption states that there are no
spillovers between people in different groups: only the treatment take-up of individuals
in group g affects the potential outcome of person (i, g). The second equality in Assumption 3 states that person (i, g)’s potential outcome is only affected by the treatment take-up
of the others in her group through the aggregate D̄ig .6 This is related to the anonymous
interactions assumption from the network literature as it implies that only the number
of (i, g)’s neighbors who take up treatment matters for her outcome; the identities of the
6

Recall that D̄ig is defined to exclude person (i, g).
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neighbors are irrelevant (Manski, 2013a). The third equality in Assumption 3 posits a finite
basis function expansion for the potential outcome functions Yig (0, D̄ig ) and Yig (1, D̄ig ),
namely
Yig (0, D̄ig ) =

K
X

(k)

θig fk (D̄ig ),

Yig (1, D̄ig ) =

k=1

K
X

(k)

ψig fk (D̄ig )

k=1

or, written more compactly in matrix form,

Yig = X0ig Big ,



 1 
Xig ≡ 
 ⊗ f (D̄ig ),
Dig





 θ ig 
Big ≡ 

ψ ig − θ ig

(2.2)

where the coefficient vectors θ ig and ψ ig , and hence Big , are allowed to vary arbitrarily
across groups and individuals. If, for example, person (i, g) has some prior knowledge of
her potential outcome function Yig (·, ·), her take-up decision may depend on θ ig and ψ ig .
More generally, the same unobserved characteristics that determine a person’s decision to
take up treatment could affect her potential outcomes. To account for these possibilities,
we allow arbitrary statistical dependence between (Dig , D̄ig ) and Big .
Ideally, our goal would be to identify the average direct and indirect causal effects of the
binary treatment Dig . Under Assumption 3, we define these as follows, building on the
definitions of Hudgens and Halloran (2008). The direct treatment effect, DE, gives the
average effect of exogenously changing an individual’s own treatment Dig from 0 to 1 while
¯ namely
holding the share of her treated neighbors D̄ig fixed at d,




¯ ≡ E Yig (1, d)
¯ − Yig (0, d)
¯ = f (d)
¯ 0 E ψ − θ ig
DE(d)
ig

(2.3)

where the expectations are taken over all individuals in the population from which our
experimental subjects were drawn. Recall that D̄ig excludes person (i, g), ensuring that
¯ is well-defined. An indirect treatment effect, in contrast, gives the average effect
DE(d)
of exogenously increasing a person’s share of treated neighbors D̄ig from d¯ to d¯ + ∆ while
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Yig

αig + βig

Yig (1, D̄ig )
γig + δig

αig

Yig (0, D̄ig )

γig
0

D̄ig

Figure 4: A hypothetical example of the linear potential outcomes model from (2.5). The
slope of the bottom line, γig , is the indirect marginal effect when untreated while that of
the top line, γig + δig , is the marginal indirect effect when treated. The distance between
the two lines is the direct treatment effect.
holding her own treatment Dig fixed at d, in other words,


¯ ∆) ≡ E Yig (d, d¯ + ∆) − Yig (d, d)
¯
IEd (d,

 


¯ 0 (1 − d)E [θ ig ] + dE ψ
= f (d¯ + ∆) − f (d)
ig

(2.4)

where ∆ is a positive increment. There are two indirect treatment effect functions, IE0 and
IE1 , corresponding to the two possible values at which we could hold Dig fixed: a spillover
on the untreated, and a spillover on the treated. Because the direct and indirect causal
effects are fully determined by

E[Big ] under Assumption 3, this is our object of interest

below. For example, if f (x)0 = [1 x] we obtain a linear model of the form

Yig = αig + βig Dig + γig D̄ig + δig Dig D̄ig .
¯ = E[βig ] + E[δig ]d¯ while the indirect effects are
In this case the direct effect is DE(d)
¯ ∆) = ∆ × E[γig ],
IE0 (d,

¯ ∆) = ∆ × E[γig + δig ].
IE1 (d,
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(2.5)

Figure 4 presents a hypothetical example of (2.5) in a setting with employment displacement
¯ and
effects. Suppose that Yig is Alice’s probability of long-term employment. Both Yig (1, d)
¯ have a negative slope. This means that Alice’s probability of long-term employment
Yig (0, d)
decreases if more of her neighbors obtain job placement services. But since δig is positive, the
¯ −
spillover is more harmful if Alice is untreated. Alice’s direct effect of treatment Yig (1, d)
¯ is positive for all d¯ in this example and increases as d¯ does: job placement services
Yig (0, d)
are more valuable to Alice when more of her neighbors obtain them. By averaging these
effects for everyone in the population, we obtain IE0 , IE1 , and DE.
Under perfect compliance Dig would simply equal Zig , making both Dig and D̄ig exogenous.
In this case a sample analogue of

¯ could be used to recover all of the treatment
E[Yig (d, d)]

effects discussed above, at least at values of d¯ that arise in the experimental design. Unfortunately non-compliance is pervasive in real-world experiments, greatly complicating the
identification of causal effects. In a large-scale experiment carried out in France, for example, only 35% of unemployed workers offered job placement services took them up (Crépon
et al., 2013a). Those who did take up treatment likely differ in myriad ways from those
who did not: they may, for example, be more conscientious. One way to to avoid this
problem of self-selection is to carry out an intent-to-treat (ITT) analysis, conditioning on
Zig and Sg rather than Dig and D̄ig . But with take-up rates as low as 35%, ITT estimates
could be very far from the causal effects of interest. In this paper we adopt a different approach. Following the tradition in the local average treatment effect (LATE) literature, we
provide conditions under which direct and indirect causal effects–rather than ITT effects–
can be identified for well-defined sub-populations of individuals. We focus on the case of
one-sided noncompliance, in which only those offered treatment can take it up. One-sided
non-compliance is fairly common in practice (e.g. Crépon et al., 2013a) and simplifies the
analysis considerably.7
Assumption 4 (One-sided Non-compliance). If Zig = 0 then Dig = 0.
7

An extension of our results to two-sided non-compliance is currently in progress.
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To account for endogenous treatment take-up, we define potential treatment functions
Dig (·). In principle these could depend on the treatment offers of every individual, Z
in the experiment. The following assumption restricts Dig (·) to permit identification of the
direct and indirect causal effects described above.
Assumption 5 (IOR). Dig (Z) = Dig (Z g ) = Dig (Zig , Z̄ig ) = Dig (Zig ).
The first equality of Assumption 5 is a partial interference assumption: it requires that there
are no social interactions in take-up between people in different groups. The second equality
of Assumption 5 states that person (i, g)’s take-up decision depends on the treatment offers
of others in her group only through the fraction Z̄ig of treatment offers made to the others
in her group.8 These first two equalities are not in general sufficient to point identify
direct and indirect causal effects. The third equality, which we call individualistic offer
response or IOR for short, imposes the further restriction that each person’s take-up decision
depends only on her own treatment offer. IOR states that there are no social interactions
in take-up.9 In settings where participants do not observe other participants’ offers or the
saturation assigned to their group, for example, their take-up decision cannot depend on
those variables, and thus IOR is likely to hold. This is a strong assumption, but one that
has also appeared in the existing literature. Kang and Imbens (2016), for example, employ
a variant of IOR that they call “personalized encouragement.” And while Imai et al. (2018)
derive their so-called “complier average direct effect (CADE)” under a weaker condition
than IOR, the CADE is a hybrid of direct and indirect effects unless one is willing to
assume that there are no social interactions in take-up. Fortunately, IOR is testable: it
implies, for example, that

E[Dig |Zig = 1, Sg = s] does not vary with s. If the observed

average take-up rate among individuals who are offered treatment varies with saturation,
this indicates a violation of IOR.
Under IOR and one-sided non-compliance (Assumptions 4 and 5), we can divide individuals
8

Recall that the average Z̄ig is defined to exclude (i, g).
Work in progress explores the possibility of relaxing IOR in specific settings to obtain point, or at least
partial identification.
9
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into never-takers and compliers, two of the principal strata from the LATE literature. Nevertakers are defined as those for whom Dig (0) = Dig (1) = 0, while compliers are those for
whom Dig (z) = z for all z.10 Defining Cig to be the indicator that person (i, g) is a complier,
Assumptions 4–5 imply that

Dig = Cig Zig ,

D̄ig =

X
1
Cjg Zjg .
Ng − 1

(2.6)

j6=i

By analogy to Z̄ig and D̄ig , we define C̄ig to be the share of compliers among person (i, g)’s
neighbors in group g, namely
C̄ig =

X
1
Cjg .
Ng − 1

(2.7)

j6=i

Note that C̄ig varies across individuals in the same group, depending on their values of Cig .
Finally, let C g denote the vector of Cig for all individuals in group g.
Our final assumption is an exclusion restriction for the treatment offers Z g and saturation
Sg . To state it we require two additional pieces of notation. First, let Bg denote the

independent of Y while X

|=

let “ ” denote (conditional) independence so that X

|=

|=

vector that stacks Big for all individuals in group g. Second, following Dawid (1979),
Y indicates that X is statistically

Y |Z indicates that X is conditionally independent of Y given

Z. Using this notation, the exclusion restriction is as follows.

(ii) Z g

(C g , Bg , Ng )

|=

(i) Sg

|=

Assumption 6 (Exclusion Restriction).

(C g , Bg )|(Sg , Ng )

Intuitively, Assumption 6 states that (C g , Bg , Ng ) are “predetermined” with respect to the
treatment offers and saturations. In a traditional LATE setting, its counterparts are the
“unconfounded type” assumption and the independence of potential outcomes and treatment offers. Assumption 6 could be violated in a number of ways. If, for example, indi10

Under one-sided non-compliance, Assumption 4, there are no always-takers.
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viduals chose their group membership based on knowledge of their group’s saturation, Ng
would not be independent of Sg . Similarly, if some individuals decided to comply with their
treatment offers only because their group was assigned a high saturation, C g would not
be independent of Sg . This latter possibility illustrates that Assumption 6 partially embeds IOR by ruling out “selection into compliance.” More prosaically, Assumption 6 would
be violated if either Sg or Zig had a direct effect on the random coefficients Bg . Notice
that part (ii) of Assumption 6 conditions on (Sg , Ng ). This is because the second stage
of the randomized saturation experiment assigns Z g conditional on this information: see
Assumption 2.

2.3. Identification
Under Assumption 3, the functional form of the random coefficients model is known. So
why not simply use (Zig , Sg ) as instrumental variables for Dig and f (D̄ig )? If the firststage relationship between instruments and endogenous regressors is homogeneous, twostage least squares identifies the average effects in a random coefficient model, i.e.
and

E[θig ]

E[ψ ig − θig ] under (2.2) (Wooldridge, 1997; Heckman and Vytlacil, 1998; Wooldridge,

2003, 2016). In our case, however, this result does not apply: the following lemma shows
that the first stage is heterogeneous because the conditional distribution of D̄ig given Sg
varies with (C̄ig , Ng ).
Lemma 12. Let c̄ be a value in [0, 1] such that (n − 1)c̄ is a non-negative integer. Under
Assumptions 1–2 and 4–6 and conditional on (Ng = n, Sg = s, C g = c, C̄ig = c̄, Zig = z),
(n − 1)D̄ig follows a Binomial ((n − 1)c̄, s) distribution.
Intuitively, the problem presented by the Lemma 12 is as follows. Although Sg is randomly
assigned, the variation that it induces in D̄ig is mediated by the share of compliers C̄ig .
Accordingly if C̄ig —a source of first-stage heterogeneity—is correlated with the random
coefficients in the second stage, the IV estimator will not identify the effects of interest. To
make this problem more concrete, consider the linear potential outcomes model from (2.5)
and let ϑIV be the IV estimand using instruments (1, Zig , Sg , Zig Sg ). Throughout, we will
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refer to it as the “naı̈ve IV”. In this example ϑIV takes a particularly simple form, as shown
in the following lemma.
Lemma 13. Let ϑIV be the estimand from a regression of Yig on Xig ≡ (1, Dig , D̄ig , Dig D̄ig )0
with instruments Z ig ≡ (1, Zig , Sg , Zig Sg )0 , namely
0


ϑIV ≡ αIV βIV γIV δIV
assuming that


−1
= E Z ig X0ig
E [Z ig Yig ] .

E[Z ig X0ig ] is invertible. Then, under (2.5) and Assumptions 1–2 and 4–6,

αIV = E [αig ]
γIV = E [γig ] +

βIV = E [βig |Cig = 1]
Cov(C̄ig , γig )
E(C̄ig )

δIV = E [δig |Cig = 1] +

Cov(C̄ig , δig |Cig = 1)
.
E(C̄ig |Cig = 1)

As we see from Lemma 13, IV identifies the population average of αig , along with the population average of βig for the subset of individuals who select into treatment. Neither of these,
however, is itself a causal effect. In general, IV recovers neither direct nor indirect causal
effects for any well-defined group of individuals. Specializing (2.4) to the linear model from
¯ ∆) =
(2.5) gives IE0 (d,

E[γig ]∆. In other words, E[γig ] is an average spillover. Lemma 13

shows that IV fails to identify this quantity unless the individual-specific spillovers γig are
uncorrelated with the share of compliers C̄ig . This condition could easily fail in practice. In
the labor market example from the introduction, cities with a particularly depressed labor
market might be expected to contain a large share of compliers. If negative spillovers are
more intense in such cities, IV will not recover the average indirect effect. A similar problem
hampers the interpretation of δIV . Under (2.5) the average direct effect for compliers, as a
¯ is given by
function of d,

¯ While IV identifies the intercept
E[βig |Cig = 1] + E[δig |Cig = 1]d.

of this function, it only identifies the slope if δig is uncorrelated with C̄ig for compliers.
As this example illustrates, identifying direct and indirect causal effects requires us to correct
for possible dependence between individual-specific coefficients and group-level take-up that
arises from the first-stage relationship in Lemma 12. The key to our approach, as shown in
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Theorem 7. Under Assumptions 1–2 and 4–6, (Sg , Zig , D̄ig )

|=

the following theorem, is to condition on C̄ig and Ng .
(Big , Cig )|(C̄ig , Ng ).

Theorem 7 implies that conditioning on (C̄ig , Ng ) is sufficient to break any dependence
between f (D̄ig ) and (Big , Cig ) that may be present. The intuition for this result is as
follows. Conditional on C̄ig and Ng , we know precisely how many of (i, g)’s neighbors are
compliers. Given this information, IOR implies that all remaining variation in D̄ig is arises
solely from experimental variation in the saturation Sg assigned to different groups, and the
share of compliers offered treatment across groups assigned the same saturation. So long as
Zig and Sg do not affect (Big , Cg ), Assumption 6, it follows that (Zig , D̄ig , Sg ) are exogenous
given (C̄ig , Ng ), even when individuals decide whether or not to take up treatment based
on knowledge of their potential outcome functions.
Before stating our identification results, we require some additional notation and one further
assumption. Define the vector Wig and matrix-valued functions Q, Q0 , Q1 as follows:
Q(c̄, n) ≡ E



0
Wig Wig
|C̄ig



= c̄, Ng = n ,


Wig ≡ 1 Zig

0
⊗ f (D̄ig )



Q0 (c̄, n) ≡ E (1 − Zig )f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 |C̄ig = c̄, Ng = n


Q1 (c̄, n) ≡ E Zig f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 |C̄ig = c̄, Ng = n .

(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)

We use Q, Q0 , Q1 below to construct instrumental variables that are not subject to the
shortcomings of Z ig from Lemma 13 discussed above. The final ingredient that we need to
construct these alternative instruments is a rank condition.
Assumption 7 (Rank Condition).
(i) 0 < E(Cig ) < 1
(ii) Q(c̄, n) is invertible at every point (c̄, n) in the support of (C̄ig , Ng ).
Part (i) of Assumption 7 asserts that there is at least some degree of non-compliance with
the experimental treatment offers,

E(Cig ) < 1, and that the population contains at least
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some compliers,

E(Cig ) > 0. Part (ii) requires that the matrix-valued function Q defined

in (2.8) is full rank when evaluated at any share of compliers c̄ and group size n that occur
in the population. Assumption 7 does not explicitly restrict Q0 or Q1 . By the linearity of
conditional expectation, however,


Q0 (c̄, n) + Q1 (c̄, n) Q1 (c̄, n)
Q(c̄, n) = 

Q1 (c̄, n)
Q1 (c̄, n)

(2.11)

so Assumption 7(ii) could equivalently be stated in terms of Q0 and Q1 .
Lemma 14. Q(c̄, n) is invertible iff Q0 (c̄, n) and Q1 (c̄, n) are both invertible, in which case


(c̄, n)−1

(c̄, n)−1



−Q0
 Q0

Q(c̄, n)−1 = 
.
−1
−1
−1
−Q0 (c̄, n)
Q0 (c̄, n) + Q1 (c̄, n)

We discuss low-level conditions for the invertibility of (Q0 , Q1 ), and hence Q, below. Having
assumed the necessary rank condition, we can now state our main identification results.
The following theorem shows how Q0 (C̄ig , Ng ) and Q1 (C̄ig , Ng ) can be used to construct
instrumental variables that identify average values of the random coefficients for well-defined
groups of individuals.
Theorem 8. Define the instrument vectors
−1
ZW
ig ≡ Q(C̄ig , Ng ) Wig ,

Z 0ig ≡ Q0 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 f (D̄ig ),

Z 1ig ≡ Q1 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 f (D̄ig )

|=

where Q0 , Q1 , Q, and Wig are as given in (2.8)–(2.10). Then, under Assumptions 3–5 and
7 and assuming that (Zig , D̄ig ) (Big , Cig )|(C̄ig , Ng ), we have


h
i−1 
E(θig )



0
X
E ZW
(i) 
 = E ZW
ig
ig Yig ,
ig
E(ψ ig − θig |Cig = 1)
(ii)

h

E ψ ig |Cig = 1 = E Z 1ig Dig f (D̄ig )






i
0 −1
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E Z 1ig {Dig Yig }




h

(iii)

E [θig |Cig = 0] = E Z 1ig Zig (1 − Dig )f (D̄ig )

(iv)

E [θig ] = E Z 0ig (1 − Zig )f (D̄ig )

h





i
0 −1

i
0 −1

E Z 1ig {Zig (1 − Dig )Yig } , and




E Z 0ig {(1 − Zig )Yig } .




The first part of Theorem 8 identifies the average effects that the naı̈ve IV approach from
Lemma 13 in general fails to. Rather than using the randomly assigned saturation Sg as
a source of instruments for f (D̄ig ) we transform this vector of endogenous regressors into
a set of exogenous instruments using Q0 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 and Q1 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 . Parts (ii) and
(iii) use a similar approach to obtain moment equations for the average value of ψ ig for
compliers and θ ig for never-takers. Given part (i), part (iv) is technically redundant, but
it is convenient to have an expression for

E(θig ) in isolation. To understand the intuition

behind the instruments from Theorem 8, consider the linear potential outcomes example
from (2.5) above. Here we have f (x) = (1, x)0 and thus






using the fact that Zig

|=

  1 D̄ig 

Qz (C̄ig , Ng ) = P(Zig = z)E  
 C̄ig , Ng , Zig = z  ,
2
D̄ig D̄ig

z ∈ {0, 1}

(C̄ig , Ng ) by Lemma 17. It follows after a few steps of algebra that


2 |C̄ , N , Z = z) − D̄ E(D̄ |C̄ , N , Z = z)
E(D̄ig
ig
g
ig
ig
ig ig
g
ig

Var(D̄ig |C̄ig , Ng , Zig = z)




1
−1

Qz (C̄ig , Ng ) f (D̄ig ) =
P(Zig = z) 



D̄ig − E(D̄ig |C̄ig , Ng , Zig = z)
Var(D̄ig |C̄ig , Ng , Zig = z)





.




While D̄ig is endogenous, we see that the scaled difference between D̄ig and its conditional
expectation is a valid instrument under the linear potential outcomes model. Intuitively,
this transformation adjusts for the first-stage heterogeneity discussed at the beginning of
this section: after controlling for differences in (C̄ig , Ng ), the remaining variation in D̄ig
arises only from the experimentally–assigned saturations. Thus, rather than using Sg as
an instrument directly, we use it indirectly to generate variation in D̄ig given (C̄ig , Ng ). As
discussed below, this is crucial for part (ii) of Assumption 7.
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Notice that Theorem 8 does not explicitly invoke the randomized saturation design, Assump-

|=

tions 1–2, or the exclusion restriction, Assumption 6. Using this result for identification,
however, requires two conditions. First we need to satisfy (Zig , D̄ig ) (Big , Cig )|(C̄ig , Ng ).
As shown in Theorem 7 above, the randomized saturation design and exclusion restriction
are sufficient for this condition to hold under one-sided non-compliance and IOR, Assumptions 4 and 5. Second, we need to show that the functions Q0 , Q1 are identified in order to
construct the instruments from Theorem 8. Fortunately, these functions are in fact known
under the randomized saturation design and exclusion restriction.11 In particular, they depend only on the distribution of D̄ig |(Zig , C̄ig , Ng ), which can be calculated from Lemma 12,
and the distribution of Zig |(C̄ig , Ng ), which coincides with its unconditional distribution by
Lemma 17. As such, we can always calculate Q0 (C̄ig , Ng ) and Q1 (C̄ig , Ng ) by simulating
the experimental design. Depending on the choice of f , analytical expressions for Q0 , Q1
may be available, as shown below for the linear potential outcomes model from (2.5).
Constructing the instruments that appear in Theorem 8 requires us to evaluate Q0 and Q1
at (C̄ig , Ng ). While the group size Ng is observed, the share of compliers C̄ig is not. In large
groups, however, C̄ig can be precisely estimated by calculating the rate of treatment take-up
among the neighbors of (i, g) who are offered treatment. In the following section we use this
approach to provide consistent and asymptotically normal estimators of the parameters from
Theorem 8. For the remainder of this section, however, we consider identification conditional
on knowledge of C̄ig . Subject to this qualification, the following result catalogues the full
set of causal effects that are identified under our assumptions.
Theorem 9. Given knowledge of C̄ig the following are identified under Assumptions 1–7:
¯ ∆) ≡ E[Yig (0, d¯ + ∆) − Yig (0, d)],
¯
(i) IE0 (d,


¯ ig = 1) ≡ E Yig (1, d)
¯ − Yig (0, d)|D
¯ ig = 1 ,
(ii) DE(d|D
¯ ∆|Dig = 1) ≡ E[Yig (0, d¯ + ∆) − Yig (0, d)|D
¯ ig = 1],
(iii) IE0 (d,
11
As Theorem 8 does not strictly speaking require a randomized saturation design, it could in principle
be applied in other settings, e.g. a “natural” experiment, if our other assumptions are satisfied. In this case,
Q0 , Q1 would not be known but could potentially be recovered via a non-parametric approach.
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¯ ∆|Dig = 1) ≡ E[Yig (1, d¯ + ∆) − Yig (1, d)|D
¯ ig = 1],
(iv) IE1 (d,
¯ ∆|Cig = 0) ≡ E[Yig (0, d¯ + ∆) − Yig (0, d)|C
¯ ig = 0],
(v) IE0 (d,
Part (i) of Theorem 9 is an indirect treatment effect, as defined in (2.4) above. It measures
the causal impact of increasing the treatment take-up rate among Alice’s neighbors from d¯
to (d¯ + ∆) when Alice’s own treatment is held fixed at zero. In the Crépon et al. (2013a)
experiment discussed in our empirical example below, this corresponds to the average labor
market displacement effect. Whereas part (i) is an average treatment effect, parts (ii)–(iv)
are the effects of treatment on the treated.12 Part (ii) gives the direct effect of treating
¯ while (iii) and
Alice while holding the treatment take-up rate of her neighbors fixed at d,
(iv) give the indirect effect of increasing her neighbors’ treatment take-up from d¯ to d¯ + ∆
while holding Alice’s treatment fixed at either zero, part (iii), or one, part (iv). Part (v) is
a LATE generalization of Equation 2.4: it gives the indirect effect for never-takers, holding
their treatment fixed at zero. While we identify the full set of direct and indirect effects for
the treated sub-population, we only identify a subset of these effects for other groups. By
definition, never-takers cannot be observed with Dig = 1. As such, we cannot identify direct
treatment effects for this group or indirect treatment effects when Dig is held fixed at one.
This in turn implies that we cannot identify the average direct effect for the population as
¯ or the average indirect effect when Dig is held fixed at one, IE1 (d,
¯ ∆).
a whole, DE(d),
Given that Q0 and Q1 are completely determined by the experimental design, we can
directly check part (ii) of Assumption 7 for any choice of basis functions f and probability
distribution over saturations. Consider again the linear potential outcomes model from
12

Because this is a setting with one-sided non-compliance, any participant with Dig = 1 must be a
complier.
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(2.5). In this example f (x) = (1, x)0 and thus,




c̄ E {Sg (1 − Sg )}
 E {1 − Sg }

Q0 (c̄, n) = 



c̄
2
2
2
c̄ E {Sg (1 − Sg )} c̄ E Sg (1 − Sg ) + n−1 E Sg (1 − Sg )


 2
c̄ E Sg

 E {Sg }
Q1 (c̄, n) = 


 2

c̄
E Sg2 (1 − Sg ) .
c̄ E Sg
c̄2 E Sg3 + n−1

(2.12)

(2.13)

by Bayes’ Theorem, the Law of Total Probability, and Lemmas 12 and 17. Suppose first
that there is a single saturation s. Then (2.12) and (2.13) simplify to yield

|Q0 (c̄, n)| =

c̄s(1 − s)3
,
n−1

|Q1 (c̄, n)| =

c̄s3 (1 − s)
.
n−1

so that Q0 (c̄, n) and Q1 (c̄, n) are both invertible for any n and all c̄ greater than zero
provided that 0 < s < 1. The identifying power of this “degenerate” randomized saturation
design, however, is weak: Q0 , Q1 are arbitrarily close to being singular for any c̄ if n
is sufficiently large. Consider next a so-called “cluster randomized” experiment in which
there are two saturations, 0 and 1, and

P(Sg = 1) = p. Calculating the expectations in

(2.12) and (2.13),


(1 − p) 0
Q0 (c̄, n) = 
,
0
0





 p c̄p 
Q1 (c̄, n) = 
.
c̄p c̄2 p

In this case neither Q0 nor Q1 is invertible for any values of n and c̄. Finally, consider a
design with two distinct, equally likely saturations sL < sH . For this design, straightforward
but tedious algebra gives
c̄2
(1 − sL )(1 − sH )(sH − sL )2 +
4


c̄ [(1 − sL ) + (1 − sH )] sL (1 − sL )2 + sH (1 − sH )2
+
4(n − 1)


2
c̄ (sL + sH ) s2L (1 − sL ) + s2H (1 − sH )
c̄
2
|Q1 (c̄, n)| = sL sH (sH − sL ) +
.
4
4(n − 1)
|Q0 (c̄, n)| =
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So long as neither sL nor sH equals zero or one, both terms in each expression are strictly
positive for any c̄ > 0, so that Q0 and Q1 are invertible. Moreover, in contrast to the single
saturation design discussed above, this design does not suffer from a weak identification
problem. While the second term in each of the preceding equalities vanishes for large n,
the first term does not. Thus, two interior saturations are sufficient to strongly identify the
linear potential outcomes model.13
As the three preceding examples show, two distinct sources of experimental variation determine the rank of Q0 (c̄, n) and Q1 (c̄, n): “between” saturation variation, and “within”
saturation variation. Our first example lacks “between” variation because each group is assigned the same saturation, Sg = s. Yet even with a single saturation, there is still “within”
variation under Assumption 2, because the number of offers made to a given group is random. This “within” variation, however, is negligible when n is large. In our second example,
the cluster randomized experiment, the situation is reversed. Because everyone in a given
group is either offered (Sg = 0) or unoffered (Sg = 1), this design generates no “within”
variation. While a cluster randomized design does generate some “between” variation, it is
too coarse to identify our effects of interest: under our assumptions D̄ig equals zero when
Sg = 0 and C̄ig when Sg = 1. Our third example, with two saturations 0 < sL < sH < 1,
features sufficient “between” variation to identify the effects of interest even when n is so
large that “within” variation becomes negligible.

2.4. Estimation and Inference
If C̄ig were observed, a handful of just-identified IV regressions would suffice to estimate
the causal effects from Theorem 9. While C̄ig is unobserved in practice, fortunately we can
estimate it under one-sided non-compliance by comparing treatment take-up to the share
13

In general, sufficient conditions for Assumption 7(ii) will depend on the specific choice of basis functions
f . For large n, however, a necessary condition is that the design contains at least as many distinct interior
saturations as there are elements in f . For details, see section 2.11.
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of treatment offers, i.e.
big ≡
C




D̄ig /Z̄ig , if Z̄ig > 0


0,

(2.14)

otherwise

big = 0 if none of (i, g)’s neighbors are offered treatment.14 In
where we arbitrarily define C
this section we use (2.14) to derive feasible, consistent, and asymptotically normal estimators
of the direct and indirect causal effects identified in section 2.3. For simplicity, we assume
throughout that the random saturation Sg is bounded below by s > 0. Because we cannot
estimate C̄ig when Sg = 0, experiments that include a 0% saturation require a slightly
different approach. We explain these differences in Appendix 2.10.
In the interest of brevity, we introduce shorthand notation and high-level regularity conditions that apply to all four of our sample analogue estimators. These take the form

−1 

Ng
Ng
G X
G X
X
X
b≡
b ig X 0  
b ig Yig  ,
ϑ
Z
Z
ig
g=1 i=1

b ig ≡ R(C
big , Ng )+ W ig
Z

(2.15)

g=1 i=1

where Yig is the outcome variable from Assumption 3, and M+ denotes the Moore-Penrose
inverse of a square matrix M. Table 11 gives the definitions of X ig , R, and W ig correb ig is a stand-in for
sponding to each part of Theorem 8. The “estimated” instrument Z
the unobserved “true” instrument Z ig ≡ R(C̄ig , Ng )−1 W ig . While R(C̄ig , Ng ) is invertible
big , Ng ) may not be so, since C
big could fall outside the support
under Assumption 7, R(C
b ig using the Moore-Penrose inset of C̄ig or even equal zero. For this reason we define Z
big , Ng )
verse, which always exists and coincides with the ordinary matrix inverse when R(C
is indeed invertible.
As G grows, so does the number of unknown values C̄ig that we must estimate to construct
b ig .15 For this reason, we consider an asymptotic sequence in which
the instrument vectors Z
14

Under Assumption 2 it is possible, although unlikely, that Z̄ig could be zero even if Sg > 0.
While C̄ig can vary across individuals in the same group, it takes on at most two distinct values for
fixed g. If a group contains T total individuals, of whom c are compliers and n never-takers, then the share
of compliers among a given person’s neighbors is either (c − 1)/(T − 1) if she is a complier or c/(T − 1) if
she is a never-taker. Thus, the number of incidental parameters is 2G.
15
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(i)

X ig

R


1
⊗ f (D̄ig )
Dig

Q

W ig



1
⊗ f (D̄ig )
Zig

(ii)

f (D̄ig )

Q1

f (D̄ig )Dig

(iii)

f (D̄ig )

Q1

f (D̄ig )Zig (1 − Dig )

(iv)

f (D̄ig )

Q0

f (D̄ig )(1 − Zig )

Table 11: This table defines the shorthand from (2.15) for the four sample analogue estimators corresponding the parts of Theorem 8. In each part, the vector of regressors is X ig , the
true instrument vector is Z ig ≡ R(C̄ig , Ng )−1 W ig , and the estimated instrument vector is
b ig ≡ R(C
big , Ng )+ W ig , where M+ denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of a square matrix
Z
big is as defined in (2.14). The functions Q, Q0 , Q1 are as defined in (2.8)–(2.10).
M, and C
the minimum group size n grows along with the number of groups G. Under appropriate
b which we refer to as the “random
assumptions, this implies that the limit behavior of ϑ,
saturation IV” (RS-IV), coincides with that of the infeasible estimator that uses the true
b ig .
instrument vector Z ig instead of its estimate Z
Like Baird et al. (2018), we take an infinite population approach to inference, assuming
that the researcher observes a random sample of size G from a population of groups. Unlike
Baird et al. (2018), we allow these groups to differ in size. Upon drawing a group g from the
population, we observe the group-level random variables (Sg , Ng ) along with the individuallevel random variables (Yig , Dig , Zig ) for each member of the group: 1 ≤ i ≤ Ng . We further
assume that observations are identically distributed, but not independent, within groups.16
Groups are only observed as a unit: either everyone from the group appears in the sample or
no one does. For this reason, some care is needed in defining random variables to represent
our sampling procedure and expectations to represent the population averages that define
our causal effects of interest. The expectations in Theorems 8–9 are averages that give equal
weight to each individual in the population, or sub-population if we condition on Cig . Anal16

The assumption that observations are identically distributed within group amounts to stipulating that
the indices 1 ≤ i ≤ Ng are assigned at random.
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ogously, the estimator in (2.15) is an average that gives equal weight to each individual in
the sample. Both of these are precisely what we want, as our goal is to identify and estimate
average causal effects for individuals. Under the sampling assumptions introduced in the
preceding paragraph, (Yig , Dig , Zig , D̄ig ) are random variables that are drawn by choosing
a group uniformly at random from the population of groups, and then a single person from
the chosen group. If all groups were the same size, this would be equivalent to choosing
a person uniformly at random from the population of individuals. When groups vary in
size, however, the equivalence no longer holds.17 This creates the possibility for ambiguity
when taking the expectation of an individual-level random variable, such as Yig , without
conditioning on group size: is the expectation intended to give equal weight to groups or
individuals? Fortunately this is only a question of defining appropriate notation. Our group
sampling procedure unambiguously gives equal weight to each individual in the population
because we observe not isolated individuals but whole groups. While small groups are just
as likely to be drawn as large groups, large groups make a greater contribution to the sample
averages from (2.15) because they contain more people.18 The question is merely how to
represent this mathematically. Let ρg ≡ Ng /E(Ng ) denote the relative size of group g. We
write

E[Yig ] to denote the average that gives equal weight to groups—choosing one person

at random from a randomly-chosen group—and

E[ρg Yig ] to denote the average that gives

equal weight to individuals—observing an entire group chosen at random. It is the latter
expectation that appears in our results below, as it denotes the population equivalent of
the double sums from (2.15). While this is a slight abuse of notation, expectations from
section 2.3 that involve individual-level random variables but do not condition on group size
should be interpreted as (implicitly) weighting by relative group size. Using the notation
17

Consider a population of 100 groups, half of which have 5 members and the rest of which have 15
members so that 250 of the 1000 people in the population belong to a small group and the remaining 750
belong to a large group. Suppose first that we choose a single group at random and then a single person
within the selected group. Then someone from a small group has probability 1/500 of being selected while
someone from a large group has probability 1/1500 of being selected.
18
Continuing from the example in the preceding footnote: suppose we randomly sample 10 groups and
observe everyone in them. Then, on average, our sample will contain 5 small groups and 5 large groups.
While the total sample size is random, on average we will observe 100 people, of whom 25 come from small
groups and the rest from large groups, matching the shares of each kind of person in the population.
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and sampling scheme defined above, we now state high-level sufficient conditions for the
b in (2.15).
consistency of ϑ
Theorem 10. Let ρg ≡ Ng /E(Ng ) and suppose that
(i) we observe a random sample of G groups, where observations within a given group are
identically distributed although not necessarily independent,
(ii) Yig = X 0ig ϑ + Uig for 1 ≤ g ≤ G, 1 ≤ i ≤ Ng ,
(iii)

E (ρg Z ig Uig ) = 0 and E ρg Z ig X 0ig = I,

(iv)

E ρ2g ||Z ig X 0ig ||2 = o(G),

(v)

E ρ2g ||Z ig Uig ||2 = o(G),











(vi) ||

PG

PNg

b

(vii) ||

PG

PNg

b

1
g=1 Ng
1
g=1 Ng

i=1 ρg (Z ig
i=1 ρg (Z ig

− Z ig )X 0ig || = oP (G), and
− Z ig )Uig || = oP (G).

b defined in (2.15), is consistent for ϑ as G → ∞.
Then ϑ,
Condition (i) of Theorem 10 simply restates our group sampling assumption. Conditions (ii)
and (iii) hold under the assumptions of Theorem 8, as shown in the proof of that result: for
each average effect ϑ from the theorem, we can define an appropriate error term Uig , vector
of regressors X ig , and vector of instruments Z ig such that Yig = X 0ig ϑ + Uig where Z ig is
an exogenous and relevant instrument. Moreover, for each part of Theorem 8, E(ρg Z ig X 0ig )
equals the identity matrix.19,20 Conditions (iv) and (v) of Theorem 10 would be implied
by requiring that the second moments of ρg Z ig X0ig and ρg Z ig Uig exist and are bounded.
We choose to state these conditions in a slightly weaker form because the distribution of ρg
necessarily changes with G if we consider an asymptotic sequence in which the minimum
19

For effects that condition on Cig = c, e.g. those from parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 8, the appropriate
definition of ρg becomes Ng E[1(Cig = c)]/E[Ng 1(Cig = c)].
PG PNg b
20
Given that E(ρg Z ig X 0ig ) = I, we could have defined our estimator to be N1
i=1 Z ig Yig rather
g=1
b It is more convenient both for our asymptotic derivations and practical implementation, however,
than ϑ.
to work with an IV estimator.
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group size n increases with the number of groups, as we will assume below. Requiring
the relevant expectations to be o(G) in principle allows the variance of relative group size
ρg to grow along with the number of groups, provided that it does not grow too quickly.
Conditions (i)–(v) together are sufficient for the consistency of

e≡
ϑ

Ng
G X
X

−1 
Z ig X 0ig 

g=1 i=1

Ng
G X
X




Z ig Yig  ,

(2.16)

g=1 i=1

b ig .
an infeasible estimator that uses the true instrument vector Z ig instead of its estimate Z
b ig is a sufficiently accurate estimator
The final two conditions of Theorem 10 assume that Z
b =ϑ
e + oP (1). In the setting we consider here, this will require a
of Z ig to ensure that ϑ
condition on how quickly the minimum group size n grows relative to G, as we discuss in
detail below. Strengthening conditions (v) and (vii) and adding one further assumption
b is asymptotically normal.
implies that ϑ
Theorem 11. Suppose that
(i) Var
(ii)



1
Ng

PNg

i=1 ρg Z ig Uig



→ Σ as G → ∞,

2+δ = o(Gδ/2 ) for some δ > 0, and
E ρ2+δ
g ||Z ig Uig ||

(iii) ||





PG

1
g=1 Ng

PNg

i=1 ρg (Z ig

b

− Z ig )Uig || = oP (G1/2 ).

Then, under the conditions of Theorem 10,

√

b − ϑ) →d N (0, Σ).
G(ϑ

Combined with the first four conditions of Theorem 10, (i) and (ii) from Theorem 11 are
e the infeasible estimator defined in (2.16). Consufficient for the asymptotic normality of ϑ,
e is G−1/2 . Obtaining a rate of convergence
dition (i) implies that the rate of convergence of ϑ
that depends on the total number of individuals rather than groups in the sample would require assumptions that are implausible in typical applications of the randomized saturation
design.21 Conditions (ii) and (iii) strengthen (v) and (vii), respectively, from Theorem 10:


PNg
Obtaining the faster rate of convergence would require Var N1g i=1
ρg Z ig Uig → 0 as G → ∞. Because we consider an asymptotic sequence in which the minimum group size grows with G, this is technically
possible. It would, however, require us to assume that both heterogeneity between groups and dependence
21
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(ii) is sufficient for the Lindeberg condition, which we use to establish a central limit theob coincides with
rem, while (iii) ensures that the limit distribution of the feasible estimator ϑ
e
that of the infeasible estimator ϑ.
Conditions (vi)–(vii) of Theorem 10, along with condition (iii) of Theorem 11, require
b ig − Z ig ) to be sufficiently small on average that the limiting behavior
the difference (Z
b coincides with that of the infeasible estimator. We now provide low-level sufficient
of ϑ
conditions for this to obtain. By definition,
h
i
b ig − Z ig = R(C
big , Ng )+ − R(C̄ig , Ng )−1 W ig .
Z

(2.17)

b ig − Z ig ) will be small
Accordingly, so long as R is a sufficiently well-behaved function, (Z
big − C̄ig | is. As shown in the following lemma, a sufficient condition for this difference
if |C
to vanish uniformly over (i, g) is for the minimum group size n to be large relative to log G.
Lemma 15. Suppose that 0 < s ≥ Sg and n ≤ Ng . Under Assumptions 1–2 and 4–6

max

1≤g≤G


max

1≤i≤Ng

big − C̄ig
C

s
= OP

log G
n

!
as (n, G) → ∞.

big , Ng )+ − R(C̄ig , Ng )−1 to inherit
The following regularity conditions are sufficient for R(C
big − C̄ig ).
the asymptotic behavior of (C
Assumption 8 (Regularity Conditions for R).
(i) R(c̄, n) is well-defined and symmetric for all c̄ ∈ [c̄L /2, 1), n ≥ n where 0 < c̄L ≤ C̄ig ;
(ii)

inf

σ (R(c̄, n)) > σ > 0, where σ(M) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of M;

c̄≥c̄L /2, n≥n


(iii) ||R(c̄1 , n) − R(c̄2 , n)|| ≤ L |c̄1 − c̄2 | + O(n−1/2 ) as n → ∞ for some 0 < L < ∞.
Parts (i) and (ii) of Assumption 8 require that R is well-defined and uniformly invertible
over a range of values for c̄ that includes the support of C̄ig and excludes zero. Part (iii)
within groups to vanish in the limit.
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is a variant of Lipschitz continuity that holds in the limit as n grows. These conditions
are mild: they amount to a slight strengthening of the rank condition from Assumption 7.
In the linear basis function example from (2.12) and (2.13), for instance, Assumption 8
holds whenever C̄ig is bounded away from zero and Sg takes on at least two distinct values
between zero and one.22 More generally, provided that Assumption 7 holds, whenever
C̄ig is bounded away from zero and the basis functions f are well-behaved, we can always
extend the definitions of Q0 , Q1 from (2.9)–(2.10) to ensure that Assumption 8 holds. See
section 2.11 for full details. Under this assumption, we can derive sufficient conditions on
b ig and
the rates at which G and n approach infinity to ensure that the difference between Z
Z ig is negligible.
Theorem 12. Suppose that

E ρ2g ||W ig X 0ig ||2 and E ρ2g ||W ig Uig ||2 are both o(G). Then,








under condition (i) of Theorem 10 and the conditions of Lemma 15,
(i) log G/n → 0 is sufficient for conditions (vi)–(vii) of Theorem 10.
(ii) G log G/n → 0 is sufficient for condition (iii) of Theorem 11.
b from (2.15) is consistent, and asymptotTaken together, Theorems 10–12 establish that ϑ
ically normal in the limit as G and n grow at an appropriate rate. In practical terms, our
estimators are appropriate for settings with many large groups such as the experiment of
Crépon et al. (2013a). To implement them in practice, all that is required is to calculate the
b ig and then run the appropriate just-identified IV regression from
estimated instrument Z
Table 11 with standard errors clustered by group.

2.5. Application: Job Placement Program in the French Labor Market
In this section we illustrate our methods using data from Crépon et al. (2013a), who implemented a large-scale randomized saturation experiment across French cities, offering job
placement program services to young workers seeking employment. In doing so, we uncover
patterns of spillovers that could prove relevant for the design of similar labor market pro22

See the discussion in section 2.3 immediately following (2.12) for details.
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grams. The intervention included 235 cities (labor markets), covering a sample of 21,431
workers of whom 11,806 were unemployed at the time of randomization.23 Two questions
of interest arise in this setting. First, the presence of direct effects: whether receiving job
placement services impacts subsequent labor market outcomes of participants, in particular the likelihood of being employed. Second, the presence of indirect (spillover) effects:
whether the receipt of job placement services by others in the same labor market impacts
subsequent labor market outcomes of participants. For example, in such a large-scale experiment one may worry that increasing some workers’ likelihood of obtaining a job may
hurt the labor market prospects of other workers.
Cities were initially randomly assigned to five saturation bins S = {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}.
For reasons outside of the experiment, 43 of the 47 cities initially assigned to the 25%
saturation bin in fact received a 50% saturation, and 12 of the 47 cities initially assigned to
the 75% saturation bin received a 100% saturation.24 For this reason all of the results we
present below restrict attention to the subset of cities that received their initially assigned
saturation.25 Thus, our estimation sample consists of 47 cities in the 0% saturation bin, 4
cities in the 25% saturation bin, 47 cities in the 50% saturation bin, 35 cities in the 75%
saturation bin, and 47 cities in the 100% saturation bin.
Eligible workers in each city then received offers with a probability equal to the saturation
assigned to their city. As mentioned in the introduction, the overall take-up rate of job
placement services was 35%. Only workers who were assigned to treatment could receive
it, so Assumption 4 (one-sided non-compliance) holds. In addition, Assumption 5 (IOR)
is reasonable in this setting: using a simple regression-based test, we show in section 2.12
that the probability of take-up does not depend on the saturation bin that an individual is
23
The formal criteria for eligibility included “aged below 30, with at least a two-year college degree, and
having spent either 12 out of the last 18 months or 6 months continuously unemployed or underemployed”
(Crépon et al., 2013a, p. 545).
24
The reassignment of cities across bins is not a problem for the analysis in Crépon et al. (2013a), because
the main results in that study make only a binary comparison between the cities assigned to the 0% saturation
bin and the pooled group of cities assigned to positive saturation bins.
25
Naturally, the validity of this restriction relies on the assumption that the reassignment of cities across
saturation bins was unrelated to their underlying characteristics.
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α

γ

αn

γn

αc

γc

βc

δc

Outcome: long-term employment
Estimate
Std. error

0.47
0.01

-0.09
0.07

0.47
0.02

0.14
0.09

0.48
0.04

-0.51
0.24

-0.09
0.05

0.62
0.25

Outcome: any employment
Estimate
Std. error

0.60
0.01

-0.11
0.06

0.57
0.02

0.14
0.09

0.66
0.04

-0.56
0.24

-0.10
0.05

0.62
0.25

Observations

7,440

5,814

3,104

Table 12: Estimated coefficients for long-term employment and any employment. Standard
errors are clustered at the city level. See Equation 2.18 for the coefficient definitions.
assigned to. Researchers collected data on labor market outcomes in a follow-up 8 months
after treatment receipt. Here we present results for two outcome variables: long-term
employment (indefinite contract or fixed-term contract longer than 6 months) and any
¯ = (1, d):
¯
employment. Throughout we fix a linear potential outcomes function, so that f (d)

Yig = αig + βig Dig + γig D̄ig + δig Dig D̄ig .

(2.18)

Recall that our RS-IV estimator recovers average coefficients for compliers (αc , β c , γ c , δ c ), for
never-takers (αn , γ n ), and for the whole population (α, γ).26 Using these, we can reconstruct
the average potential outcome functions for treated and untreated compliers,27 for untreated
never-takers, and for the whole population.
Using the estimator proposed in section 2.4,28 Table 12 presents estimates and standard
errors (clustered at the city level) of the average effects for the whole population, for nevertakers, and for compliers using long-term employment and any employment as outcome
variables. We estimate large negative spillovers (γ c = −0.51) for untreated compliers, and
effectively no spillovers (γ c + δ c = 0.62 − 0.51 = 0.11) for treated compliers. For the average
untreated complier, increasing the treated share among his neighbors from 10 percent to
26

In the more general notation in section section 2.2, θ ig = (αig , γig ) and (ψ ig − θ ig ) = (βig , δig ).
Thus, we obtain the full set of average direct and indirect treatment effects for this group.
28
We include the observations from 0% saturation cities, using the over-identified 2SLS estimator described
in section 2.10.
27
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(a)
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0.4

0.5

D̄ig

Untreated compliers

(b)

Treated compliers

Figure 5: Potential outcomes as a function of d¯ig using the probability of long-term employment as outcome. The left-hand side panel illustrates the average potential outcome
function for untreated compliers: αc + γ c d¯ig . The right-hand side panel illustrates the average potential outcome function for treated compliers: (αc + β c ) + (γ c + δ c )d¯ig . The dashed
curves represent 95% confidence intervals. Each tick in the rug plot on the horizontal axis
represents a realized value of D̄g in a city in the experiment.
50 percent would decrease her likelihood of employment by 20 percentage points. This is
a considerable negative indirect effect of the policy intervention. However, this negative
spillover effect is nullified –and possibly reversed– when compliers are assigned to, and
therefore receive, the treatment.
For completeness, Figure 5 depicts the implied average potential outcome functions for
untreated and treated compliers, using long-term employment as the outcome variable.
Figure 6 depicts the corresponding functions using any employment as the outcome variable instead. We report average functions as bold lines, and corresponding (pointwise)
95% confidence intervals as dashed curves. The downward sloping functions on the left of
both figures illustrate the negative estimated spillover for untreated compliers: employment
prospects for those who would have taken up treatment if offered worsen rapidly as more
job seekers in their city take up the job placement program. The flat curves on the right, in
contrast, reveal that employment prospects for those who take up treatment are unaffected
by the average city-level treatment take up. These patterns are consistent with the idea
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Figure 6: Potential outcomes as a function of d¯ig using the probability of any employment
as outcome. The left-hand side panel illustrates the average potential outcome function
for untreated compliers: αc + γ c d¯ig . The right-hand side panel illustrates the average
potential outcome function for treated compliers: (αc + β c ) + (γ c + δ c )d¯ig . The dashed
curves represent 95% confidence intervals. Each tick in the rug plot on the horizontal axis
represents a realized value of D̄g in a city in the experiment.
that compliers who did not receive job placement assistance are hurt by competition in
the labor market, while job placement assistance shields those who take it up from these
negative spillovers.
Thus, among those willing to receive job placement services, more widespread take-up of the
program, possibly via increased labor market competition, has a differential impact across
those who do receive and those who do not receive treatment. This difference is driven by
the direct treatment effects on compliers, which we plot in Figure 7. The estimated direct
effect increases with D̄ig and is positive for most values of D̄ig observed in the data, although
the 95% confidence interval contains an effect size of zero for most observations. Finally,
although we cannot recover full treatment effects for never-takers or for the population as a
whole, Table 12 also illustrates that the average spillover γ n for never takers is positive albeit
statistically insignificant. The resulting average spillover for the population as a whole, γ,
although much smaller in magnitude compared to the one for compliers, is negative and
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Figure 7: Direct treatment effect as a function of d¯ig for compliers: β c +δ c d¯ig . The left-hand
side figure uses long-term employment as outcome variable. The right-hand side figure uses
any employment as outcome. The dashed curves represent 95% confidence intervals. Each
tick in the rug plot on the horizontal axis represents a realized value of D̄g in a city in the
experiment.
marginally significant for any employment (γ = −0.11).
In settings with potential non-compliance such as this one, participants’ take-up decisions
may be driven by the expected gains from participation. Our findings are consistent with
such behavior: those who decline participation may do so precisely if they expect they will
not suffer negative spillovers from others receiving the program. In turn, compliance may
in part be driven by the knowledge that, in the absence of treatment, program receipt by
others hurts own labor market prospects.29 Indeed, in Table 14 we report results from a
regression of compliance indicators on pre-treatment characteristics for the sub-sample of
offered individuals. Compared to never-takers, compliers appear to be a more vulnerable
sub-population: at baseline they are less likely to cohabit, less educated, less likely to be
employed or to have a stable labor contract, and are more likely to receive unemployment
insurance.30 Knowledge of this pattern of effects may prove valuable for the design of other
29

Notice that these forms of ‘selection on gains’ are compatible with the IOR assumption holding.
Compliers are also less likely to have young children, which may indicate that never takers are less able
to participate in the program and possibly in the labor market.
30
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similar large-scale labor market programs.

2.6. Simulation study
We now present the results of a simulation study to demonstrate the performance of our
estimator. As in section 2.5, we assume f (x)0 = [1 x] to obtain a linear model of the form
given in (2.5):
Yig = αig + βig Dig + γig D̄ig + δig Dig D̄ig .
We compare the results of our estimator to those of a ‘naı̈ve’ IV regression of Yig on Xig ≡
(1, Dig , D̄ig , Dig D̄ig )0 with instruments Z ig ≡ (1, Zig , Sg , Zig Sg )0 . Lemma 13 shows that this
regression yields unbiased estimates of α and β c , and biased estimates of γ and δ c .
Our simulation design broadly follows the sampling and experimental design of Crépon et al.
(2013a) and follows a simple data generating process that allows for correlation between the
random coefficients and the share of compliers in a city, C̄g . We present results from three
simulation studies with different numbers of groups, G. Our main simulations set G = 235
to match the experimental design in Crépon et al. (2013a), and comparison exercises use 150
and 500 groups. In all cases, we consider groups of equal size, with 116 individuals in each,
which is the average group size in Crépon et al. (2013a). We randomly assign exactly 1/5
of groups to one of five treatment assignment saturations, sg ∈ S = {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1},
and make individual Bernoulli offers.
We randomly assign to each group g a share of compliers C̄g ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} with
equal probability, and individuals are assigned a compliance status in the corresponding
proportion. To generate the random coefficients, we first choose and hold fixed arbitrary
values for the four unconditional average parameters, (α, β, γ, δ) = (0.5, 0.2, −0.7, 0.8). We
then draw individual level random coefficients according to (with analogous expressions for
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α

γ

αn

γn

αc

γc

βc

δc

0.50

-0.70

0.50

-0.73

0.50

-0.63

0.20

0.94

RS-IV
Average coefficient
Std. dev.
Coverage

0.50
0.00
0.97

-0.69
0.08
0.95

0.50
0.01
0.91

-0.73
0.10
0.91

0.50
0.04
0.98

-0.59
0.36
0.97

0.21
0.07
0.96

0.89
0.44
0.96

Naı̈ve IV
Average coefficient
Std. dev.
Coverage

0.50
0.00
0.97

-0.63
0.05
0.65

0.21
0.06
0.95

1.02
0.29
0.91

RS-IV
Average coefficient
Std. dev.
Coverage

0.50
0.00
0.97

-0.69
0.06
0.94

0.20
0.05
0.96

0.91
0.34
0.96

Naı̈ve IV
Average coefficient
Std. dev.
Coverage

0.50
0.00
0.97

-0.63
0.04
0.50

0.20
0.05
0.95

1.03
0.22
0.90

RS-IV
Average coefficient
Std. dev.
Coverage

0.50
0.00
0.97

-0.69
0.04
0.95

0.20
0.04
0.96

0.91
0.23
0.95

Naı̈ve IV
Average coefficient
Std. dev.
Coverage

0.50
0.00
0.97

-0.63
0.02
0.20

0.20
0.03
0.95

1.04
0.15
0.87

True values
150 groups

235 groups
0.50
0.01
0.91

-0.73
0.08
0.92

0.50
0.03
0.98

-0.60
0.28
0.97

500 groups
0.50
0.01
0.91

-0.73
0.05
0.91

0.50
0.02
0.98

-0.60
0.19
0.97

Table 13: Comparison of our RS-IV and the ‘naı̈ve’ IV in simulations with 150, 235 or 500
groups. We show the mean, standard deviation, and coverage for estimates using the RS-IV
and ‘naı̈ve’ IV over 5000 simulations.
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Figure 8: Distribution of the estimates of the spillover terms, (γ, γ n , γ c , δ c ), for our IV and
the ‘naı̈ve’ IV (where available) for simulations with 235 groups, over 5000 simulations. The
true parameter values are given by green vertical lines. Analogous figures for simulations
with 150 and 500 groups appear in section 2.9.
βig , γig , δig ):
"

#
C̄ig − E[C̄ig ]
uig
κα
p
αig = α +
+p
σα ,
sd(C̄ig )
κ2α + 1
κ2α + 1

iid

uig ∼ N (0, 1)

(2.19)

where κ = (κα , κβ , κγ , κδ ) controls the strength of correlation between C̄ig and each of the
p
random coefficients (αig , βig , γig , δig ), such that corr(αig , C̄ig ) = κα / κ2α + 1 (with analogous expressions for βig , γig , δig ). Thus, we normalize the random coefficients so that their
means are given by the unconditional parameters, (α, β, γ, δ), and their standard deviations
are given by σ = (σα , σβ , σγ , σδ ). In the simulations below, we set κ = (0, 0, 1.2, 1.5) and
σ = (0.3, 0.3, 0.2, 0.4), which gives corr(γig , C̄ig ) ≈ 0.77 and corr(δig , C̄ig ) ≈ 0.83.
We report the main results of our simulations in Table 13, which shows the mean and
standard deviation of our estimated coefficients and the coverage of our estimated 95%
confidence intervals for both our estimator and the ‘naı̈ve’ IV across 5000 simulations.31
31

In principle, one could estimate (αn , γ n ) by estimating a naı̈ve IV regression of Yig on a constant and
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The second panel presents the results for a sample size similar to the experimental design
in Crépon et al. (2013a), with 235 groups. Our estimator performs well at this sample
size—the average coefficients are very close to the true values and the coverage is close to
the nominal level for all eight parameter values—and its performance improves in larger
samples, as expected. In contrast, the naı̈ve IV estimates of γ and δ c are biased, as shown
in Lemma 13. Naturally, the performance of the naı̈ve IV does not improve as we increase
the sample size—the average coefficients do not change and the coverage worsens as the
standard errors shrink. Figure 8 shows the empirical distribution of the point estimates for
our estimator in the simulations with 235 groups and compares this to the naı̈ve IV for γ
and δ c . Again, our estimator performs well and the bias of the naı̈ve IV is clearly visible,
as is the mean-variance tradeoff between the two estimators. Appendix 2.9 presents similar
figures for simulations with 150 and 500 groups.

2.7. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed methods to identify and estimate direct and indirect causal
effects under one-sided non-compliance, using data from a randomized saturation experiment. Under appropriate assumptions, we show that the key source of unobserved heterogeneity is the share of compliers within a given group. In a setting with many large
groups, this quantity can be estimated and yields a simple IV estimator that is consistent
and asymptotically normal in the limit as group size and the number of groups grow. We
have also illustrated the applicability of our methods using data from a large-scale jobplacement program randomized saturation experiment. In this setting, we find negative
spillover effects on the sub-population willing to take up the program. The direct effects,
however, shield those who take up treatment from those negative indirect effects. A possible extension of the methods described above would be to consider settings with two-sided
non-compliance. In this case our identification approach would condition on the share of
D̄ig on a subset of the data with (Zig = 1, Dig = 0), using Sg as an instrument for D̄ig . Similarly, one could
estimate (αc + β c , γ c + δ c ) by estimating the same regression on a subset of the data with (Zig = 1, Dig = 1).
However, both sets of estimated parameters would be biased if γ is correlated with C̄ig , and the second set
of estimates would be biased if δ is correlated with C̄ig .
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always-takers in addition to the share of compliers. Another interesting extension would
be to consider relaxing Assumption 5 to allow some dependence of individuals’ take-up
decisions on the offers of their peers. Work currently in progress explores this possibility.

2.8. Proofs

|=

Y |Z and X

|=

|=

Y |Z and W = h(Y ) =⇒ X

W |(Y, Z) =⇒ X

W |Z.

Y |(W, Z).
|=

Y |Z and W = h(Y ) =⇒ X

|=

|=

(v) (Contraction): X

|=

(iii) (Decomposition): X
(iv) (Weak Union): X

X|Z.

Y |Y .
|=

(ii) (Redundancy): X

Y |Z =⇒ Y

|=

(i) (Symmetry): X

|=

The following lemma, taken from ? summarizes several useful properties of conditional
independence that we use in our proofs below. The names attached to properties (i) and
(iii)–(v) are taken from Pearl (1988). For the purposes of this document, we call the second
property “redundancy.”
Lemma 16 (Axioms of Conditional Independence). Let X, Y, Z, W be random vectors defined on a common probability space, and let h be a measurable function. Then:

(Y, W )|Z.

|=

|=

For simplicity, our proofs below freely use the “Symmetry” property without comment,
although we reference the other properties when used. We also rely on the following corollary
of Lemma 16.
Corollary 1. X Y |Z implies (X, Z) Y |Z.

|=

Proof of Lemma 12. Applying Corollary 1 and the Decomposition property to Assumption 6(ii) yields Z g (C g , C̄ig )|(Ng , Sg ). By the definition of conditional independence, it
follows that the distribution of Z g |(Ng , Sg , C g , C̄ig ) is the same as that of Z g |(Ng , Sg ):

P(Z g = z|Ng = n, Sg = s, C g , C̄ig ) = P(Z g = z|Ng = n, Sg = s).

(2.20)


Now, define the shorthand A ≡ Ng = n, Sg = s, C g = c, C̄ig = c̄ and let C(i) be the indices
of all non-zero components of c, excluding the ith component,
i.e. C(i) ≡ {j 6= i : cj = 1}.
nP
o

By the definition of D̄ig , the event D̄ig = d is equivalent to
C
Z
=
d(N
−
1)
.
jg
jg
g
j6=i
Consequently,



X
P(D̄ig = d|A, Zig ) = P   Cjg Zjg  = d(n − 1) A, Zig 
j6=i


= P 


X



Zjg  = d(n − 1) A, Zig 

j∈C(i)
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where the first equality uses the fact that A implies Ng = n, and the second uses the
fact that A implies C g = c, so we know precisely which of the indicators Cjg equal zero
and which equal one. Under Assumption 2, (2.20) implies that Z g |A ∼ iid Bernoulli(s).
By our definition of C(i) it follows that, conditional on A, the subvector of Z g that
corresponds to C(i) constitutes an iid sequence of c̄(n − 1) Bernoulli(s) random variables,
each of which is independent
 of Zig . Hence, conditional on (A, Zig ), we see that
P
j∈C(i) Zjg ∼ Binomial c̄(n − 1), s .
Proof of Lemma 13. Under (2.5), Yig = X0ig Big where Big = (αig , βig , γig , δig )0 . Now, let


Rig ≡ Sg , Zig , Ng , C̄ig , Cig , Big and Λig ≡ diag 1, Cig , C̄ig , Cig C̄ig . From Lemma 12 we
see that E[D̄ig |R] = C̄ig Sg . Since Dig = Cig Zig under one-sided non-compliance and IOR,
it follows that E[X0ig |Rig ] = Z 0ig Λig . Hence,

E [Z ig Yig ] = E Z ig E(X0ig |Rig )Big = E Z ig Z 0ig (Λig Big )







E Z ig X0ig = E Z ig E X0ig |Rig = E Z ig Z 0ig Λig










|=

since Z ig and Big are Rig –measurable. Now, applying Decomposition and Corollary 1
to part (ii) of Assumption 6 gives Zig (Cig , C̄ig , Big )|(Sg , Ng ). Under Bernoulli offers,
however, this conditional distribution does not involve Ng , so we obtain
|=

(Cig , C̄ig , Big ) Zig |Sg .

|=

(2.21)

|=

Similarly, applying Decomposition to part (ii) of Corollary 1, we see that (Cig , C̄ig , Big ) Sg .
Combining this with (2.21), the Contraction axiom yields (Cig , C̄ig , Big ) (Zig , Sg ), implying that (Z ig Z 0ig ) is independent of both Λig and (Λig Big ). Accordingly,
ϑIV =

E Z ig Z 0ig Λig

 





−1

E Z ig Z 0ig (Λig Big ) = E [Λig ]−1 E [Λig Big ] .






By the definitions of ϑIV , Λig and Big it follows that


E C̄ig γig
E [Cig βig ]
  ,
αIV = E [αig ] , βIV =
, γIV =
E [Cig ]
E C̄ig

E Cig C̄ig δig

 .
δIV =
E Cig C̄ig




By iterated expectations over Cig , we obtain βIV = E [βig |Cig = 1] while


E C̄ig γig
Cov(C̄ig , γig ) + E(C̄ig )E(γig )
Cov(C̄ig , γig )
  =
= E[γig ] +
.
γIV =
E(C̄ig )
E(C̄ig )
E C̄ig
Similarly, again taking iterated expectations over Cig ,


E C̄ig δig |C̄ig = 1
Cov(C̄ig , δig |Cig = 1)

 = E [γig ] +
δIV =
.
E(C̄ig |Cig = 1)
E C̄ig |Cig = 1

|=

Proof of Theorem 7. Assumption 6(i) implies (C g , Bg ) Sg |Ng by Weak Union and Decom-
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|=

position. Combining this with Assumption 6(ii) gives
(Zg , Sg ) (Bg , C g )|Ng

(2.22)

(Sg , Z g )

|=

by Contraction. Now let C −ig denote the subvector of C g that excludes element i. Applying
Decomposition, Corollary 1, and Weak Union to (2.22),
(Big , Cig , C −ig , Ng )|(Ng , C̄ig ).

(2.23)

C −ig |(Ng , C̄ig , Sg , Zig ).

(2.24)

|=

D̄ig

|=

because C̄ig is a function of (C g , Ng ). By Lemma 12,

|=

Applying Decomposition to (2.23) gives C −ig (Sg , Zig )|(Ng , C̄ig ). Combining this with
(2.24),
(Sg , Zig , D̄ig ) C −ig |(Ng , C̄ig )
(2.25)

(Sg , Zig , D̄ig )

|=

by Contraction. Now, applying Weak Union, Decomposition, and Corollary 1 to (2.23),
(Big , Cig )|(C −ig , C̄ig , Ng ).

(2.26)

(Sg , Zig , D̄ig )

|=

since D̄ig is a function of (Z g , C −ig , Ng ). Finally, applying Contraction to (2.25) and (2.26),
(C −ig , Big , Cig )|(C̄ig , Ng )

and the result follows by a final application of Decomposition.
Proof of Lemma 14. Define the shorthand U ≡ Q(c̄, n), A ≡ Q0 (c̄, n), and B = Q1 (c̄, n) so
that


A+B B
.
U=
B
B
Using this notation, we are asked to show that U is invertible if and only if A and B are
both invertible, in which case U −1 = V where

 −1
A
−A−1
V ≡
.
−A−1 A−1 + B −1
The “if” direction follows by direct calculation: V U = U V = I. For the “only if” direction,
suppose that U is invertible. Partitioning U −1 into blocks (C, D, E, F ) conformably with
the partition of U , we have


 
 


A+B B C D
I 0
C D A+B B
−1
UU =
=
=
= U −1 U.
B
B E F
0 I
E F
B
B
We begin by showing that A is invertible. Consider the product U U −1 . Multiplying the
first row of U by the first column of U −1 gives the equation AC +B(C +E) = I; multiplying
the second row of U by the first column of U −1 gives B(C + E) = 0. Combining these,
AC = Im . Now consider the product U −1 U . Multiplying the first row of U −1 by the first
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column of U gives CA + (C + D)B = I; multiplying the first row of U −1 by the second
column of U gives (C + D)B = 0. Combining these, CA = I. Since AC = CA = I, we have
shown that A is invertible with A−1 = C.
We next show that D = E = −C. Consider again the product U U −1 . Multiplying the
first row of U by the second column of U −1 gives AD + B(D + F ) = 0; multiplying
the second row of U by the second column of U −1 gives B(D + F ) = I. Combining
these, AD = −I and because A−1 = C we can solve this equation to yield D = −C.
Now consider U −1 U . Multiplying the second row of U −1 by the first column of U gives
EA + (E + F )B = 0; multiplying the second row of U −1 by the second column of U gives
(E + F )B = I. Combining these, EA = −I and solving for E, we have E = −C since
A−1 = C.
Finally we show that B is invertible. Multiplying the second row of U by the second column
of U −1 gives B(D + F ) = I, but since D = −C this becomes B(F − C) = I Multiplying
the second row of U −1 by the first column of U gives (E + F )B + EA = 0 but because
E = −C = A−1 this becomes (F − C)B = I. Thus, B(F − C) = (F − C)B = I so we have
shown that B is invertible with B −1 = F − C.
Proof of Theorem 8. For each part, it suffices to find an appropriate outcome variable Yeig ,
e ig , and instrument set Z
e ig such that we can write Yeig = X
e 0 ϑ + Uig
regressor vector X
ig
e ig X
e 0 ] is invertible. Note that
where ϑ is the parameter of interest, E[Zeig Uig ] = 0, and E[Z
ig
e ig , Yeig , Z
e ig ) are placeholders for quantities that differ in each part of the proof: for part
(X

1
(i) they represent (Xig , Yig , Z W
ig ) while for part (ii) they stand for Dig f (D̄ig ), Dig Yig , Z ig ,
for example. The definitions of Uig and ϑ are also specific to each part of the proof.


e 0 ϑ+Uig where ϑ0 ≡ E(θ 0ig ) E(ψ 0ig − ϑ0ig |Cig = 1) ,
Part (i) By (2.2) we can write Yeig = X
ig
e ig ≡ Xig , and Uig ≡ X0 (Big − ϑ). Under IOR Dig = Cig Zig . Hence, defining
Yeig ≡ Yig , X
ig
Mig ≡ diag {1, Cig } ⊗ IK ,


  

  



1
1 0
1
1 0
⊗ f (D̄ig ) = Mig Wig .
⊗ IK
⊗ IK f (D̄ig ) =
Xig =
Zig
0 Cig
0 Cig Zig
0 [M (B − ϑ)]. Thus, taking Z
e W ≡ Z ig , we have
Since Mig is symmetric, Uig = Wig
ig
ig
ig

e ig Uig ]
E[Z
n h

e ig Uig C̄ig , Ng
E Z

io




0
= E Q(C̄ig , Ng )−1 E Wig Wig
Mig (Big − ϑ) C̄ig , Ng
|=

=E

by iterated expectations. By assumption (Zig , D̄ig ) (Cig , Big )|(C̄ig , Ng ). Hence,




 
0
0
E Wig Wig
Mig (Big − ϑ) C̄ig , Ng = E Wig Wig
C̄ig , Ng E Mig (Big − ϑ)| C̄ig , Ng
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0 is a measurable function of (Z , D̄ ) and M (B − ϑ)
by Decomposition, since Wig Wig
ig
ig
ig
ig
e ig Uig ],
is a measurable function of (Cig , Big ). Substituting into the expression for E[Z
h
i
 

e ig Uig = E E Mig (Big − ϑ)| C̄ig , Ng = E [Mig (Big − ϑ)]
E Z
0 |C̄ , N ]−1 . Now, substituting
by iterated expectations, since Q(C̄ig , Ng )−1 = E[Wig Wig
ig
g
the definitions of Mig , Big , and ϑ,


(θ ig − E {θ ig })


E [Mig (Big − ϑ)] = E
=0
Cig ψ ig − θ ig − E ψ ig − θ ig Cig = 1




e ig Uig ] = 0. Simisince E Cig ψ ig − θ ig = E(Cig )E ψ ig − θ ig Cig = 1 . Therefore E[Z
larly,
h
i



e ig X
e 0 = E Q(C̄ig , Ng )−1 E Wig W0 Mig |C̄ig , Ng
E Z
ig
ig


 

0
= E Q(C̄ig , Ng )−1 E Wig Wig
|C̄ig , Ng E Mig |C̄ig , Ng = E [Mig ] .
Since [Mig ] is invertible if and only if
Assumption 7.

e ig X
e 0 ] is invertible by
E(Cig ) 6= 0, it follows that E[Z
ig

2 = D and D (1−D ) = 0, multiplying both sides of (2.2) by D and
Part (ii) Since Dig
ig
ig
ig
ig
e 0 ϑ+Uig where ϑ ≡ E(ψ ig |Cig = 1),
simplifying gives Dig Yig = Dig f (D̄ig )ψ ig . Thus Yeig = X

ig
e ig ≡ Dig f (D̄ig ), and Uig ≡ Dig f (D̄ig ) 0 (ψ ig − ϑ). The remainder of the
Ye ≡ Dig Yig , X
e ig ≡ Z 1 and substituting Dig = Zig Cig
argument is similar to that of part (i). Taking Z
ig
gives



 
e ig Uig ] = E Q1 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 E f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 Zig |C̄ig , Ng E Cig (ψ ig − ϑ) C̄ig , Ng
E[Z
 



= E E Cig (ψ ig − ϑ)|C̄ig , Ng = E Cig (ψ ig − ϑ) .

Since

e ig Uig ) = 0. Similarly,
E[Cig ψ ig ] = E(Cig )E(ψ ig |Cig = 1) = E(Cig ϑ), we obtain E(Z
h

i




e ig X
e 0 = E Q1 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 E f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 Zig Cig |C̄ig , Ng
E Z
ig


 

= E Q1 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 E f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 Zig |C̄ig , Ng E Cig |C̄ig , Ng
= E(Cig )IK .
Hence,

e ig X
e ig ]0 is invertible by Assumption 7.
E[Z

Part (iii) Since (1−Dig )2 = (1−Dig ) and Dig (1−Dig ) = 0, multiplying both sides of (2.2)
by Zig (1−Dig ) and simplifying gives Zig (1−Dig )Yig = Zig (1−Dig )f (D̄ig )θ ig . Thus we have
e 0 ϑ+Uig where ϑ ≡ E(θ ig |Cig = 0), Yeig ≡ Zig (1−Dig )Yig , X
e ig ≡ Zig (1−Dig )f (D̄ig ),
Yeig = X
ig

0
and Uig ≡ Zig (1 − Dig )f (D̄ig ) (θ ig − ϑ). The remainder of the argument is similar to that
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e ig ≡ Z 1 and substituting Zig (1 − Dig ) = Zig (1 − Cig ) gives
of part (i). Taking Z
ig

E[Zeig Uig ] = E Q1 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 E f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 Zig |C̄ig , Ng E [(1 − Cig )(θig − ϑ)| C̄ig , Ng
 

= E E (1 − Cig )(θ ig − ϑ)|C̄ig , Ng = E [(1 − Cig )(θ ig − ϑ)] .








e ig Uig ) = 0.
Since E[(1−Cig )θ ig ] = E(1−Cig )E(θ ig |Cig = 1) = E[(1−Cig )ϑ], we obtain E(Z
Similarly,
h
i



e ig X
e 0 = E Q1 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 E f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 Zig (1 − Cig )|C̄ig , Ng
E Z
ig


 

= E Q1 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 E f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 Zig |C̄ig , Ng E (1 − Cig )|C̄ig , Ng
= E(1 − Cig )IK .

It follows that

e ig X
e 0 ] is invertible by Assumption 7.
E[Z
ig

Part (iv) Under one-sided non-compliance and IOR, (1−Zig )(1−Dig ) = (1−Zig ). Hence,
multiplying both sides of (2.2) by (1 − Zig ), we obtain (1 − Zig )Yig = (1 − Zig )f (D̄ig )0 θ ig ,
e 0 ϑ + Uig where ϑ ≡ E(θ ig ),
using the fact that Zig (1 − Zig ) = 0. Thus we can write Yeig = X
ig
e ig ≡ (1−Zig )f (D̄ig ), and Uig ≡ (1−Zig )f (D̄ig )0 (θ ig −ϑ). The remainder
Yeig ≡ (1−Zig )Yig , X
e ig ≡ Z 0 , we obtain
of the argument is similar to that of part (i). Taking Z
ig
e ig Uig ] = E Q0 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 E f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 (1 − Zig )|C̄ig , Ng E [θ ig − ϑ| C̄ig , Ng
E[Z
 

= E E θ ig − E(θ ig )|C̄ig , Ng = 0






i

h




e ig X
e 0 = E Q0 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 E f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 (1 − Zig )|C̄ig , Ng = IK .
E Z
ig
|=

and



Lemma 17. Under Assumptions 2 and 6, (Sg , Zig ) (Cig , C̄ig , Ng , Big ).

(C g , Big , Ng )|Sg .

(2.27)

|=

Zig

|=

|=

|=

Proof of Lemma 17. By Assumption 2 Zig Ng |Sg and by Assumption 6 (ii) and Decomposition Zig (Cig , Big )|(Sg , Ng ). Combining these by Contraction yields

|=

|=

Now, by Assumption 6 (i) we have Sg (C g , Big , Ng ). Combining this with (2.27) by a
second application of Contraction gives (Zig , Sg ) (C g , Big , Ng ). The result follows by a
final application of Decomposition.

|=

Proof of Theorem 9. Assumptions 1–6 imply that (Zig , D̄ig ) (Big , Cig )|(C̄ig , Ng ) by Theorem 7. Hence Assumptions 1–7 are sufficient for the conclusions of Theorem 8 to hold.
Now, by Lemma 12, Assumptions 1–2 and 4–6 imply that the conditional distribution of
D̄ig |(C̄ig , Ng , Zig ) is known. Moreover, by Lemma 17, Zig (C̄ig , Ng ) so the distribution
of Z ig |(C̄ig , Ng ) is likewise known. It follows that Q, Q0 and Q1 are known functions of
(C̄ig , Ng ). Since Ng is observed, knowledge of C̄ig is thus sufficient to identify the quantities

E(θig ), E(ψ ig − θig |Cig = 1), E(ψ ig |Cig = 1), E(θig |Cig = 0)
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by the relevant parts of Theorem 8. Now, by iterated expectations,
1

E(θig |Cig = 1) = E(θig |Cig = 0) +

E(Cig )

[E(θ ig ) − E(θ ig |Cig = 0)] .

|=

Since E(Cig ) = E(Dig |Zig = 1), it follows that E(θ ig |Cig = 1) is identified. Under IOR and
one-sided non-compliance {Dig = 1} = {Cig = 1, Zig = 1}, and applying Weak Union and
Decomposition to Lemma 17, we see that Zig Big |Cig . Thus,

E(Big |Dig = 1) = E(Big |Cig = 1, Zig = 1) = E(Big |Cig = 1).
¯ = f (d)
¯ 0 θ ig + df (d)
¯ 0 (ψ − θ ig ) under Assumption 3.
The result follows since Yig (d, d)
ig
b and ρg ≡ Ng /E(Ng ),
Proof of Theorem 10. Substituting the model into the definition of ϑ

b −ϑ=
ϑ

Ng
G X
X

−1 
b ig X 0 
Z
ig

Ng
G X
X



g=1 i=1


b ig Uig 
Z

g=1 i=1

−1 

G
G
G
G
X
X
X
X
1
1
1
1
 

Ag +
R(1)
Pg +
R(2)
=
g
g
G
G
G
G


g=1

g=1

g=1

g=1

where we define
Ng
1 X b
Ag ≡
ρg Z ig X 0ig
Ng

R(1)
g

i=1
Ng

Pg ≡

Ng
1 X
b ig − Z ig )X 0
ρg (Z
≡
ig
Ng
i=1
Ng

1 X b
0
ρg Z ig Uig
Ng

R(2)
g ≡

i=1

By assumption, both ||

(1)
g=1 Rg ||

PG

1 X
b ig − Z ig )Uig .
ρg (Z
Ng
i=1

and ||

(2)
g=1 Rg ||

PG

are oP (G) and thus

−1 

G
G
X
X
1
1
b −ϑ=
ϑ
Ag + oP (1) 
Pg + oP (1)
G
G


g=1

g=1

Now, since we observe a random sample of groups and Ag is a group-level random variable




Ng
G
X
X



1
1
Ag  = E(Ag ) = E 
E ρg Z ig X0ig |Ng  = E E ρg Z ig X0ig |Ng
E
G
Ng
g=1

i=1

=E

(ρg Z ig X0ig )

where the second equality uses iterated expectations and linearity, the third uses the assumption of identical distribution within groups, and the the fourth uses iterated expecta(j,k)
tions a second time. Now consider an arbitrary entry Ag
of the matrix Ag and let k·kF
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denote the Frobenius norm. By the triangle and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities, and using
the assumption of identical distribution with group, we have


2
Ng
G


X
X


1
1
1
1
1
 = Var A(j,k)
Var 
A(j,k)
≤ E ||Ag ||2F = E  2
ρg Z ig X0ig 
g
g
G
G
G
G
Ng
g=1
i=1
F
2 


Ng
X
1
1
ρg Z ig X0ig F  
≤ E 2 
G
Ng
i=1



X
1
1
= E 2E
ρg Z ig X0ig F ρg Z jg X0jg F Ng 
G
Ng
i,j≤Ng



1  1  X
2
≤ E
E
ρg Z ig X0ig F Ng 
G
Ng2
i,j≤Ng
i
i
1 h
1 h 
2
2
= E E ρg Z ig X0ig F Ng = E ρ2g Z ig X0ig F → 0
G
G


2
2
0
since all finite-dimensional norms are equivalent and E ρg Z ig Xig
= o(G). Hence, by
F
P
0
the L2 weak law of large numbers G−1 G
g=1 Ag →p E(ρg Z ig Xig ) = I. An analogous arguP
ment shows that G−1 G
g=1 Pg →p E(ρg Z ig Uig ) = 0. The result follows by the continuous
mapping theorem.


Proof of Theorem 11. Continuing the argument from the proof of Theorem 10, we have


G
G
X
X
√
1
1
b − ϑ) = [I + oP (1)]−1  √
.
G(ϑ
Pg + √
R(2)
g
G g=1
G g=1
(2)
g=1 Rg ||

= oP (G1/2 ), and hence

√
b − ϑ) =
G(ϑ

PG
Pg + oP (1).
√g=1
Thus, it suffices to apply the Lindeberg-Feller central√limit theorem to Pg / G. Because we
P
observe a random sample of groups, Var( G
g=1 Pg / G) = Var(Pg ) which by assumption
converges to Σ. All that remains is to verify the Lindeberg condition, namely
h
n
√ oi
2
E ||Pg || 1 ||Pg || > ε G → 0
By assumption, ||

PG

√1
G



for any ε > 0. A sufficient condition for this to hold is G−δ/2 E ||Pg ||2+δ
→ 0 for some
h
i


2
2
δ > 0. By an argument similar to that used to establish E ||Ag ||F ≤ E ρg ||Z ig X0ig ||2F in
the proof of Theorem 10, we likewise have
h
i
h
i
0 2+δ
G−δ/2 E ||Pg ||2+δ ≤ G−δ/2 E ρ2+δ
= o(1)
g ||Z ig Xig ||
so the result follows.
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Lemma 18. Let Z̄g ≡

PNg

j=1 Zjg /Ng .

Under the conditions of Lemma 15,

P(Z̄g < s/2) ≤ exp −ns2 /2 .


Proof of Lemma 18. Conditional on (Ng = n, Sg = s), the treatment offers (Z1 , . . . , ZNg )
are a collection of n iid Bernoulli(s) random variables by Assumption 2. Hence, by Hoeffding’s inequality



P Z̄g < s/2|Ng = n, Sg = s ≤ exp −2n(s − s/2)2 ≤ exp −ns2 /2
where the second inequality follows since s ≤ s. Thus,
X

P(Z̄g ≤ s/2|Ng = n, Sg = s)P(Ng = n, Sg = s) ≤ exp −2ns2 /4
P(Z̄g < s/2) =
n,s

by the law of total probability. The result follows since P(Z̄g < s/2) ≤ P(Zg ≤ s/2).
PNg
bg ≡ PNg Djg /Ng Z̄g , where Z̄g is as defined in
Lemma 19. Let C̄g = j=1
Cjg /Ng and C
j=1
Lemma 18. Under the conditions of Lemma 15 and for any t > 0,



P Cbg − C̄g ≥ t Z̄g ≥ s/2 ≤ 2 exp −ns2 t2 /2 .

Proof of Lemma 19. Let A ≡ Cg = c, Ng = n, C̄g = c̄, Ng Z̄g = m, Sg = s where m > 0.
Suppose first that c̄ 6= 0. In this case




n


X
X
c
Z
1
j jg
∗
P Cbg − C̄g > t A = P 
− c̄ > t A = P 
Zjg
− c̄ > t A
m
nc̄
j=1

j∈C

∗ ≡ nc̄Z /m. Given A, the {Z }
where C ≡ {j : cj = 1} and Zjg
jg
jg j∈C are a sequence of nc̄
draws made without replacement from a population of m ones and (n − m) zeros. Thus
∗
E(Zjg
)=

nc̄ m
nc̄
P(Zjg = 1|A) = · = c̄.
m
m n

∗ is bounded between 0 and nc̄/m. While these
Moreover, since Zjg ∈ {0, 1}, each of the Zjg
random variables are identically
they are not independent—like the Zjg from
n distributed,
o

which they are constructed,

∗
Zjg

j∈C

are draws made without replacement from a finite

population. Under this form of dependence, however, Hoeffding’s Inequality continues to
apply (Hoeffding, 1963, p. 28) and hence





 m 2 
−2t2 m2
b
P Cg − C̄g > t A ≤ 2 exp
≤ 2 exp −2n
t2
nc̄
n
where the second inequality follows because 0 < c̄ ≤ 1. If c̄ = 0, we have



 m 2 
b
P Cg − C̄g > t A = P(|0 − 0| > t|A) = 0 ≤ 2 exp −2n
t2
n
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so this inequality holds for any c̄. Applying the law of total probability as in the proof of
Lemma 18, we see that



 m 2 
b
t2
P Cg − C̄g > t Ng = n, Ng Z̄g = m ≤ 2 exp −2n
n
and thus

bg − C̄g ≥ t Z̄g ≥ s/2
C


X
=
P Cbg − C̄g > t Ng = n, Ng Z̄g = m
≥s/2}
{(m,n) : m
n

P



× P(Ng Z̄g = m, Ng = n|Z̄g ≥ s/2)

 m 2 
X
≤
t2 P(Ng Z̄g = m, Ng = n|Z̄g ≥ s/2)
2 exp −2n
n
≥s/2}
{(m,n) : m
n
X

2 exp −ns2 t2 /2 P(Ng Z̄g = m, Ng = n|Z̄g ≥ s/2)
≤
≥s/2}
{(m,n) : m
n

= exp −ns2 t2 /2
by a second application of the law of total probability, since n ≤ Ng .
Lemma 20. Suppose that sn > 2. Then, under the conditions of Lemma 15,



b
P max Cig − C̄ig > t Z̄g ≥ s/2 ≤ 2 exp −ns2 h(sn, t)2 /2
1≤i≤Ng

where we define

h(x, t) ≡

x−2
x

2

"



t− 1−

x−2
x

2 #

4
.
x−2

Proof of Lemma 20. If Z̄g > s/2 > 1/n, then Ng Z̄g − Zig > 0 and Ng Z̄g > 0. Hence,


bg − Dig
D̄ig
Ng Z̄g
Ng Z̄g C
Dig
Ng D̄g − Dig
b
bg −
Cig ≡
=
=
C
.
=
Ng Z̄g − Zig
Ng Z̄g − Zig
Ng Z̄g − Zig
Ng Z̄g − Zig
Z̄ig
Similar manipulations give

C̄ig =

Ng
Ng − 1


C̄g −

Cig
Ng − 1

from which it follows that




Ng Z̄g
Ng
Cig
Dig
b
b
Cig − C̄ig ≤
Cg −
C̄g +
−
Ng − 1
Ng − 1 Ng Z̄g − Zig
Ng Z̄g − Zig
by the triangle inequality. Using the fact that Zig , Dig , and Cig are binary along with
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n ≤ Ng and Z̄g > s/2 > 1/n, tedious but straightforward algebra allows us to bound the
right-hand side of the preceding inequality from above, yielding
#
"

2
2
4
sn
sn
big − C̄ig ≤
bg − C̄g +
C
+1
C
.
sn − 2
sn − 2
sn − 2
big − C̄ig | does not depend on i, it follows that
Since this upper bound for |C
#
"
2
2

4
sn
sn
bg − C̄g +
big − C̄ig ≤
+1
C
max C
1≤i≤Ng
sn − 2
sn − 2
sn − 2
provided that Z̄g > s/2 > 1/n. In other words, so long as sn > 2 we have


n
o


b
bg − C̄g > h(sn, t) .
Z̄g ≥ s/2 ∩ max Cig − C̄ig > t ⊆ Z̄g > s/2 ∩ C
1≤i≤Ng

Therefore, by the monotonicity of probability




b
P max Cig − C̄ig > t Z̄g ≥ s/2 ≤ P Cbg − C̄g > h(sn, t) Z̄g ≥ s/2
1≤i≤Ng

and the result follows by Lemma 19.

Proof of Lemma 15. By the law of total probability, Lemma 19, and Lemma 20




b
b
P max Cig − C̄ig > t ≤ P max Cig − C̄ig > t Z̄g ≥ s/2 + P(Z̄g < s/2)
1≤i≤Ng
1≤i≤Ng


≤ 2 exp −ns2 h(sn, t)2 /2 + exp −ns2 /2
where h(·, ·) is as defined in Lemma 20. Expanding and simplifying, we see that


sn − 2
sn

4

16t
≡ h∗ (sn, t).
sn − 2


big − C̄ig > t since both C
big and C̄ig are
Now, for any t ≥ 1 we have P max1≤i≤Ng C
between zero and one. Since h∗ (sn, t) < 1 for any t < 1, it follows that




b
P max Cig − C̄ig > t ≤ 2 exp −ns2 h(sn, t)2 /2 + exp −ns2 /2
1≤i≤Ng


≤ 2 exp −ns2 h∗ (sn, t)/2 + exp −ns2 /2

≤ 3 exp −ns2 h∗ (sn, t)/2
h(sn, t)2 ≥

t2 −
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Applying the union bound we obtain

P


max

max

1≤g≤G 1≤i≤Ng

big − C̄ig
C



G 
[
max
> t = P

1≤i≤Ng

g=1

≤

G
X

P



g=1

≤

G
X

max

1≤i≤Ng

big − C̄ig
C



>t 


b
Cig − C̄ig > t


3 exp −ns2 h∗ (sn, t)/2

g=1


= 3G exp −ns2 h∗ (sn, t)/2
and accordingly we have




b − C̄ig

 max max C

 1≤g≤G 1≤i≤Ng ig
s
> M
P




log G
n
s
(
"
#)

−ns2
16
sn − 2 4 log G 2
log G
M −
M
≤ 3G exp
2
sn
n
sn − 2
n
(
"
#)
r


s2 sn − 2 4 2
16
1
= 3G exp log G 1 −
M −
.
2
sn
sn − 2 n log G



The expression on the right-hand side converges to 3 exp log G 1 − s2 M 2 /2 as (n, G) →
∞ and hence can be made arbitrarily small by choosing a sufficiently large value of M .
Proof of Theorem 12. We provide the argument for condition (vii) of Theorem 10 and (iii)
of Theorem 11 only. For (vi) from Theorem 10, simply replace Uig with X ig in the following
derivations. By (2.17) and the triangle inequality


Ng
Ng
G
G
X
X
X
1 X
1
b ig − Z ig )Uig ≤ ∆G 
ρg (Z
||ρg W ig Uig ||
(2.28)
Ng
Ng
g=1

g=1

i=1

where we define the shorthand

∆G ≡ max
max
1≤g≤G

1≤i≤Ng

+

i=1

−1

big , Ng ) − R(C̄ig , Ng )
R(C


.

Consider the second factor on the RHS of (2.28). By an argument similar to that used in
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the proof of Theorem 10,


Ng
G
X
X
1
 1
||ρg W ig Uig || →p
G
Ng
g=1

so that

PG

1
g=1 Ng

E [||ρW ig Uig ||] < ∞

i=1

PNg

i=1 ||ρg W ig Uig ||

b
1G ≡ 1

= OP (G). Now, define the event b
1G as






min

1≤g≤G

big
min C

1≤i≤Ng

c̄L
≥
2


.

big ≥ c̄L /2 it follows that
By assumption R(C̄ig , Nig ) is invertible, and conditional on C
big , Ng ) is likewise invertible. Hence, if b
R(C
1G = 1 we can write
big , Ng )−1 − R(C̄ig , Ng )−1
R(C
h
i
big , Ng ) − R(C̄ig , Ng ) R(C̄ig , Ng )−1
big , Ng )−1 R(C
= R(C
big , Ng )−1
≤ R(C

big , Ng ) − R(C̄ig , Ng )
R(C

R(C̄ig , Ng )−1 .

Let ||M||2 denote the spectral norm of a matrix M, i.e. its largest singular value. Since
R(C̄ig , Ng ) is square, symmetric, and positive definite we have ||R(C̄ig , Ng )−1 ||2 ≤ 1/σ < ∞.
big , Ng )−1 ||2 ≤ 1/σ < ∞. Because all finite-dimensional
Similarly, if b
1G = 1, then ||R(C
norms are equivalent, it follows that


big , Ng ) − R(C̄ig , Ng )
b
1G ∆G ≤ K max
max R(C
1≤g≤G 1≤i≤Ng




−1/2
b
≤ K max
max Cig − C̄ig + O(n
)
1≤g≤G

1≤i≤Ng

where 0 < K< ∞ denotes
 a generic, unspecified constant. Applying Lemma 15 we see that
p
b
log G/n as (n, G) → ∞. Thus, by (2.28),
1G ∆G = OP

b
1G

Ng
G
X
1 X
b ig − Z ig )Uig = OP
ρg (Z
Ng
g=1

i=1

s

log G
n

!
OP (G).

(2.29)

If log G/n → 0 as (n, G) → ∞, then the rate on the RHS of (2.29) becomes oP (G). If
G log G/n → 0, it becomes oP (G1/2 ). Finally, since c̄L ≤ C̄ig , it follows that





c̄L
b
b
P 1G 6= 1 ≤ P max max Cig − C̄ig ≥
1≤g≤G 1≤i≤Ng
2
Hence, applying Lemma 15, log G/n → 0 implies b
1G →p 1. The result follows.
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2.9. Additional Tables and Figures
Age

0.004
(0.002)

Cohabits

-0.02
(0.010)

Has at least one child

-0.13
(0.032)

Youngest child: 12+ months

0.12
(0.027)

Education: less than Bac+2 years

-0.03
(0.012)

Employed at baseline

-0.09
(0.019)

Not employed at baseline

0.03
(0.015)

Permanent contract at baseline

-0.14
(0.017)

Fixed term contract at baseline

-0.06
(0.015)

Duration of contract at baseline: 7-12 months

-0.04
(0.018)

Duration of contract at baseline: 13+ months

-0.12
(0.028)

Receives unemployment insurance at baseline

0.04
(0.009)

Mean compliance
0.35
Observations
11,976
R2
0.055
Table 14: Predictors of compliance: linear probability model. OLS estimates of
compliance indicators on baseline covariates, estimated on the subsample of participants
assigned to treatment. Standard errors clustered at the city level. The following variables
are included in the regression but are not reported and are not statistically significant: sex;
number of children; youngest child 0-4 months, 4-8 months, 8-12 months; unemployment
duration at baseline; did not provide employment status at baseline; unemployment duration in the last 18 months; temporary contract at baseline; 1-3 month contract at baseline;
3-6 month contract at baseline; average city unemployment rate.
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Figure 9: Distribution of the estimates of the spillover terms, (γ, γ n , γ c , δ c ), over 5000
simulations for our IV and the ‘naive’ IV (where available) for simulations with 150 groups.
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Figure 10: Distribution of the estimates of the spillover terms, (γ, γ n , γ c , δ c ), over 5000
simulations for our IV and the ‘naive’ IV (where available) for simulations with 500 groups.
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2.10. Experiments with a 0% Saturation
Some randomized saturation designs, including the experiment of Crépon et al. (2013a),
include a zero percent saturation, also known as a “pure control” condition. Under onesided non-compliance Sg = 0 implies Zig = Dig = D̄ig = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ Ng . Accordingly,
big from (2.14) for groups assigned a saturation
we cannot estimate the share of compliers C
of zero. The easiest solution to this problem is simply to drop observations for any zero
saturation groups. Under Assumptions 1–2 and 6 this has no effect on our identification
or large-sample results provided that we replace Q, Q0 and Q1 with expectations that
condition on Sg > 0, namely


e n) ≡ E Wig W0 |C̄ig = c̄, Ng = n, Sg > 0
Q(c̄,
ig


e 0 (c̄, n) ≡ E (1 − Zig )f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 |C̄ig = c̄, Ng = n, Sg > 0
Q


e 1 (c̄, n) ≡ E Zig f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 |C̄ig = c̄, Ng = n, Sg > 0
Q
Zero percent saturation groups, however, are informative: they pin down the value of
E[Yig (0, 0)] and hence can be used to improve estimates of E [θig ]. To exploit this information, we replace the instrument vectors from parts (i) and (iv) of Theorem 8 with




e 0 (C̄ig , Ng )−1 f (D̄ig )
e C̄ig , Ng )−1 Wig
0
W
1
{Sg > 0} Q
1
{Sg > 0} Q(
e
e
,
Z ig ≡
Z ig ≡
1 {Sg = 0}
1 {Sg = 0}
Calculations similar to those in the proof of Theorem 8 establish that these are valid and
e 0 exceed those of the paramee W and Z
relevant instruments. Because the dimensions of Z
ig
ig
ters for which they instrument by one, they provide over-identifying information. As such,
the just-identified IV moment condition from parts (i) and (iv) of Theorem 8 must be replaced with a linear GMM moment equation. Subject to this small change, estimation and
big for C̄ig in
inference can proceed almost exactly as in section 2.4: we merely substitute C
e and Q
e 0 to yield a feasible GMM estimator, e.g. two-stage least squares. With minor
Q
notational modifications, our large-sample results continue to apply.

2.11. Extending the Definition of Q
Technically, the conditional expectations in (2.8)–(2.10) are only well-defined when nc̄ is a
positive integer, whereas Assumption 8 requires the functions Q, Q0 , and Q1 to be defined
over a continuous range of values for c̄. This problem is easily solved by extending the
definitions of Q0 and Q1 . In many cases, the natural extension will be obvious. In the linear
potential outcomes model, for example, (2.12) and (2.13) agree with (2.9) and (2.10) when
these conditional expectations are well-defined and satisfy all the conditions of Assumption 8
More generally, we can always construct extended definitions of Q0 and Q1 to satisfy these
regularity conditions. Here we provide one such construction based on linear interpolation.
Let
b(n − 1)c̄c
d(n − 1)c̄e
c̄` (c̄, n) ≡
, c̄u (c̄, n) ≡
.
n−1
n−1
By construction, (n − 1)c̄u (c̄, n) and (n − 1)c̄` (c̄, n) are always non-negative integers. Now
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let
Q`z (c̄, n) ≡ E

1(Zig = z)f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 C̄ig = c̄` (c̄, n), Ng = n


Quz (c̄, n) ≡ E 1(Zig = z)f (D̄ig )f (D̄ig )0 C̄ig = c̄u (c̄, n), Ng = n




for z = 0, 1. Notice that Q`0 , Q`1 and Qu0 , Qu1 are well-defined regardless of whether (n−1)c̄ is
an integer. From these ingredients, we construct extended definitions Q∗0 and Q∗1 of Q0 , Q1
as
Q∗z (c̄, n) = [1 − ω(c̄, n)] Q`z (c̄, n) + ω(c̄, n)Quz (c̄, n);

ω(c̄, n) ≡

c̄ − c̄` (c̄, n)
∈ [0, 1]
c̄u (c̄, n) − c̄` (c̄, n)

for z = 0, 1. Since both Q`z and Quz are symmetric and positive definite, their convex
combination Q∗z is as well. To show that this construction satisfies Assumption 8 (iii),
define




0
0
Q∞
Q∞
0 (c̄) ≡ E (1 − Sg )f (c̄Sg )f (c̄Sg ) ,
1 (c̄) ≡ E Sg f (c̄Sg )f (c̄Sg ) .
Recall that 0 ≤ Sg ≤ 1 a discrete random variable with finite support, c̄ is a real number
between zero and one, and f is a K-vector of Lipschitz-continuous functions, all of which are
∞
bounded on [0, 1]. It follows that both Q∞
0 and Q1 are bounded and Lipschitz-continuous
on [0, 1]. Accordingly, by Lemma 12, Jensen’s inequality, and the triangle inequality we can
show that
L
Q`z (c̄, n) − Q∞
,
z (c̄` (c̄, n)) ≤ √
n−1

kQuz (c̄, n) − Q∞
z (c̄u (c̄, n))k ≤ √

L
n−1

where L denotes an arbitrary, finite, positive constant. Similarly,
∞
kQ∞
z (c̄) − Qz (c̄` (c̄, n))k ≤

L
,
n−1

∞
kQ∞
z (c̄) − Qz (c̄u (c̄, n))k ≤

L
.
n−1

Combining these inequalities an applying the triangle inequality, it follows that
Quz (c̄, n) − Q`z (c̄, n) ≤ √

L
,
n−1

kQuz (c̄, n) − Q∞
z (c̄)k ≤ √

L
n−1

and as a consequence
Q`z (c̄, n) − Q∞
z (c̄) ≤ √

L
n−1

where, again, L is an arbitrary, finite, positive constant. Thus,
∗
`
`
∞
kQ∗z (c̄, n) − Q∞
z (c̄)k ≤ Qz (c̄, n) − Qz (c̄, n) + Qz (c̄, n) − Qz (c̄)

≤ Q∗z (c̄, n) − Q`z (c̄, n) + √

L
n−1

= ω(c̄, n) Quz (c̄, n) − Q`z (c̄, n) + √
≤√

L
n−1
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L
n−1

using the definitions of Q∗z and ω(c̄, n) from above. Combining all of the preceding inequalities,


big , Ng ) − Q∗ (C̄ig , Ng ) ≤ L √ 1
big − C̄ig
Q∗z (C
+
C
z
n−1
since n ≤ Ng and Q∞
z is Lipschitz-continuous.

2.12. Regression-based test of IOR assumption
We implement a simple regression-based test of Assumption 5 (individualistic offer response,
IOR) for our empirical application. In settings with two-sided non-compliance, the following
regression tests whether the individuals are more likely to take up the treatment if they are
in a high saturation group relative to a low saturation group as follows:
X
X
Dig = γ0 + γ1 Zig +
βs 1(Sg = s) +
βJ−1+s 1(Sg = s)Zig + i
s∈S −

s∈S −

H0 : β1 = β2 = ... = βJ+J−2 = 0
where S − is the full set of J saturation bins with one excluded. Therefore γ̂0 gives the
average take-up for individuals with Zig = 0 in the excluded saturation bin, γ̂0 + γ̂1 gives
the average take-up for individuals with Zig = 1 in the excluded bin, and the β̂ terms
give the difference in take-up in the other saturation bins for individuals with Zig = 0 and
Zig = 1. If there is evidence against the null, this suggests that there are social interactions
in take-up, and IOR may fail. In our application, Assumption 4 also holds – we have
one-sided non-compliance where Zig = 0 implies Dig = 0 – so the test simplifies to:
X
Dig = γ1 +
βJ−1+s 1(Sg = s) + i
s∈S −

H0 : βJ−1+s = β2 = ... = βJ+J−2 = 0
where this regression is estimated on the sub-sample that is offered treatment, with Zig = 1.
We estimate this regression using our sample from Crépon et al. (2013a), clustering standard
errors at the city (group) level. This allows us to calculate the estimated share of compliers
as γˆ1 for the excluded bin and γˆ1 + βˆs for each of the other saturation bins, which we plot
in Figure 11. We do not find any evidence against IOR.
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Figure 11: Regression-based test of IOR. The estimated share of compliers is given by the
dot and its 95% confidence interval is given by the bars for each of our four saturation bins.
The horizontal dotted line gives the estimated share of compliers across the whole sample.
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